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Abstract:

W hen Jack travels to Mexico with his girlfriend, Lesley, he isn’t expecting her to
abandon him in a hotel room. This, however, forces him to begin living the trip he
ignored and come to grips with the life and emotions he continuously tried to hide from.
Along the way he meets a host o f characters who will help lead him through a country,
which seems alien according to his preconceptions o f Mexico. Jack’s journey to Mexico
becomes more than a tourist romp and along the way he just might discover what it
means to be a traveller.
This novel is written in the first person and draws upon numerous literary genres
including Travel Narratives, Picaresque and Magic Realism. It is an attempt to rationalize
the tourist culture we have created in Western travel tradition and a call for all readers to
begin seeing travel in a new way.
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For Leigh.
You make me strong.
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Chapter 1

When Lesley mentioned going to Mexico my reaction was to laugh.
“You mean a resort, right?” It was then I realized she was serious. “Mexico? Are
you serious? W e’ll be killed!”
We were supposed to take a month off after graduating from Carleton University,
as a reward before entering what we considered the real world: work. This trip was to be
a graduation gift to ourselves.
Lesley’s parents opted to pay for her and I scraped enough money together from
what was left over o f my OSAP student loan. We imagined a long extended adventure
somewhere, but we had yet to settle on a place we both agreed upon. We toyed with
Thailand, or rather I toyed with Thailand, but the talk people offered about sex shops,
prostitution, and sex shows involving ping-pong balls turned her off. Following in that
vein, however, Lesley struck upon Vietnam as being a good place to go. But scenes from
various movies exploded in the periphery o f my mind and I quickly convinced her to
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drop the idea. ‘Nam is nowhere I even want to get near to,’ I said, trying to sound like I
understood the world.
After that we sifted through ideas here and there, but mostly one o f us picked one
and the other found faults. I offered England, but she said she wanted to go somewhere
she didn’t know the language, and consequently all my other choices disappeared in a
snap.
If she had said Brazil, I would have jum ped on the idea. I had heard Carnival was
amazing and not knowing too much about its history, social or religious aspects I falsely
assumed we might actually get there in time.
“Why not Mexico?” Lesley rejoined.
Why not Mexico? I couldn’t say. I didn’t like the ideas that came to mind when
the name was mentioned. I had a predisposed natural aversion to it I couldn’t put my
finger on. Crime. Yes, that was true. There was crime there and from what I had heard it
was rampant and getting worse, but that didn’t really bother me. I wasn’t afraid o f getting
killed and only said this to keep Lesley from bringing the idea up again, which obviously
didn’t work.
There was poverty to use as an excuse as well but when it came right down to it I
really didn’t care. We had enough money so I knew that we’d be fine and not end up on
the streets o f Mexico City turning tricks for change. Poverty was sad but it could be
overlooked for the sake o f having a good time. The reality o f the situation was that I just
didn’t want to go to Mexico but I couldn’t voice my reasoning with any real authority
because I didn’t understand the aversion myself.
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I had always been intrigued by the ancient world and its architecture. I wanted to
see the Colosseum and the Vatican and other such postcard tourist stops. When I thought
o f Mexico I imagined Cancun and drunken freshmen, and although this didn’t necessarily
turn me off the idea, I wanted something different. I didn’t feel like I would see anything
in Mexico that would be significant or impressive. Nothing had ever happened there that
changed the world. Anything I saw there I could get from a film or documentary, nothing
more. I wanted some exotic place where I could forget my life as a Canadian, and for me
Mexico didn’t fit any o f these criteria.
For the next couple o f days both o f us forgot about our differences and
concentrated on our schoolwork. Lesley, an English major, had no final exams and was
working on finishing her last essay on the representation o f women in George Eliot’s
Daniel Deronda. She hoped to use the essay as part o f her submission materials to do a
M aster’s, but she wouldn’t be applying for another year so I didn’t understand why she
was worrying so much. I, on the other hand, had four exams to finish my degree in
Sociology and all o f them were towards the end o f April, one o f them the last day o f
exams. As I studied, I dreaded my exams as each day approached. It meant that I had less
time to play with, less time to have the cloak o f school bathe me in respectability. I
wasn’t sure what I wanted to do after graduating and so I considered on more than one
occasion deliberately failing one or two o f my exams so that I could justify staying at
Carleton another year but it was our plans to travel that kept me from doing this.
After she mentioned Mexico I hoped her flight of fancy would be quietly
overtaken by some other country while we worked apart. Later that week, as we were
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talking on the phone before we went to bed she said, “Have you given any more thought
to Mexico?”
I was silent and from this silence Lesley took that I hadn’t.
“Just think about it,” she said and hung up.
The next day, rather than put it off any longer, I began searching through
information about Mexico on my computer. There were warnings about it on the
Canadian Foreign Affairs website, but I knew I couldn’t use this because when she had
brought up the same warnings about Thailand, I had quickly dismissed them as
government overreaction. The website mentioned railings and balconies being lower in
Mexico than in Canada, causing a few serious deaths, but I was quite sure she’d only
laugh at that and promise me she’d stay away from ledges. 1 had to find another angle.
“Look at these statistics,” I said putting the numbers in her face. “It’s a poor
country with half its people living at or below the poverty line. It’s going to be dreary
going there. This is supposed to be a vacation!”
“I don’t care about the statistics. They’re just numbers,” she said, pushing them
away. “They don’t tell you the real story.”
Trying to look puzzled I squinted my eyes at her, “So you want these people to
tell you why they’re poor? That’s a little sick-”
“You’re just trying to make me feel stupid for wanting to go. But I want to go.
Please, this one time, let’s do something I want to do.”
1 got up and left, hoping that my abrupt exit would put her in a bargaining mood. I
spent the whole next day researching other places we could travel and showed up at the
same time I had left the day before with a complete presentation ready on why we should

4
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go anywhere but Mexico. I had bristol board paper with various country attractions glued
on from cutouts in travel magazines. I had traditional music from the different places. For
Greece, I was even planning on coming out wearing a toga and giving the presentation
that way. I thought, ‘If that doesn’t convince her then nothing w ill.’
Even before I had a chance to give my reasons, she stood up from the couch
where she was sitting, came over to me, pressed her lips against mine and kissed as she
hadn’t kissed me in months. When it was over she put her finger to my lips and said,
“Please, can we go to Mexico?”
I dropped all the things I was carrying and was suddenly filled with guilt. Instead
o f answering, I nodded, with her finger still on my lips, and she enclosed me in her arms
all over again. Being held by her was so soothing, so instantaneously gratifying that I had
to submit. I couldn’t say no to someone who was capable o f bringing me to my knees
with a touch. It reminded me o f how we had been when we first got together, so full o f
enthusiasm for each other without any reservations. Now, whenever she stopped touching
me I lost the feeling and couldn’t seem to remember how wonderful it was to be with her.
I wanted to reclaim that feeling and have her be mine again and so, from that point on,
although I kept feeling I had been tricked somehow, I made good on my promise and
didn’t bring up other places. It had been decided. Mexico was it and there was no
changing that now.
The one benefit I found from acquiescing was that Lesley did all the research
necessary, planning where we would visit and potential hotels we would stay in. She
organized the money, coming up with a budget that would last us the month we would be
there. This left me with plenty o f time to study for my exams. Often, Lesley would

5
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question me about what I would rather see, always from a choice o f two, and I would
pick one out of thin air, pretending that I knew what I was talking about. Once answered,
Lesley would go back to making marks in her Wandering World Travel book and in her
agenda, planning out our trip with committed diligence. I rationalized this one-sidedness
when it came to planning the trip, was directly related to her having more free time than I
since I still had exams. If Lesley had ever known what I did with my free hours away
from studying, she would have been surprised to find out.
The truth o f the matter is that I cheated on Lesley during those weeks. Our
relationship hadn’t been going well for the few months prior so around the time we began
trying to decide on a place to visit I began sleeping with another girl. I had meant for it to
be short term, a one night stand even, but as things progressed I rationalized that we were
leaving Canada anyway so that in itself would end the relationship without me actually
having to do anything. The trip was supposed to rekindle the relationship Lesley and I
had been dragging ourselves through for the past year so at first I didn’t see the harm as
long as we were planning to fix everything once we left Canada.
Two weeks before exams, Lesley had me go with her to buy the tickets at Travel
Cuts. We were set to leave three weeks after exams and would spend a month in Mexico.
Our pooled resources were three thousand Canadian, enough to spend a hundred dollars a
day. W e’d use our bank cards and some traveller’s cheques and American dollars, but
bank cards were really the easiest and safest way to go, the salesperson at Travel Cuts
assured us. From the tickets, I learned we would be flying into Mexico City and leaving
from there. This brief itinerary was all I knew about our trip.
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When I sat down to my final exam in the stale, noisy gym I gave careful
consideration to flunking. As the proctors roamed about searching for peering heads I
chewed the end o f my pencil and thought about not going to Mexico. In the end I did my
best and I left the exam feeling as if I had somehow trapped myself. After the exam
however I allowed myself to be taken up with research about Mexico but my heart w asn’t
completely in it. I tried to discuss things I wanted to see with Lesley but the trip was
already planned and when I mentioned things I had dismissed before, she’d get confused
and wonder if I had been paying attention from the beginning. Rather than have me seem
like a thoughtless boyfriend, I tried to play along and peek secretly into her plans without
having her guess too much at my not having paid attention before. This was half-hearted
on my part and more often than not, I left her to her own devices. I was sure she’d lead
me about impressively when we got there and but I really didn’t care that much either
way since I still hadn’t warmed to the idea o f going to Mexico.
One time, late at night, two weeks shy o f our departure I mentioned, by accident,
that I really didn’t care. She got angry and demanded to know why.
“It’s not ancient,” I said. “It’s so new, like Canada or the United States. What is
there to attract us? It’s no Greece. It’s no Rome. It’s just Mexico!” I added, peppering my
words with a little bit too much distaste.
Lesley was quiet in the darkness and then from far away I heard her voice coming
towards me even though I could have reached out and touched her in the bed. “I think
you’ll be surprised,” she said. “It’s infinitely older than you think.”
“Ha!” I scoffed. “Not as old as those places I just mentioned.” I used ancientness
as my excuse even though I had never expressed to Lesley how much this meant to me
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before. It wasn’t even the real reason. To put it simply, I had a presumptive dislike o f
Mexico I could not explain or even put my finger on. In retrospect, I might have been
unconsciously wary o f what was going to happen.
“Just wait,” said Lesley softly. “You’ll see.”
Two weeks later we were packed and ready to go. My father and her parents took
us to the airport to see us off and her parents hugged me, something they had never done
before, and I felt a little embarrassed by the display o f affection. In return, my father
hugged Lesley, but it was foreign to him and this was visible. The whole scene made me
uncomfortable as if we were all actors trying to do what was expected o f us.
My father took me aside as we waited to board. “Do you need any money?” He
reached towards his pocket as he spoke.
“No.” I waved off his hand and it retreated to brush its owner’s hair. A nervous
habit I had long ago picked up on. “You know your mother called the other night-”
“Did she now?”
My father grimaced. “Don’t be like that, Jack. It was a while ago.”
“Not long enough,” I said. I turned away from my father. He had never been a
conversationalist. “I think the plane’s boarding.” My father let me walk away without
trying to stop me.
Lesley’s father, however, took me aside right before Lesley and I were about to
go through the area they weren’t allowed to follow us into.
“Take good care o f my daughter.”
“O f course. You don’t have to-”

8
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He waved me silent and his tone became very serious and authoritative. “I’ve
never told you this before but I don’t like you one bit. I don’t think there’s anything
redeemable about you whatsoever.”
“Ok,” I said, unsure o f what else I could say.
“But my daughter likes you for some reason that I can’t fathom and so I permitted
this trip to take place even though I had originally encouraged her to take a girlfriend
rather than you.”
I knew for a fact that this was true. Originally, Lesley hadn’t planned for me to
come, and it was only later that she invited me to take part when her friend failed a class
during the first half o f the school year and was now having to finish up her degree during
the summer. As for her father disliking me, it was something I’d always suspected yet
never really dwelled on. I rarely saw him and so it didn’t bother me. Vaguely, I knew he
did something for the government. He was high up in the public servants’ circus working
in leadership roles in various departments. ‘Think laterally not vertically’ he had said to
me once about career climbing. It seemed every few months he had a new position in
some new department with only the slightest pay raise or slightest title promotion but
over time he became more and more powerful. If he brought the same type o f attention
and obsessed sense o f control he attempted to exert over Lesley to his work I couldn’t
help but see that he would be successful. As for me, he never managed to intimidate me,
even though he’d glance at me icily in an attempt to produce the desired effect and I
would pretend to be respectfully submissive only to humour him. With Lesley and I
leaving though I refused to pretend any longer.
“Is there a reason you’re telling me this?”

9
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“I’m just telling you to be careful and take care o f her, because if things go well
on this trip I just might change my perception o f you.” Lesley’s father extended his hand
and stared into my eyes.
The comment was meant to be generous, a redeeming gesture which would enable
me to perhaps work my way into his good graces. The way he said it had all the drama
and ceremony o f a ‘Thursday After School Special’ and all I could think about was how
self-important he must have felt at that moment. Nonetheless, I took his hand and shook.
“Better give me another hug too, for effect,” he added.
We left them at the gate and began the lengthy boarding procedures. While we
were going through customs the officer searching me became interested in the cell phone
I had forgotten to leave at home. Across from me, having her shoes checked with a wand
between her legs, Lesley squinted at me curiously.
“Why are you bringing a phone to Mexico?” asked the officer.
“No reason,” I answered.
“That’s not good enough.” We spent a couple o f minutes bantering back and forth
until he seemed to get bored with the whole episode and told me to continue on to where
Lesley was already waiting.
While we were sitting down Lesley reached into my coat pocket and took my cell
out even though I grabbed at it angrily. Without looking at me, she took a seat across the
aisle and began checking the history. When she was finished she unemotionally deposited
my phone in the garbage beside her.
“What the fu-”, I began, standing up and contemplating reaching into the garbage
to retrieve it.
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“You don’t need a phone in Mexico,” she said sweetly. “It’s not that type of
place.”
“Yeah, but my phone?!”
“I’ll buy you a new one when we get back,” she said with a wave o f her hand.
“We want nothing tying us to the past on this trip. Open to new experiences and all that.”
“I thought this trip was about the past. ‘Mexico is infinitely older than you
think’?” I responded mocking her.
“Oh, it is,” she admonished. “But the past is a fiction written by the victors.
Sometimes it’s important to understand the past o f those who lost.”
“Did you learn that line in cultural studies class or something? And how does that
have anything to do with my phone?”
“Just forget about the phone already,” she said, in a tone that made me shut up.
“I’ll buy you a new one when we get back.” She turned back to me and smiled a forced
smile.
“Promise,” I said, coming over to sit with her.
“Promise,” she responded, softly.
I sat beside her for the next hour and a half, playing with her hair. Lesley hugged
me sideways in a chair.
“You know I love you, right?” she said.
“Yeah. I love you too.” I kissed her bare forehead. “I could only ever love you.”
“Do you really mean that?”

11
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I felt a tear slide onto my hand but as I was about to ask Lesley about her crying
our plane was called. Both o f us stood up and doubled-checked that we had everything
before proceeding to our gate, forgetting the moment for the time being.
Just as I was about to hand my ticket to the ticket agent, I looked back at the
garbage where Lesley had dumped my phone. Beside the bin, a dark haired lumbering
woman with hooped earrings was emptying its contents into a larger bag. I sighed and
boarded the plane, wondering why I had even bothered looking back.
Forty minutes later we were airborne and Lesley leaned into me.
“Did you really mean what you said?”
“Yeah, sure,” I said, tossing her my bag o f peanuts. “They’re all yours.”
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Chapter 2

The disappearance o f Lesley occurred on our second day in Mexico.
The final descent o f the plane offered an amazing view as houses brightly painted
blue, red and green shot up from the relatively desert landscape, pockmarked with cacti
and a few desperate trees clinging to the limits o f civilization. Mountains not yet grasped
by the unstoppable approaches o f industrialization and suburbia ringed the city. Mexico
City, it said in the Wandering World, had been founded by the Aztecs and built on a
swamp to escape the hatred o f enemies, and was now an expansive entity. The Aztecs
named the city Tenochtitlan, ‘Place o f the Prickly Pear C actus\ which was abundant in
the area. In a valley protected by imposing mountains and by its sheer inhospitality, the
Aztecs had carved out an existence in under three hundred years that spread their
influence through most o f modem day Mexico. When the Spanish under Cortez had
finally made it to the city, the conquistadors were immensely impressed, stating that it
rivalled Seville in Spain and was by far the most glorious city in existence. The
subsequent struggle between the Aztecs, the conquistadors and the clergy left the city in

13
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ruins, and as each pyramid fell, a Church was built on top so that the present day Mexico
City, or DF (Districto Federal) to the locals, was not much more than an edit over an
infinitely older place. If you go into the basements o f some older buildings you can still
see the foundations o f what the Spanish destroyed. I learned all this from Lesley reading
it to me from the Wandering World as we descended.
Now, Mexico City could be seen as a rolling slump o f city stretching out to touch
and weave itself through the crevices o f the surrounding mountains. One suburb built
upon the next in highly decorative colours shocked my senses, coming from a country
unable to imagine buildings which were anything more than brick red or concrete grey or,
if one lived in a suburb, white or off-white. Here the houses launched themselves into our
consciousness with such joyous colours as desert night blue, gold coin yellow, and hot
fluorescent pink jarring themselves into our eye sockets, keeping us awake and
potentially disintegrating our rods and cones in a sudden rush o f visual orgasm. The
suburbs stretched to fill all the usable land within reach until the sprawl leaked out of
DF’s federal district boundaries and entered Mexico State where it had no business being.
Mexico City was a behemoth, an all-consuming monster, springing up concrete and tire
villages in its wake. A slight exodus was occurring though, as people began to hate the
crime and earthquake dangerous scenario that Mexico City presented. This was
manifested by the long lines o f snaking cars continuously entering and leaving the city on
arteries o f major roads. These held the daily commuters who lived outside the city but
still gained economically from its presence. With each breath the city circulated these
cars like a child’s micro machines and from the plane I was awed at the expanse o f the
city even though from my height I could not pick out specific detail. The largeness o f the

14
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city scared me and I wondered if I was going to be at all capable o f handling myself in
this, the largest city in the world. I mentioned my hesitation to Lesley, who nodded.
“I think we should leave the city as soon as possible. Come back when we feel
more comfortable.”
“Maybe stay for a few days before we leave in a month?” I offered.
“Sounds great,” she said, taking my hand and patting it.
Our decision to leave the city was marred by the surprise that the airline had lost
our luggage. We had transferred planes in Miami and it was there that the mix up
happened. Other people didn’t lose their stuff, it was just us, and so we spent forty-five
useless minutes walking worriedly about the luggage carousel hoping our two bags would
drop from the chute.
“I don’t think they’re coming,” Lesley said checking her watch. “We should go.”
“Go where? We have none o f our stuff.”
Lesley sighed and we waited. Finally we gave up and got in touch with the airline
and filled out the appropriate forms. A pretty dark-skinned woman, with engaging brown
eyes and wearing smart professional clothes which accentuated her slim body, said it
would be a couple o f days and gave us a telephone number to contact them. At that point
I had absolutely no faith that our bags would be found. I had no idea what we were
supposed to do in Mexico without our stuff.
The only thing I had on me was my wallet and Lesley had her carry-on that held
little else than her identification, money and the Wandering World she had insisted on
lugging everywhere. “It’s a necessity,” she had said, when we split the forty dollars to
buy it at Chapters.

15
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With copies o f the missing baggage forms safely tucked in my pants’ pocket we
headed into the expanse o f the airport. I had pictured an open field in the middle o f the
jungle with stacks o f cocaine having to be moved off the tarmac to herald in the arrival o f
our plane. Instead I found m yself in a truly modem airport recently built on the outskirts
o f the city but still surrounded by activity, outfitted with all conveniences and in much
better condition than the Ottawa airport we had left. Around us a sea o f multicultural
faces rushed forth as uniformed men walked briskly about like life-size G.I. Joe’s
straddled by arm length machine guns that took getting used to. An abundance o f people
spoke Spanish, but others could be heard above the usual din o f the airport, and they were
not always discernible as English.
Outside the glass doors, the streets were not as congested as we would have
thought. There was a gentle flow that pushed the cars along in the glistening sunlight
reflected off the shimmering yellow taxis and their assorted colour counterparts.
“I think there’s a bus station over there,” Lesley said pointing outside.
“So w e’re leaving here then?”
“I thought that’s what we agreed.” We hesitated together inside the doorway, not
quite in and not quite out. People bumped into us as we stood.
“So you want to stay here then?”
I looked around. Mexico City. It seemed too much for me. People had told me
that you should leave Mexico City as soon as possible; otherwise, you would run the risk,
with every passing second, o f getting robbed or attacked or raped. I looked up at Lesley
who was waiting for my answer. She no longer seemed bothered by the possibility of
staying and this unnerved me even more.

16
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“They said they can send our bags anywhere in the country?”
Lesley nodded. “Yeah. Anywhere.”
“Let’s get out o f here then.”
Lesley cracked open the Wandering World, checking what the airport bus
terminal offered even though it was plainly written in front o f us.
“Pachuca, Veracruz or Puebla?”
I pursed my lips wishing I had paid more attention to the country’s layout in
Canada. “Veracruz?” I wavered.
“Sure.” She handed me some money and I went to buy the tickets. The bus was
leaving in half an hour so we leaned up against the concrete wall and waited in silence.
The bus ride came as a surprise. There were nice comfy seats and a woman made
the rounds offering us water and juice and pop. They put on a movie in English with
Spanish subtitles and I hardly even noticed when the*woman came by again to offer me
some Japanese peanuts, hard deep-fried nuts encased in plastic wrapping.
“ 7 tu n o v ia T questioned the woman pointing to Lesley.
I looked over to see Lesley staring out the window not even glancing at the
movie. “Hey, Lesley,” I said. “Do you want some nuts?”
Lesley turned her face to look at us, her eyes red and watery, holding loose tears.
She shook her head and turned back to the window. The woman hesitated, then moved on
to other passengers.
“Lesley,” I said. “What’s the matter?” I put my arm around her and she went
rigid.
“Nothing,” she said. “Absolutely nothing,” and continued to stare out the window.
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“What the hell do you mean, nothing?”
Lesley was quiet and then turned back to me with a tear stained face. “It’s just not
what I expected,” she said.
“What did you expect?”
“Stop watching the movie and look out the window with me!”
“Well, it’s hard. You took the window seat.”
“Did you want to switch?” she asked.
“No.”
With a strong arm she pulled me in to lean against her and we watched the
scenery pass by. We were on the outskirts o f the city and obviously in the worse sections
o f Mexico. The roofs o f all the houses were sheet metal cut haphazardly and walls made
out o f bricks of concrete had beer slogans painted across them. Chickens and loose dogs
ran around dust and children materialized out o f doorways, waving to the bus as we
passed. Most o f the children were naked and their mothers were somewhere else in the
picture, sometimes far in the fringes, nursing babies or performing household chores.
Some carried heaping bundles o f laundry on their hips impeccably white and still others
attended loose fires over which they placed thin metal contraptions for cooking tortillas.
From inside some o f the darkness o f the doorways men with shabby baseball or cowboy
hats looked through us with dark eyes. They sat in the dust or on upturned wooden boxes
and some sat in groups doing nothing but seeming to undertake a sort o f unofficial staring
contest amongst each other. A little girl chased a dog chasing another dog that eventually
bit, and when she laughed hysterically, her mother picked her up from the dust, and she
burst out in tears.
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“This is sick,” I said. “This is the saddest fucken thing I’ve seen in my life!”
Pulling away from her grasp I went back to watching the movie.
Lesley sniffled. “What’s wrong?” she asked.
I stared at her tear stained face thinking that this might make her realize what my
problem was. “W e’re in the developing world! This is not what I came to see. This is not
what I wanted. I don’t want to look out that window and be depressed with you bawling
your eyes out beside me.”
“I’m sorry, Jack,” she almost whispered. “I didn’t mean to make you depressed-”
“It’s not you,” I said. “It’s that.” I gestured at the scene outside the window. “I
can’t stand it. I can’t watch people be sad. It’s easier not to look.”
“So you aren’t going to look out the window any more?”
“That’s right,” I said and concentrated on the plot that was thickening on the
television screen before me. A few moments later I felt Lesley snuggle up to me.
“Did your father say that your mom called him?”
“Now why would 1 want to talk about that?” I said without turning from the
television. “I think you know how I react whenever that subject is raised so why don’t
you just drop it before I get any angrier? Sound good?” I pulled my shoulder away from
her and she slid to the other side o f her seat, pressing her forehead against the window.
I wanted to apologize but I couldn’t bring myself to verbalize the words or even
demonstrate how I regretted the way I had spoken. Such words were foreign to me, as if
they could only be expressed in some other language I had yet to learn. Lesley had only
been interested in something she thought mattered to me, but how was she supposed to
know that I hadn’t cared about anything my mother did since she left me when I was ten?
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My father and I had never spoken about it except once when he tried to explain but
instead he ended up in tears. It was the first and last time I ever saw my father emotional
and from that day forward I resented him for being weak, for allowing another person to
have such complete control over his emotional life. Although it hurt, I knew that I never
wanted to be susceptible to the emotions others could inflict upon me.
Somewhere outside Mexico City I fell asleep and rolled onto Lesley’s shoulder.
As I was nodding off, I decided I definitely would apologize, but that moment never
came. Even now, when I think I’ve come to grips with what happened in Mexico, I
remember how I treated her and think, “Can it possibly not be my fault for what
eventually happened?”
I awoke, I don’t know how long after, when the bus pulled to a stop and Lesley
climbed out o f the seat beside me.
“Where are you going?” I asked.
Lesley shrugged. “I’m going to stretch my legs. Get a drink. Do you want
anything?”
“I’ll come with,” I said, checking to make sure all my belongings were secure, but
quickly realizing that we had nothing o f importance except what we held in our pockets. I
descended the bus behind Lesley into the small quadrant o f a bus waiting area.
“Where are we?” I asked, yawning.
“W e’re in the state o f Puebla. The bus we took isn’t really direct and we’re
stopping in every small town so I think this is going to be longer than we expected.”
“Did I miss anything while I was asleep?”
“The Rambo character got killed off.”
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“W hat?” I said, uncomprehending, and fending off another yawn.
“Your movie. The Rambo guy got killed off.” Lesley walked over to a drink stand
and I hurried after her.
“It wasn’t Rambo,” I corrected. “It was Steven Seagal, I think.”
“Whatever.”
“I thought you were too interested in the landscape?”
“We stopped at a state check point and I watched the movie for a couple o f
minutes. I thought you’d be happy I took an interest in something you like.”
It was a good point in the dangerous game o f hurt feelings we were playing.
Somebody was bound to get burned.
Behind the counter stood a fortyish woman with curled black hair and bright red
lipstick. She smiled as Lesley approached her and said something in Spanish I didn’t
understand.
“Do you have Diet Coke?” Lesley asked, enunciating her words carefully.
The woman pulled out a red can o f coke swimming in ice. “Coka,” she said
handing it to Lesley who didn’t take the can.
“No,” said Lesley. “Diet. Di-et-ta?” she tried.
Across the barrier the woman frowned but after thirty seconds o f pointing to the
can, accentuating the word ‘si’ then through body language denoting fatness and thinness
Lesley finally procured a response.
“Ahhhhh!” said the woman. “Coka light,” and she pulled out the usual red and
white can Lesley was familiar with. Lesley took out her purse paid for the drink and
moved away.
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“Do you think they have Dr. Pepper?” I asked Lesley.
“Ask and find out,” she said pulling the tab o f her can and taking a sip.
Instead of going through countless hours o f miming I settled on a Coka and
reached for my wallet to pay but remembered I hadn’t changed any o f my money over to
pesos.
“Can I get some pesos?” I asked Lesley.
Lesley tossed me her wallet and I pulled out a bill to pay the woman and then we
both headed back towards the bus idling in preparation to leave.
“How much did yours cost?”
“I don’t know,” I said, between a sip and a burp. “I just gave her a bill.”
“Did you get change?”
“Did you?”
“O f course,” she said. “It’s only seven pesos.”
“Oh,” I commented as the bus pulled away. “How much did I give her?”
Lesley quickly did some mathematical calculations with the contents o f her purse.
“You paid twenty pesos!” she exclaimed. “I can’t believe you didn’t get your change!”
“She’s a bitch,” I said, taking another long draught from my can.
“How can you say that? You’re the stupid tourist.”
Lesley slumped back in her seat and continued her outside vigil o f the landscape.
Over her shoulder I shared in the scenario but it wasn’t as enticing to me as it had been
on the plane. Everything looked so close up that I couldn’t seem to define anything
properly. It was too big even though the landscape was practically bare. It had all looked
so much more manageable from the skies, swooping across it with speed and power. The
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dry cracked, dusty, cacti-strewn vista spread out before me was ominous as we travelled
towards one of the highest mountains I had ever seen.
“W hat’s that mountain?” I asked Lesley, pointing over her shoulder.
“Popocatepetl,” she replied without turning around. “It’s a volcano.”
“Active?”
“It caused the earthquake in ’85.”
“This place is prone to earthquakes?”
“Here.” Lesley shoved her giant Wandering World into my hands. “Why don’t
you read this? It has lots o f great information and will answer all the questions you’re
asking.” After she spoke she kind o f snorted. “I can’t believe you didn’t do any research
before coming here.”
I tentatively took the Wandering World into my hands. “I was busy,” I replied.
“Studying for exams.”
“I remember.”
For the next two hours I flipped absently through the Wandering World and
looked out the window with Lesley. We passed through numerous little towns, jostling up
and down over speed bumps marked as “topes.” The driver at one o f the stops popped in
another movie but I didn’t bother watching, preferring now the scenery for short
manageable periods which didn’t overwhelm me and flipping through the Wandering
World on my lap. It was an easy read and mildly interesting, and more than a few times
Lesley leaned over my shoulder to examine the paragraphs and pages she had already
marked with ink and highlighter. Outside the sun began to set and people we passed on
the road seemed in an increasing hurry. The inside o f houses and stores became lit and
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now bronzed parents walking with their children clasped their hands. Flipping through
the Wandering W orld’s pages after reading up on the history o f Mexico a card fell out on
my lap.
“W hat’s this?” I asked holding it up to Lesley so she could see what it was. It was
strange that it had fallen out because I thought I had already flipped through the book
thoroughly enough to discover anything that might have been locked between its pages.
Lesley peered through the darkness at the card. “Oh,” she said. “I bought that in
the gift shop at the airport. You don’t remember?”
“No,” I said, turning the card over and continuing to examine it. Lesley shrugged
and I was left alone.
It was a normal sized postcard with space to scrawl a message and a place for a
stamp and in tiny lettering it said: “Ciudad de Mexico, Mex.” On the front was a
photograph o f a man, taken sometime at the turn o f the century, dressed in typical
Mexican revolutionary gear. He sported a wide brimmed sombrero, a thick black
moustache, a shirt with a vest, tight pants, and above all two bandoliers o f ammunition,
one draped over each shoulder and resting against his opposite hip. At his side was a gun
and he stared out o f the picture frame with a determined glare that transcended whenever
the picture had been taken.
“W ho’s this guy?”
Lesley anxiously took the card from me and peered at the picture then flipped it
over and traced her finger along some letters I hadn’t seen before. “Emiliano Zapata,” she
read. “He was a revolutionary, I think.”
“Yeah, he was. I just finished reading about him. Neat.”
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Beside me Lesley smiled, sort of, and slipped the card back between the pages o f
the Wandering World. “I just saw a sign,” she said. “W e’ll be there soon.” And then
without another word she leaned her head against my shoulder and fell asleep.
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Chapter 3

It was close to midnight and ten hours later when our bus finally pulled into the
Veracruz station. We were the last ones to get off. Most o f the passengers had
disembarked in Jalapa and the rest had staggered off into the small towns we passed. Our
presence throughout the bus ride was greeted with slight polite interest, but nobody made
a move to speak to us, unless it was the bus hostess or the driver, who expressed in sign
language where washrooms could be procured, for two pesos, on the various roadside
stops. Otherwise we were invisible, or, more appropriately, I was invisible. Lesley
occasioned more than a few stares because o f her blue eyes, something rarely seen among
Mexicans. For the last two hours o f the ride we didn’t have to worry about this because
her eyes were closed, on account o f her sleeping against my shoulder.
I gently shook her awake and she slowly stirred to the surface, as our driver found
a parking spot and noisily put the bus into park.
“Estamos aqui,” he heralded and pulled a lever to open the doors which, with an
airy final groan, swung open for us.
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“Lesley, wake up. W e’re here.”
Blurry-eyed, Lesley stood and we carefully descended the bus into the large
parking lot o f the bus depot. We followed a confusing maze o f signs to the main area.
“W hat’s the hotel w e’re staying at?”
Lesley shrugged. “It doesn’t matter to me.”
“Do we need a reservation?”
“I really don’t think it matters.”
“I guess we should get a cab,” I said, peering around for signs.
Near the entrance to the bus station was a stretch o f three cabs and we got into the
first one where a bored looking mustached man read a sports paper dedicated solely to
Mexican soccer. After we tapped on his window he motioned us to get in and we took up
the back seat. Lesley slumped against my shoulder and began to descend into a partial
sleep.
“Hotel,” I said to him.
“You English?” he said, in heavily accented language, peering at us both in his
rear-view mirror.
“No, Canadian,” I corrected.
“Yes, but English idiom?”
I nodded and the man began to drive continuing to glance at us in the mirror.
After driving for a few blocks he began talking again. “I living in America, three years,”
he said, holding up some fingers.
“Oh,” I responded. “Good for you.”
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“I take you very good hotel,” he said. “My friend own. He give good price.
Promise,” he said, crossing his heart.
We continued on in silence and at a red light he began speaking to me again,
asking how I liked Mexico and various other questions. I wasn’t sure if he was aiming to
get a big tip or something and was wary about answering him, but soon Lesley seemed to
rise out o f her sleepiness and began entering into lively conversation with him in Spanish.
He enjoyed this and chuckled at some o f the things she said, punctuating her statements
with, “Que bueno,” more than once. As they spoke I came to realize that Lesley knew
more Spanish than I had imagined possible for someone who had only studied it in high
school. She was quickly asking the driver questions, responding to his answers and
getting him to repeat words over and over until she got the pronunciation right. I had a
sense o f what was going on until about ten minutes into their dialogue, when their talk
became complete Spanish and I was merely sitting back, awaiting the appearance o f our
hotel.
Less than three minutes later, we were in the downtown o f the city idling in front
o f a building with a worn sign, announcing, “Hospedaje Diego.” When we got there, the
driver shut off the engine and directed us to the front door.
“No bags?” he asked, seeming puzzled by this.
“The airplane lost them,” Lesley answered.
To this, the man laughed again and led the way into the hotel, shaking his head.
At the front desk a man brightened to see our driver, and the two o f them clapped hands
and began speaking in quick, musical Spanish, which neither Lesley nor I could follow.
After a few exchanges our driver turned to us. “You are very lucky. They have one room
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left - the best room in the house!” At this pronouncement he extended his hands
grandiosely into the air.
“I hope it’s not too expensive.” Lesley elbowed me in the ribs.
A t my comment the men descended into quick language again and within a few
moments our driver resurfaced in English. “Two hundred pesos.”
I stood still for a moment, unsure o f what this translated into Canadian. The men
looked to me for an answer, barely glancing at Lesley, now but their eyes flicked over her
from time to time to see if I would take any sign from her.
“It’s about thirty Canadian,” Lesley whispered.
I cringed as I saw the edges o f the m en’s mouths turn up almost imperceptibly.
Not knowing whether or not this was a good price, but trying to keep my composure, I
walked up to the desk and asked for the room. I filled out the room card and the man
extended his hand for the money.
I reached for my wallet before I realized I had no money. Lesley passed a two
hundred-peso bill over my shoulder to the man, occasioning our driver to smirk slightly.
“Things different in Mexico,” he said, shaking his head.
After paying I was handed a key and attempted to make a joke o f asking if the
clerk was Diego because of the sign outside. He looked at the driver who shrugged and
explained that there was no Diego there, it was just a name. I stood there feeling
uncomfortable about how my joke had been received until we were finally directed down
the hallway to our room. As we passed our driver he bid us goodnight and waylaid me for
a moment to press his card into my palm, telling me that if we ever needed him he would
be at our service. His card held his name, Antonio Marcello Gabriel Velazquez, and both
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his home and cell phone number. On the side o f the card was a small representation o f a
car crudely drawn and with light spots where the lines met. I pocketed it without any
intention o f considering his services. At the end o f the hallway we turned to the left and
had the added opportunity o f seeing the deskman slipping our driver a bill before he
continued outside to his waiting vehicle.
“That guy just gave him some money,” I said to Lesley, who was unlocking the
door.
Lesley shrugged. “I read that sometimes hotels pay locals that bring people.”
“That’s not fair,” I responded. “They could have taken it off the price o f the
room.”
“Look w ho’s talking,” Lesley laughed, “the guy who paid twenty pesos for a
Coke.” She scowled. “And what was with the macho display? Do you have something to
prove?”
“No. I just felt like they were judging me. If people expect me to make the
decisions then maybe that’s how we should act.”
“Maybe we should act like ourselves and not care what others think.”
“That’s a nice sentiment, but it only works in theory,” I said, putting our key into
the lock.
If the room was the best room in the house then the others must have been little
more than hovels. Heat circulated in the room like a wave, climbing up one wall and
descending down the next, distributed uneasily by a rotating fan hanging from the ceiling
with loose wires and one o f the blades missing. A curtain partitioned the bathroom from
the interior and the showerhead was set above the toilet, perhaps for making the action o f
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taking a pee and a shower at the same time all that much easier. A cracked mirror flipped
our backward faces and no less than three large bugs scurried their way away from the
flickering o f the light to find protection in the room’s ample crevices. A much-used bed
adorned the centre o f the room with a tiny bureau beside it. The sheets were stained and
the floor under the bed’s legs was rubbed away into tiny culverts. A television was
mounted against the wall but when I turned it on, it displayed nothing but static for all
one hundred and three channels.
“This is the best room in the house?” I said, flipping through the static.
“Oh, don’t be such an imperialist,” Lesley chided.
I laughed and shrugged my shoulders. “I’m not here to bring the Gospel or even
progress. Just a decent channel to watch.”
“Who wants to watch television?” Lesley said stretching out on the bed.
From my position in front o f the television I turned my head slightly to look at her
lying seductively on the disgusting bedsheet. “You can’t be serious? You want to do it
here?”
“I want to do it in Mexico,” she responded and proceeded to take off her shirt.
We began kissing, holding each other, Lesley twirling her arms along my back,
scratching me and urging me with her movements to take my clothes off. I did so slowly,
knowing how the scene would end. When we were both fully aroused, holding each other
in readiness I created a blank stare on my face and looked distraught.
“W hat’s the matter?”
“You brought condoms right?”
“They’re your thing!”
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“Yeah, I know, but they were in my bag at the airport.”
“Fuck,” said Lesley stamping her fists in frustration into the mattress. “You mean
you’re not carrying one on you right now?”
“I don’t get it that often for it to be necessary.”
“Yeah, well.” Lesley lay on her back, staring at the ceiling as it were somewhere
off in the distance. “I would have liked to have sex our first night in Mexico.”
“I know,” I said, touching her hair. “First thing tomorrow w e’ll pick some up.”
“How about the pull-out method?”
“Ha,” I spat laughing. “You know what kind o f people use the pull out method?”
Lesley raised her eyebrows. “Parents!”
Lesley responded with a groan and rolled out o f bed searching through the folds
o f the sheets for her panties but instead o f putting them on dropped them to the floor and
looked over her shoulder at me. “We might as well have sex,” she said. “I mean what’s
the worst that can happen?”
“You could get pregnant!?!”
“ We could do it once without a condom.” She smiled, attempting to seduce me, I
thought.
I lay still, my nakedness exposed to her. “But you’re the one who always said we
need to be careful.”
“And you’re the one who never seemed that bothered before.” For a moment she
maintained eye contact with me, as if searching me for some sort o f hidden confirmation
o f the fact. I looked away and in my periphery I saw her shrug and lay down on the bed
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beside me, her untanned buttocks enticing me. “We shouldn’t,” I said trying to put the
image out o f my mind. “We really shouldn’t.”
“Why not?”
“I don’t want to be a parent, Lesley.” I reached out towards her. “I can’t. I’ll get
some condoms tomorrow.”
She looked disappointed but didn’t say anything more. A few minutes later when
she was putting on a t-shirt for bed she noticed my erect penis and caught my eye.
“Do you want me to ...” She made a vague motion with her hand. “You know?”
I declined, feeling guilty. I turned off the light and lay beside her, not really trying
to fall asleep. Within fifteen minutes I heard her begin to breath rhythmically and I
sighed. I had managed to get through the sexual ordeal without any problems.
The truth o f the matter was this: two days before we left for Mexico the girl I
cheated on Lesley with decided to tell me that she had a sexually transmitted disease. I
wasn’t sure whether to believe her because it could have just been the thing a person says
to get back at the other for leaving them. The girl was more than upset to find out I was
leaving for a month and would be spending it with Lesley even though she had known
from the beginning I had a girlfriend. Nonetheless, I didn’t want to take any chances if I
had herpes or syphilis or whatever. Any other day I would have had sex with Lesley with
or without protection but giving her an STD would have just been too wrong. I like to
think I was a gentleman in that way.
I fell asleep thinking about this, hoping that Lesley didn’t find my refusal to have
sex mysterious.
Around two-thirty I heard a noise and was suddenly jerked awake.
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“W ho’s there?”
“It’s just me. I was just going to the washroom.”
“Come back to bed.”
Lesley came and we cuddled until both o f us fell back asleep.
I woke up craving water. My throat was parched and I felt like someone had
sucked all the moisture out o f my body. Beside me, the bed felt empty. Lesley was not
there. It was only after I heard the sound o f the shower running that I relaxed. At the
curtained bathroom entrance I pulled open the partition to the sight o f Lesley straddling
the toilet to catch the uneven water pressure above the toilet.
“How’s the shower?” I asked, as Lesley got soap in her eyes.
“Great!” she informed me before going back to rinsing her hair.
I turned on the tap and ran cold water into my hands. “I’m so thirsty,” I said, and
brought the water up to my lips.
Suddenly, Lesley’s wet hand shot out to dash my finger cup against the wall
causing me to slip sideways and fall down, my bottom landing on the wet floor. Luckily,
I didn’t bump my head.
“What the hell was that for?” I shouted but Lesley was laughing at my acrobatic
mishap and profusely apologizing between giggles.
“I didn’t mean it,” she said giving me a hand to help me up which I accepted with
hesitation. “You can’t drink the water here.”
“What do you mean I can’t drink the water? Where the hell are we?”
“Meh-he-ko. The water’s bad. It’ll make you sick. Maybe even hallucinate.”
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“Make me sick? I feel like w e’re in a third world country. Oh wait! We are!” I
picked myself off the ground and went back to the bed to lie down.
Lesley came out a few minutes later with a towel wrapped around her head and
nothing else. “They say that if all the microbes and bacteria in people’s stomachs in
Mexico could glow the whole country wouldn’t need lights at night because the people
could see where they’re going from the glow in their stomach.”
“W hat’s all that stuff doing here?”
“It just is. Some people call it Monctezuma’s revenge.”
“W ho’s that?”
“One o f the last Aztec emperors who gets his revenge by making all the people
that come here get diarrhoea from the water. Some revenge, huh?”
“That’s sick. You want to go out and get some breakfast?”
“Yep. Are you going to take a shower first?”
“I guess so,” I replied. Lesley took the towel off and thrust it at me.
“That’s the only one. Sorry.” Lesley powdered her face with the compact from the
make-up kit she had luckily packed in her purse rather than her bag.
After showering and dressing in our clothes from the previous day, Lesley and I
stepped out o f the hotel for the first time in the daylight. I squinted into the already
shimmering morning. Intense heat pressed into me and the smell o f diesel drifted from
the street into my nostrils. I was treated to the sight o f an old man spit phlegm into the
road.
“That taxi guy took us to the worst neighbourhood around.”
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“Actually, we’re near the zocalo, so it’s not that bad. Let’s go a couple o f streets
over to the harbour. There’s supposed to be a great place to get coffee.”
“Can I drink water there?”
“Sure,” Lesley said, swatting her hand as if to hit a fly. “They serve it in bottles.”
We turned left onto Zaragoza and then right on the Paseo del Malecon, passing
numerous sailors decked out in pure dazzling white. In a tiny square surrounded by naval
military brass, men were raising the Mexican flag while playing the national anthem. The
flag itself was impressive; almost triple the size o f a flag Canada would normally run up
an equally sized flagpole. As the men hoisted it, the green, white and red horizontal
stripes spread themselves before our eyes. In the centre o f the white stripe an eagle stared
down at us, looking forceful with a snake in its mouth. Aztec legends credit the god
Huitzilopochtli with telling his people to ‘build their city where they see an eagle
devouring a snake.’ This occurred on the site o f modem day Mexico City. The people o f
Mexico, and especially the Natives o f Mexico, are therefore part o f this heritage or divine
will o f a god who lived here before the arrival o f Christianity. The soldiers saluted the
flag, some placing their flattened hands outwards above their hearts and waited stoically
to raise the national emblem which kept getting caught in the string. Lesley and I waited
and watched the ceremony, until suddenly the band halted and everybody began walking
away, the exercise apparently finished. To me it was strange to have another flag waving
above my head and non-Canadian military officers performing flag-raising duties around
me. For the first time I truly felt like an outsider, which was made all the worse by the
fact that I was visibly an outsider.
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Lesley wanted to eat at a place called ‘Gran Cafe de la Parroquia’, but I kept
referring to it as the Parrot Cafe which made her laugh. We passed by the long white
unattractive building twice to make sure that we wanted to eat there. It was popular, with
many locals sitting in the outdoor patio drinking coffee and watching the passers-by. Men
loaded down with belts or random tourist paraphernalia walked about exuberantly trying
to sell us something. We brushed them aside, trying to look like we belonged. We caught
the attention o f a waiter who rushed up to seat us.
“Inside or out?” he asked.
Just as he asked his question a five-year-old boy began tugging on my sleeve and
repeating over and over, ‘Chicklet! Chicklet! One peso!’ I looked down to see his grubby
face just as the waiter lashed out in quick Spanish to make the boy run away, laughing.
“I think inside is better,” he said. “Less people,” he added, making a motion with
his hand wherein he held his palm upwards and brought all his fingers together with his
thumb to make a cone, repeating it several times. This, I would learn later, is the
ubiquitous sign by which Mexicans describe something is crowded. “Let’s go inside,” the
waiter said.
We were seated at our request beside a window, where we could see all the
activity outside without actually having to participate in it. Numerous tourists walked by
and got caught up in the merchants who easily pressed their wares on them. I watched as
vendors hawked their wares in broken English and confident Spanish, sidestepping the
tourists without missing a beat. I saw that they had to be persistent in order to make a sale
and any slight hesitation on the part o f a tourist would be quickly jum ped upon. If a
tourist slowed down for a fraction o f a second, peered over at what was being sold, or
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even just took the time to catch his breath, he would be immediately assaulted on all
sides. The scene was intoxicating but I wanted to be away from these sorts o f tourist
gatherings. I wanted to blend in with the crowd and see things through reality and not
through the goggles o f the tourist. I was about to mention this to Lesley when our waiter
showed up with menus.
The house specialty was cafe con leche which we both ordered along with two
breakfasts o f eggs, toast and bacon, neither one o f us being brave enough to try some of
the traditional dishes that the waiter suggested. Just as the waiter turned to leave for the
kitchen Lesley decided to change her mind and ordered ‘huevos rancheros’, something
the server insisted was “Very delicious!”
Around us was a myriad o f clinking spoons as people requested refills o f cafe con
leche, this being the preferred way o f garnering the waiter’s attention. Ours came and was
served to us in two empty clear glasses, before a boy o f twelve began filling them
partway with thick strong coffee, an inch into the glass. Then an older gentleman poured
a long thick stream o f hot milk high above the glasses’ contents, until the foam reached
the height o f the brim. The exercise made us blush to think that this performance was
being undertaken solely for us, but looking around I discovered it was not really special,
just the way the beverage was served.
“This is amazing,” said Lesley, drinking from her cup.
I tried mine and had to concur. The coffee tasted like one o f the many lattes I had
drunk at Starbucks and Second Cup but something about this made me think it was better.
It seemed creamier, fresher, and the fact it was about four dollars cheaper than a chain
bought latte made me feel like I was being frugal. Just then our breakfast arrived.
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Lesley’s ‘huevos rancheros’ seemed to be an eclectic mix o f eggs, tortillas, beans, chips,
cheese, chilis, and any other amount indistinguishable matter. We ate in silence and
watched the scenes o f bartering unfolding outside.
Breakfast over, we went to the harbour to sit and watch the boats laden and
covered with oil come into port as Lesley checked the Wandering World to see what was
next. She scribbled and checked away, while I took in the view.
“Do you want to see the fort?” she asked.
“Sure.”
I have to admit, I really enjoyed Veracruz even though I had been approaching
everything with mild disinterest, if only to remind Lesley that Mexico had not been my
idea. I was drawn, however, into the scene. The buildings satisfied my taste for history
which I had thought would go unquenched in Mexico. At San Juan de Ulua I spent forty
five minutes tracing my hands over the coral brick walls o f the fort which had featured in
every major military event in Mexico’s past. It was amazing to think that the
unimaginably large blocks o f coral had been hewn from the reef o ff the coast. When I
traced my hand along its pockmarked contours my fingertips became numb. It became an
addiction, though, and I left a trail o f my skin cells along those walls. A few times I
peered close to examine the coral and I swore I could see the imprints o f some tiny
prehistoric creatures that might have lived and died a millennium ago. Although using
coral to build would have any environmentalist today in hysterics, the walls had been
prized for their ability to withstand cannon ball shells. Apparently coral is a very good
shock absorber.
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It took about four hours to see the fort fully, just walking the grounds. There
w asn’t a lot of interpretation o f the site, only a few raggedly dressed old men making the
rounds, sweeping up garbage. We climbed to the highest wall thinking we would get a
beautiful view o f the city and harbour. Instead an impenetrable wall o f stacked metallic
crates waiting to be unloaded from a passing ship blocked our view. When we moved for
a better view an oil rig blocked the city, and we had to be contented with catching a
glimpse o f a Church spire in between the cracks o f the two foot spaced crates. A cab took
us back to the city and we spent what was left o f the afternoon admiring the architecture
of the stone buildings that made up the zocalo. A band started up in the square and we
took the time to sit and watch, beautifully dressed women dancing such rigid dances that
they could not step out o f a box imposed by chalk on the stage. Their feet swished to the
music in quick movements, which I came to believe, had to be due to either years o f
practice or a trick o f the eye. We strolled, ate fried bananas with condensed milk, and
went back to the water to take in the salt air and watch the sun set.
When we got back to the hotel it was already dark and we waved hello to the
deskman on duty who nodded without getting up. Back in our room Lesley wanted to
have sex again, but during the day we had forgotten to buy condoms. Lesley wanted me
to get some but I feigned tiredness, reasoning that everything would be closed. We fell
asleep early in the heat o f Veracruz holding each other.
When I awoke my arms were empty. I turned over to search for Lesley but she
wasn’t there. I listened for the sound o f the shower but it wasn’t running and when I went
in to check she wasn’t there either. I quickly put on some pants and looked in the hallway
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but there was no Lesley. At the front o f the hotel I found the guy on duty asleep at the
desk.
“Have you seen my girlfriend?” I asked, rousing him from his sleep.
The man sort o f grunted and then blurrily opened his red eyes and rubbed them
with his thumb and forefinger. “QueT*
“My girlfriend?” I repeated. “Have you seen her?”
The man shrugged and stared at me as if asking, “Is there anything else?”
Angrily, I scoffed and stormed back to my room.
That was how Lesley disappeared.
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Chapter 4

I spent the next couple o f hours walking the streets o f Veracruz, returning to our
hotel every twenty minutes to see if Lesley had come back. She hadn’t. Although my
stomach was growling, I didn’t dare get a bite to eat lest I missed her. Worry was
gripping me more and more by the second.
“You haven’t seen her, for sure?” I asked the guy on duty for the ninth time. As
always, he shrugged and continued sitting there, perhaps not realizing what I was trying
to get at.
The evolution o f my emotions during that morning went from mildly anxious to
frantic by the time it came close to noon. At first I had just thought Lesley had gone off to
buy condoms or a newspaper or some other item that was needed. An hour after that I
rationalized that perhaps she had gotten lost but if she had, she could have taken a taxi
back to the hotel. The name obviously would have been remembered from my failure at a
joke the day before. Even then, our hotel was within walking distance o f the zocalo.
There was no way she could have gotten lost without becoming completely disoriented.
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As noon rolled around the ideas I had o f what might have occurred became more and
more sinister. Lesley wouldn’t have just gone off by herself. Or would she? No, no.
Kidnappings, murder and white slavery made more sense.
Suddenly, I couldn’t imagine my life without Lesley. She was out there
somewhere, out o f my grasp, yet needing me to protect her, no matter how intelligent and
strong she was. Something had obviously happened to her because I couldn’t imagine
that she would put me through such misery through her own sheer will. Something was
undoubtedly wrong. Lesley had never left like this before nor could I imagine her doing
so. She was in trouble and it was up to me to save her.
As I went out again to try to find Lesley I thrust my hands in my pockets. By
chance, I hadn’t thrown out the card belonging to our driver from the night before and I
stood in the street for a matter o f moments before suddenly realizing my luck. I rushed
back into the hotel.
In desperate haste I grabbed the phone off the desk and called the number o f the
taxi driver on the card. He picked up on the fifth ring.
“Bueno,” he said through some static.
“This is Jack,” I said. “I can’t find my girlfriend.”
“gwe?” There was confusion.
“The guy from the other night. I need your help.”
“Oh! You want to go to Boca del Rio? Good playa\ You make good choice.”
“No, no,” I repeated. “My girlfriend. I can’t find her.”
There was silence on the other end o f the line. “What you want me to do?”
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“I need help,” I said. “I can’t do this.” I began to break down, suddenly aware that
my lack o f Spanish now put me in an awkward position. Questioning people on the street
had been a difficult operation as most o f the people I spoke to didn’t have a clue as to
what I was saying. Instead o f helping, they directed me to tourist destinations or tried to
sell me something. I felt verbally impotent, like my words couldn’t stand up on their own.
“I need you to translate my questions,” I said. “I’ll pay you.”
There was a moment o f pause over the phone. “I’ll be there in ten minutes,” he
said and hung up.
True to his word he was waiting outside within five minutes and kindly extended
his hand in greeting. “What happened?” he asked, his eyes showing the first signs o f
sympathy I had seen all morning.
“I woke up and she was gone. We went to bed and then she disappeared.”
“Has anybody seen her?”
“I don’t know. Nobody will answer me.”
Quickly, the driver turned to the desk clerk who watched the scenario unfold with
indifference. My driver asked him a few quick questions to which he answered with
profusive no’s, the shaking o f his head and puckering his lips outward.
“Martin says that he hasn’t seen her since last night.”
“But that’s impossible! He was right here. He would have seen her leave!”
My driver asked another question and then turned back to me. “He says he was
asleep most o f the time.”
I wanted to slam my fist into the desk and then into the clerk’s face but I didn’t. 1
just stood there quietly seething.
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“What do we do now?” I said, wanting to sit down.
“I could take you in my car and we can look for her?”
Suddenly, I filled with hope that if Lesley was indeed lost, walking the streets of
Veracruz we would be able to find her. I led the way out to his car as he hesitated before
finally following.
I had to wait until he had awkwardly seated his excessive stomach behind the
steering wheel and manually unlocked the doors. I hopped in and looked to him in
earnest.
“Where do we go first?” I asked.
“I don’t know. Where do you think she might have gone?”
“Yesterday we went to the Cafe Parrot but it’s afternoon already,” I said,
exasperated. “She probably won’t be there.”
“Don’t say that, my friend,” he chided accenting the word friend. “Do you mean
Cafe Parroquia?”
“Yeah, that’s it!”
“Well, let’s try there.”
Within moments he had cranked his car into action and we were making our way
to the Cafe that was within walking distance.
W ith Antonio’s help I questioned all the waiters and busboys and most o f the
street vendors but none o f them had seen Lesley. After that turned out to be a dead end,
we went across the street to the tourist market and looked for Lesley in between all the
stalls where she didn’t turn up. After searching and questioning most o f the people we
came in contact with, we randomly drove about the city questioning anybody who
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seemed to have been there awhile. Street people, vendors, waiters, and musicians were all
on our potential lists of interviewees but nobody gave us the information we needed. We
came close once when an old woman selling pieces of mixed fruit in cups said she had
seen a girl matching Lesley’s description just five minutes before. We followed up on the
tip, but found that the girl was another tourist who didn’t look like Lesley at all.
“I can see how she made the mistake,” Antonio said when I got angry at the misidentification.
“How? They don’t even look similar!”
“Well, in Mexico it is not so important the different hair colours. Most Mexicans
have brown hair. Most foreigners have light hair. For instance, you my friend are a
blondie.”
“What are you talking about!” I ran my hands through my hair, standing it up on
its ends. “This is light brown.”
“And to us this is a blondie.”
“That’s insane.” I wondered how he could be telling me this so calmly while
Lesley was still missing. I felt lost, out o f place and in more trouble than I could imagine.
I pictured Lesley lying somewhere, bleeding from her head, asking for help but
nobody understanding her because she had injured that part o f the brain controlling
speech. I saw her reaching out to me, begging for help, tears welling up in her eyes,
streaming down her face and pooling with her blood. I needed to find her before
something horrible like that happened to her. Part o f me was angry that she hadn’t left a
note, given me some indication o f where she might be. That part o f me wanted to curse at
her when I eventually did find her but there was no time to dwell on that. The most
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important thing was to find her, make her safe. Unfortunately, it didn’t occur to me that
her leaving might be a consequence o f my actions; I thought it only had to do with her
insensitivity to my feelings.
“Look, my friend. I’m very sorry but it’s getting dark and I don’t know where
else.”
“Please, we have to find her!”
“But we looked everywhere. I do-”
“Please,” I said beginning to beg if it would keep him from leaving me. “There
must be some place we didn’t check. Some place that she might be.”
Antonio rolled this thought over in his mind a little bit. “Well, we could always
check the bus station.”
“The bus station! What would she be doing there?”
“I don’t know. But w e’ve looked everywhere else.”
“I guess,” I mumbled, not too convinced, but I didn’t want him to leave me either.
“Let’s go to the bus station.”
There was no way I could imagine Lesley being at the bus station. We had only
just arrived and she would never have left me alone in a strange city. I didn’t voice these
concerns to Antonio because I didn’t want to give him an excuse to leave.
We arrived at the bus station just as the sun was setting and so, for the first time, I
was able to see the place we had come through two nights before captured, in the tentacle
fingers o f sun, which did little to brighten up the general shabbiness o f the building.
Concrete and crumbling, it mixed uneasily with the palm trees that lined the smog-strewn
street.
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“I have no idea why she would come here,” I said, defeated.
“Let me ask some o f the attendants if they saw her.” Antonio immediately set out
to the front o f a long line o f people and began talking to a young uninterested woman
behind the glass. She shook her head and Antonio came back to me.
“She says she hasn’t seen her but I don’t believe. Let me ask a friend o f mine who
takes care o f buses. You wait here, I’ll be back in a second.”
Antonio left me standing in the middle o f the busy bus station as he went over to a
secured area and talked his way past the armed man at the desk and went to where the
buses departed and arrived and where Lesley and I had gotten off less than forty eight
hours before. The time it took for him to come back out seemed lengthy but checking my
watch I found that it was less than ten minutes. I met him halfway from where he exited.
“Did you find out anything?” I asked.
Antonio nodded his head. “That girl over there doesn’t know anything. She
checks money, not faces. My friend Raul said a girl looking like your girlfriend came in
here this morning and got on a bus to Mexico City. We are lucky we came at this time
because he was just going home.”
“Is he sure it’s her?” I asked, remembering the day’s earlier misidentification.
Antonio continued to nod. “I asked him about the gringos and he told me about
them all. He remembers them well. Anyway, he mentioned a girl sort o f like your
girlfriend and described her as I remember.”
“But how can you be sure?”
“I asked two others. They mentioned the same girl because she was acting a little
strange and had no bags. Sometimes they get tips for bags.”
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“I don’t care about tips!” I spat. “We need to find Lesley! What about Lesley?”
Antonio seemed taken aback by my rudeness but he continued. “They described
her as I remember.”
“How?”
Antonio related the details o f the woman the men said they had seen and the
description seemed pretty close to Lesley.
“What was she wearing?” I said to be sure.
Antonio’s mind seemed to stall as he tried to recall. “Blue jeans and a t-shirt.”
“That could be anybody!”
“And a colourful purse,” he added. “Many colours, but mostly red.”
“ Shit!” I exclaimed. The description matched. Knowing now that she was gone
made my heart fall and my stomach chum. Why the hell had she left? The anger I had
suppressed while looking for her began to take over and I began to worry less and less
about Lesley’s well being and more about why she had done this to me. I couldn’t make
sense o f the day’s events and I had the sensation that I was in a dream because life was
not supposed to happen like this. The things you count on as constants are not supposed
to leave you. The people in your life should never physically leave. To combat this
feeling I contemplated the idea that perhaps Antonio was mistaken, which made much
more sense theoretically in my mind, than it did physically.
My mind reeled, trying to grasp a reason for her leaving. I thought back through
the last couple o f days, rechecking every conversation we had had while being in Mexico.
I thought back to the plane ride and then to our pre-departure time together.
“Oh shit,” I breathed.
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The cell phone. I had received telephone calls from the girl I had cheated on
Lesley with on that telephone. Lesley might have been pissed off and was using her little
disappearance as a sort o f punishment for my infidelities. I swore again, pissed off that
anybody would do this to me.
“She was going to Mexico City,” said Antonio interrupting my thought process.
“Do you want me to buy you a ticket?”
The board to my left displayed the bus itinerary. I glanced at my watch at the
same time and saw that it was approaching eight o’clock. There was a bus leaving in five
minutes so I’d arrive in the capital somewhere around three in the morning at Oriente bus
station. The airport bus had stopped leaving at five and I was wary going to a place I was
unfamiliar with. I looked about myself, trying to decide what I should do.
“I should buy ticket?” Antonio insisted.
I held up my hand. “No, no,” I said, “that won’t be necessary. I’ll leave tomorrow
morning, it’s too late now. Take me back to the hotel.” Part o f my reasoning was that I
couldn’t be completely sure that the woman the men insisted they had seen was Lesley.
There continued to be some doubt in my mind. I’d wait till morning, give Lesley a chance
to resurface and if she didn’t, I’d return to Mexico City even thought the redundancy o f
the travel made me mad. She was bound to go back to the airport anyway because our
bags would be arriving any day now and it would be easier and safer to pick them up
there than it would be to get them sent somewhere else in the country.
It was completely dark when we rolled up to my hotel. Antonio parked in front o f
the entrance and turned off the ignition. We both sat in silence for a few moments.
“I’m sorry about your girlfriend.”
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“Yeah, well.” There wasn’t much I could say to that but then I forced m yself to
raise my head and look at him. “I don’t even know what happened.”
Antonio shrugged, apparently unsure o f what had happened either.
“Thanks for all your help,” I said extending my hand and shaking his before
grabbing at the latch and climbing from the vehicle.
I hadn’t taken three steps when Antonio leaned across the passenger seat and
called at me through the window. “I need money.”
“Oh,” I responded hurrying back to the car. Through the course o f the day I had
completely forgotten Antonio was rendering me a service. It had felt so much like he was
my friend helping me out. “How much do I owe you?”
Doing some quick calculations in his head and muttering in Spanish he announced
with conviction, “Six hundred pesos.”
I opened my wallet to pay him. I considered it a reasonable price, what he
probably would have made if he hadn’t spent the day with me. As I poured through my
wallet I realized I hadn’t transferred any o f my money over to pesos yet.
“Can I pay you in Canadian?”
The man’s eyes lost their shine and seemed to look through me. “Do you have
American?” he asked.
“It was in my luggage,” I answered.
“And no pesos?”
“No, I’m sorry. Is there a bank anywhere where I can change this?”
Antonio stared straight ahead and seemed very sad. “Banks are closed.” He pulled
out a cigarette and lit up, the smoke suddenly obscuring his features.
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I wracked my brain for a solution. “Ok, I will go to a bank tomorrow morning.
Pick me up here at - what time is the first bus to Mexico City?”
“Six. And then every hour.”
“Pick me up here at seven and I’ll-”
“Banks open at eight.”
“Ok, fine,” I said, getting tired o f this. “Pick me up at nine, drive me the bank and
then to the bus station and I’ll give you eight hundred pesos.”
The cigarette was quickly tossed out and Antonio’s entire body lit up. “I’ll be here
tomorrow morning but we agreed on six hundred. I won’t take any more.”
“Ok, thanks.” I was surprised he didn’t jump at the chance for another two
hundred pesos, but I came to realize that nobody in Mexico took anything that remotely
smelled o f charity. “Nine o ’clock.”
“Yes, yes. No problem,” he answered but then his eyes clouded over. “I don’t
mean to be agresivo but can I have something to make sure I get paid?
I reached into my wallet, pouring over my cards. For an instant I contemplated
giving him my Starbucks gift card but figured he might know what it was and get upset.
After awhile I extracted my driver’s license and my health card. “I’ll need these when I
get back to Canada,” I said, “so don’t lose them.” He seemed happy to accept them,
flipping each one over to peer at the back. He nodded and then starting his cab with a
glorious roar, he left me alone on the street comer. I walked into the hotel, having no
other place to go.
The deskman was the same as the night before, which made me instantly upset.
As I passed him I waved haphazardly, but he stopped me as I made my way to my room.
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“Adonde vas?” Martin asked.
“Have you seen her?”
Martin made negative signs and repeated, “Adonde vas?”
“My room,” I said pointing. “To sleep.” I mimed putting my head on a pillow.
‘Wo,” replied the man. He then went into a long explanation o f which I had little
understanding but after about ten minutes I figured out he was trying to tell me that he
had rented the room to somebody else. From a drawer behind his counter he took out the
things that had been left in the room, Lesley’s Wandering World and some
advertisements I had picked up on the street the other day, and put them on the desk and
pushed them towards me. At this point I got the hint.
“Why did you do that?” I said, when he was finished.
Instead o f answering my question he held up a set o f keys. “Otro cuartoT
I nodded and he had me fill out another room card and then asked for two hundred
pesos which he wanted right then. I assured him I was good for the money, showed him
my Canadian currency, and promised I would pay him first thing in the morning. Martin
accepted this grudgingly and directed me towards my new room.
The room the night before was a five star hotel compared to what I got that night.
There was no fan and I gasped for breath as I entered, it was so thick with humidity. The
shower didn’t work and when it did the water was either boiling or excessively cold. One
o f the bed legs was broken and was propped up by three telephone books, each one
precariously stacked on the other, their edges sticking out like paper knives. I opened my
mouth to complain but suddenly realized there was nobody there to listen to me and so I
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lay down on the bed with the Wandering World hoping it might offer a clue as to where
Lesley might have gone.
It was the only thing left that had been a part o f Lesley. I opened it hesitantly
thinking that perhaps a note from Lesley would drop out o f it but instead out came the
card o f fierce looking Emiliano Zapata, which I put on the table beside the bed. Again, I
flipped through the Wandering World, surprised at how thoroughly Lesley had gone
through it. There were marks on every page denoting whether something was o f interest
or not o f interest at all. At the back o f book there was a stapled page which folded out to
reveal an itinerary. I checked the dates and saw that we were meant to spend tonight in
Veracruz and then the next morning leave for a place called Catemaco. A part o f me had
thought initially that it might give a clue as to where Lesley had gone, but she wasn’t
even following her own plan, otherwise she would have been sitting beside me. I closed
the book and then my eyes.
Later I woke up and made my way to the bathroom. It was close to midnight and I
ran my sweaty dirty hands under the tap to wash off the grime. I thought about taking a
shower but the water came out cold so I stepped away. At the sink I stood cupping water
into my hands and sucking it up in relish. I hadn’t eaten or drunk anything the entire day
and the cool water coursing along my throat seemed to revive me both emotionally and
physically. It tasted sweet but with a slight burnt nutty undertone which I attempted to put
out o f my mind as I drank it down.
It wasn’t until I was halfway back to the bed that I remembered what Lesley had
said about drinking the water.
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“Oh, fuck!” I intoned and fell onto the bed. I didn’t feel sick but I was worried. I
wondered half-heartedly if I should induce myself to vomit but I didn’t feel like getting
up. I was tired once more, and I fell asleep debating the matter, until my mind was
overcome, and I was once again a willing inhabitant o f oblivion.
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Chapter 5

It was completely dark when I began to hear the noises. I turned over and strained
my ears in sleep to the sound o f paper rustling.
“Lesley,” I said to silence. The noises stopped, and I was left alone. I reached my
hand to the bedside table and took up my watch to press the indigo light button for the
time. Three o ’clock in the morning. Lesley wouldn’t be here, she’d think I was in the
other room.
“I’m never going to get back to sleep,” I mumbled, and rolled over.
I was just about to fall back asleep when the noises started up again. Slow rustling
like something was moving beneath notebook papers I had laid out on the table. I lay
listening as the sounds moved tentatively towards my ear.
At first I though it was the air but my mind slowly turned over the fact that the
room was windowless and lacked a fan to generate even a modicum o f breeze. I
wondered what it was and as I though about mice, cockroaches, lizards and other such
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possibilities I became more and more awake. Tormented by my own mind, I got up from
bed and switched on the lights. As I moved, the noises ceased again.
The light o f the dull bulb illuminated the bareness o f the room and almost made
me fall into depression as the fullness o f my situation overcame me. I was in a foreign
country, had lost my girlfriend and now I was completely alone in a desolate room with
nothing but scratching noises that had begun to pick up again.
There was something underneath the papers making them rustle. Something small
and the number o f things it could be filled my head again. A mouse. A rat. Perhaps a
lizard or maybe one of those poisonous spiders. I had no idea what waited for me under
those papers yet something inside me wanted to find out and at least put an end to the
mystery.
Slowly, I walked over, being careful not to make any sudden sounds to disrupt the
movement underneath. Whatever was moving under there was getting bolder and starting
to push the paper off. Without knowing what I was getting into, I stood in front as if
guarding its potential attack.
My fingers tentatively pushed down on the edges o f the paper, careful not to
alarm the creature. Holding the edges down I wondered why I had done that, effectively
trapping it but now forced to stand there all night in that same position to keep it trapped.
Whatever it was it was smaller than my palm but still too big to be a mouse. I could see
its outline by the upraised portions o f the paper. The edge o f my finger brushed against
movement as it attempted to move and throw off the pressure I was exerting on the sides
of the paper and I must have been sleepy because I stood there for a least a minute not
sure how to proceed.
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There was a tiny pop and suddenly my forearm erupted in obscure pain.
“Owww,” I moaned and then without skipping a beat, the creature overthrew its
paper prison and bolted out from underneath, jum ped off the side table and scurried into
the darkness under the bed.
“What the hell was that?” I screamed and suddenly my mind spun, attempting to
comprehend what it was that I had seen. I looked down to see blood trickling from my
arm and a bump where I had been injured. Something felt stuck in the skin but I didn’t
spend much time examining my wound lest whatever had attacked me used the
opportunity to escape. The thought o f rabies shots in the stomach drifted through my
mind.
Whatever the thing was it could walk on two legs, and although I had seen some
lizards do this, this creature failed to fit the mould o f lizard. It looked to be about six
inches tall and covered in brown, tattered skin-like covering that had flowed from behind
as it ran. It seemed to be wearing a large floppy hat. I wondered if I was hallucinating.
The pain in my arm got stronger and I sat on the bed for an instant to examine it.
Where I had been hit there was a tiny red mark, oozing blood. I looked from my wound
to the paper that had been covering the creature and noted that a hole had been ripped out
of the paper, burning the edges surrounding it and lightly emitting smoke.
“What the hell kind o f lizard can do that?”
I was too awake now to go back to bed, but sleep became the least o f my
problems. There was some sort o f vicious spitting creature under the bed I didn’t trust to
leave me alone if I offered it the same pardon. I rushed into the bathroom, being careful
not to turn my back on the bed and came out with a clear glass vase previously used to
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capture a leak from the toilet. I dumped out the water and rushed back into the room.
Carrying my versatile cage, I made my way to the bed and tried to push it to the side to
better get at what was underneath.
It was absolutely no use. The bed was too heavy and pressed up against the wall
as it was, I could only come at the creature from one side, effectively cornering it but also
increasing its fighting instincts. Coming at it, backing it into a comer, might only force it
into reacting the same way it already had.
There was no debating the question. I had to find whatever had hurt me since I
wasn’t safe in the room till it was captured. I fell to my knees and peered under the pitchblack bed.
It was useless. The darkness was impenetrable. Luckily, I had a tiny penlight on
my key chain I used to dimly sweep the area but it did little more than extend the
shadows.
Then it moved. It was in the far comer, hiding slightly behind the leg o f the bed
furthest from me. Extending my body under the bed I pushed my stomach along the dirty
floor to approach it, holding the vase in front o f me defensively.
As I came closer it stopped moving and tried to hide itself further behind the leg
but I had already seen it and was on my way. My plan was to bang the wall on one side of
it and scare it into the open where the vase would suddenly become useful.
My face was six inches away. “I’m going to get you,” I breathed, preparing to
bang the wall.
The thing, whatever it was, seemed to understand my words and jumped out from
behind the leg of the bed and stared defiantly back at me.
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“Me Ileva a la chingadaV it said, and brought up a tiny arm holding a miniature
gun.
“What the fuck!” My head banged against the bottom o f the mattress as I tried to
extricate myself from the confines o f darkness but I seemed to have gotten myself stuck.
There was another pop and my face exploded in pain just as my arm had. My hand shot
up to my face and when I pulled it away there was a thin line o f sticky blood along my
palm which I felt rather than saw, in the shadows. I could feel something under the skin
of my face, imbedded there with force.
Quickly, I whipped my vase hand around and deposited the open lid over the
creature and held it in place as the creature stared back with defiant eyes.
Although my face was becoming overwhelmed with pain I took the time to
examine my catch, thinking that I had imagined its speech and gunplay, and that there
really was a much more rational explanation, but there wasn’t. Under the glass was a sixinch man, held captive in a see-through prison.
He was wearing bandoliers and a large floppy sombrero and over everything he
had on a poncho o f different coloured brown. For an instant he pushed against the glass
but saw that it was useless. He then levelled his gun at my hand and fired but the bullet
ricocheted and he had to duck several times to escape its travel. Finally, the bullet
dropped to the floor and the man examined the damage it had done to his prison.
Seemingly disappointed with the cost/ratio o f further attempts at freedom, he holstered
his weapon and sat down on the smooth tiled floor. Sitting there silently seething I began
to notice that I had seen his visage before. Somewhere recently, but I just couldn’t put my
finger on it -
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Emiliano Zapata from the postcard Lesley had bought! He had come alive and
was trying to kill me!
“I must be dreaming,” I breathed.
The man sat quietly with his legs crossed then looked up at me. His voice came
through muffled behind the glass. “You’re real. Just as much I am.”
“But how can that be?” I shook my head as if to prove to him my doubt.
The man stayed silent this time and breathed rhythmically and I took the
opportunity to examine him more closely. He indeed fit my memory o f the man in the
picture I had seen, down to the clothes and facial characteristics. In every way he
resembled a normal man, all except that he was six inches in height and was now sitting
imprisoned behind glass.
Slowly, the tiny figure’s breathing became more laboured and it seemed he was
exerting more and more energy to draw in air. He began hyperventilating and clutched at
his throat until finally he collapsed on the ground.
My initial reaction was that this was some sort of ruse to get me to pull off the
cover o f his prison and I lay motionless watching this play out, until I realized the seal
between the glass and the floor was so tight so as not to be able to allow any air
circulation. In effect, he was suffocating.
“Oh, shit,” I breathed, immediately knowing I would feel guilt if I were to cause
this tiny man any pain. Quickly, but with extreme care, I slid the glass along the floor to
the open area in the light as his body pressed against the glass and tumbled over itself as
he glided across the floor. In the movement his hat became detached and longish black
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hair fell out, but I continued pulling him from beneath the bed until he was lying in the
light.
His body was crumpled and he hadn’t moved. I quickly took a chance and pulled
off the glass.
It took a few seconds before he stirred and began gasping for breath and suddenly
I was filled with fear. If he revived he might attack me again. I contemplated cracking the
top o f the glass and then covering him again to allow in air while keeping him in a sort o f
barbed glass fence but I hesitated. Instead, I took him into my hand and placed him on the
bed, and as I did so, I fumbled with his military paraphernalia and pulled o ff both his
bandoliers and smoothly took out his tiny revolvers. I sat on the bed in front o f him
holding his weapons in my hand and waiting for him to revive.
Finally, his breathing slowed and he began to come back to life. Rolling onto his
back he looked up at me, swallowed then took a few more breaths.
“Gracias por
“Speak in English. I don’t understand Spanish.”
The man regarded me with suspicion before opening his mouth again and
pronouncing in a level voice, “Thanks for taking me out from under that thing.”
“You’re welcome.” I stared at him, unsure how to continue from there. “Now, do
you want to tell me who you are?”
“You mean you don’t recognize me?”
“I’ve seen your picture somewhere but I want to hear it from you.”
“You mean to tell me that you come all the way to Mexico and you don’t know
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by name one o f the few men who actually fought for its people?” He bristled with rage
and ran his fingers through his hair. “Can I get my hat?” he asked.
“Sure,” I said, and immediately began looking about for it, and found it on the
floor. I leaned over and handed it to him.
“And my guns?” he added pointing to my hands.
“How about no.” He looked offended and I continued in an attempt to explain my
position. “You shot at me. What do you want me to do?”
“You deserved what you got.”
“You shot me in the face!”
“So? You hurt Lesley. What you got wasn’t even close to being what you
deserve.”
“Lesley? How do you know about Lesley?”
He shrugged. “Are you going to give me back my guns or not?”
“Not until you tell me-”
He snapped his fingers and his bandoliers and pistols reappeared across his
shoulders and around his waist. I looked to my hand where I had been ransoming them
but they were no longer there.
“Hey! How did you do that?”
He snorted with derision. “That’s the least o f your worries. Just because I ask for
something politely doesn’t mean I can't take if I have a mind to.”
We both were silent for a few minutes and sat there regarding one another waiting
for the other to speak.
“Look, I just want to know your name.”
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His eyes danced lividly and then settled before he nobly answered, “Emiliano
Zapata.”
“The same one who was involved in the revolution?”
“The one and the same. The liberator o f the South and the Commander o f the
Southern Liberation Armies.” Emiliano’s eyes narrowed as he saw how I reacted to his
speech. “Does something I say surprise you?”
“Well, yes. I don’t know how you’re going to take this but you’re dead!”
Emiliano didn’t say anything and I thought that perhaps I had shocked him with
this particular bit o f information. He opened his mouth and began speaking so forcefully I
balked.
“Do you think I’m so stupid to not know I’m dead? Cut down before I could ever
realize my revolution. Ohhhh. ..you are a mean devil trotting that shit out to offend me.
Assassinated. Murdered. Tricked and brutally treated. Do you think I don’t know my own
life?”
“No, it’s just that not everyday a dead person comes back to life.”
“I never left,” Emiliano spat. “In fact, I’ve been here ever since my life was so
cruelly snuffed out. My revolution never ended. I’ve been with my people ever since that
fateful day, working on the sidelines, helping in anyway that I could. In some ways I’ve
done more in the condition that I am now than I ever did before.”
“Well, why are you here?”
Emiliano took a deep breath. “I’m here to strike a bargain with you.”
“A bargain? What type o f bargain?”
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“D on’t be so quick to the point,” he retorted. “Let’s get acquainted. Who are
you?”
“Jack.” I was puzzled. “If you came here to help me shouldn’t you kno-”
“Shhh! And your father’s family name?” He extended his hand as if he could pull
out the information through action.
“Oh! Welling. My last name is Welling.”
“And your mother’s family name?”
“Why do you want to know that?”
“Just tell me!” he said almost getting angry.
“Tonne. It’s French.”
“Alright Jack Welling Tonne. Has Mexico been taken over by the Americans?”
I laughed but Emiliano stopped me with a glance. “It’s a valid question. Here we
are in Mexico speaking in English.”
“Well, no. Mexico hasn’t been taken over by Americans. Unless you’re talking
about Cancun during spring break.”
“That’s my point exactly,” he said lifting a triumphant finger. “It’s not everyday I
reveal myself to gringos so count yourself lucky. I’m not here to help you because it
gives me pleasure. I’m here because you have something I want and I’m here to bargain
for it.”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean I’ll help you find Lesley if you agree to my terms.”
“And your terms are...?” As I spoke a drop o f blood fell from my cheek and onto
the bedspread. Emiliano stared at its stain.
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“Before we discuss that let me heal the wound I gave you. Then we can stand on
equal ground. Lie down so I can take the bullet out.”
“I’d rather you didn’t.”
Emiliano shrugged. “W e’re going to have to get the bullet out otherwise it might
cause an infection. I promise I won’t hurt you. Again.”
“Why should I trust you?”
“I have my guns back, don’t I? I could shoot you right now. I could have done
countless horrendous things to you. D on’t let my size fool you. Just because something is
small doesn’t mean that it’s not powerful.”
His speech scared me but his matter-of-fact voice made me believe that he could
be trusted. Also, his mention o f a bargain made me believe that he needed me somehow
and I didn’t think he would jeopardize that by hurting me again. “Are you sure you know
what you’re doing?”
“I’ve been in a couple o f battles. Lie down.”
Slowly I reclined onto the bed and Emiliano walked up to where my face was,
examining the wound and pulling out a knife.
“ What are you going to do with thatT’ I said almost getting up.
“I need to open the wound to if I’m going to get at the bullet. Just relax,” he
soothed, and came at me with the knife.
“Can’t you just snap your fingers and get the bullet back like you did your guns?”
“If I did that then you wouldn’t have any scars to remind you o f what a fool you
are. Now lie still.”
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As Emiliano worked I gritted my teeth. I could feel his tiny hands move about my
cheek as he searched for the bullet. When I opened my eyes I could see his hat moving in
the periphery o f my vision and I heard him grunting and talking under his breath in
Spanish as he dug away at my cheek. A couple o f times he chided me for flinching.
“Don’t move. I almost have it.”
After a few minutes Emiliano told me he had found the bullet and ordered me to
sit up. “Get some cloth to clean your wound.”
I did so and brought him back some toilet paper to clean his bloodied hands off,
showing off the bullet as he did so. “You want to keep it? Wear it around your neck as
good luck.”
I carefully palmed the bullet and examined it. It was the size o f a pellet from a bb
gun and when I was finished I put it on the bureau next to the empty postcard. Before I
had a chance to say anything about it Emiliano saw the blood coming from my forearm.
“Did I hit you there too?” he asked. “Oralel I’m a good shot!”
The bullet in my arm took much less time to take out and after he was finished we
sat regarding each other for a time, myself putting pressure on my wounds and Emiliano
wiping the blood from his hands. As he cleaned them, he seemed to be deep in thought
contemplating something and stealing glances at me every in a while.
Finally, he spoke. “Bueno. Are you ready to hear my proposal?”
“I guess.” I shrugged.
He snapped his fingers and disappeared from the bedspread. I looked around for
him and then saw him perched on the lampshade looking down on me where I reclined on
the bed. I sat up but he was slightly above my eye level.
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“I know about Lesley,” he started. “I know how you cheated on her and how you
treated her. There’s no need to explain it to me. I’m not saying that I acted any better
when I was alive but I still think you’re nothing more than a pendejo. Now, the question
is: do you want to find Lesley?”
I was about to object to Emiliano calling me a pendejo. I had learned that it meant
‘asshole’ in Spanish from a classmate before I left Canada. And how would I defend
myself to his claim? It was true; I had been a pendejo. His question to me also made me
think: Did I want to find Lesley? With each passing second it seemed more and more
likely that she had left me alone, effectively abandoning me. Did I care enough about her
to follow her? And what was I meant to do when she was eventually found? Apologize?
Prostrate myself before her and ask forgiveness? But what if I was wrong and she had
somehow been pulled into some horrible situation I refused to save her from? What kind
of person would I be then? I felt tom, like I was being tom in two different directions.
One side was forcing me to give Lesley the benefit o f the doubt and the other was
ordering me to protect myself, keep myself from getting any more hurt than I already
had.
“Do you want to find Lesley?” Emiliano repeated.
I remembered a time with Lesley about a year before I began cheating on her. She
had been in a car accident and got a piece o f metal lodged in her abdomen. It hadn’t been
life threatening but I’m sure she had been shocked to see a long piece o f metal jutting
from her stomach, even though it had missed all her vital organs. All that night she had
tried to call me to let me know what was going on but I didn’t pick up. I had seen her
number displayed on my phone but I ignored it because I didn’t want to talk. If I would
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have known what had happened I would have picked up, but, not knowing, I just didn’t
bother. I felt very bad about this later.
They took out the metal but missed a piece when they were sewing her up and so
a couple o f weeks later she had extreme pain, and when they opened her up they found
the tiny piece o f metal that was giving her such problems. They flushed out the wound,
sewed her back up again and gave her some antibiotics to make sure she didn’t get an
infection. This was similar to my situation. If I left Lesley on her own I worried that my
guilt would become that tiny piece o f metal. I needed to find Lesley in order to get the
knife that would open up my wound and clean it out. Lesley was just missing. Every time
I thought about where she might be I drew a blank or imagined some dangerous bloodfilled scenario and I knew that I could not live like that for the rest o f my life.
“I want to find Lesley,” I said in a whisper.
“Buenol We need to find your girlfriend as soon as possible. The sooner we do
the sooner we get to the root o f your problem.”
“Wait,” I said, hesitating. “W hat’s in this for you? I’d like to know before this
becomes official.” I pictured a revenge killing, or shipping arms to revolutionaries, or
starting a university scholarship program in his name.
“You will have it much easier than me. All you have to do is donate some
money.”
“How much?”
“Ten percent.”
“Ten percent o f what.”
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“Ten percent o f your yearly salary.” He paused, as if anticipating the next part to
be a shock for me. “For the rest o f your life.”
I balked. “You have to be kidding?”
“Do I look like I’m kidding? That’s a cheap price if you look at what you’re
getting. You’ll get me and all my resources at your disposal until you eventually find
what you’re looking for. You’re lucky. The price should be higher.”
“Ok,” I said, “who should I make the check out to?”
“I want the first year’s donation to be given wholly to the Zapatistas. W e’ll
discuss later where I want the subsequent donations to go. There will be plenty o f time to
discuss that. But that first donation,” he accentuated, “I want made to the Zapatistas.”
“The Zapatistas?” My mind searched for recognition o f the name and suddenly
remembered it from the article on Emiliano Zapata. “Aren’t they the terrorists in
Chiapas?”
“You say terrorists, I say freedom fighters. But yes, them. Give the money to
them.”
I was quiet a moment considering this proposition in my mind. “I’m not sure,
Emiliano,” I said, “after September 11th you can’t make donations to groups like that
anymore.”
“So make it before September 11th.”
I thought about the terms o f the agreement. It was a steep price but I realized that
it was fair if Emiliano did help me find Lesley. I couldn’t just abandon Lesley, and if I
did find her and she was not in trouble I wanted some answers myself. I wanted to know
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why she had deliberately hurt me the way she had. “I’ll make a donation to the Zapatistas
if you help me.”
“Good.” Emiliano extended his hand.
“The first thing we have to decide is whether or not I should go back to Mexico
City to find Lesley,” I said. I took the opportunity to check my watch and was startled.
“Oh my God! It’s almost eight o’clock. I have to be meeting Antonio soon.”
“Make the deal,” Emiliano said, continuing to hold out his hand.
“Yeah, yeah. Deal’s made.”
“Do it like a man.”
“We don’t have time. We have to get going if we’re-”
“Do it!”
I offered Emiliano my hand, and he took hold o f my middle finger, and with three
tiny shakes o f my wrist and three gigantic pumps from his arm we cemented our
partnership right there. Me on the cheap motel bed and him from the lampshade. Once
our deal was completed Emiliano relaxed and seemed to settle in comfortably into our
new role as partners.
“So this guy says he saw your girlfriend get on the bus?”
“He says a friend o f his saw her but I’m not sure if I believe him.”
“He’s telling the truth. Lesley is in Mexico City.” Emiliano stroked his
moustache.
“If you know that can’t you just snap your fingers and bring her back here? Don’t
you have the power to do that?”
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“I do,” he said. “But it can’t be that easy. You have to work for this too. Money
isn’t enough to get everything you want.” Emiliano looked over at the digital clock on the
bedside table. “It’s getting late. I’ll have to be going.”
“Wait! You’re leaving me?”
“You have to do some o f this on your own Jack. I can’t do everything for you.”
“But I thought...” I didn’t finish the sentence. I had thought that we were partners
and we would travel everywhere together, looking under every rock for Lesley together
but it didn’t seem like that was going to happen.
Emiliano looked at me and seemed to realize what I was thinking. “I’ll come with
you to the bus station, but after that you’re on your own until we next see each other.”
I was thankful Emiliano was going with me. Somehow it made me feel safer to
have him as a guide now that Lesley had disappeared. I took a quick shower and as I did I
wondered how I was going to go about travelling with Emiliano to avoid detection o f him
by others. I made my worries known when I exited the shower, a towel wrapped shyly
around my waist.
“If someone sees you they’re going to be really scared. Maybe you should hide.”
“Not a problem,” said Emiliano. “You’re the only one who can see me.”
Although Emiliano assured me that it was only I who could see him, a part o f me
didn’t believe. It seemed crazy that he could be so real to me and not to others.
Fortunately, I managed to convince Emiliano to travel in my shirt pocket. I lifted him up
and put him inside to test out the area. If he stood up straight and pressed his back against
my chest he was able to peer over my shirt. In front o f the mirror I noticed the brown
colour o f his jacket camouflaged him slightly. I didn’t mention my fear that he might be
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seen but I inwardly congratulated him on finding an inconspicuous spot for him to hide if
he could actually be seen. We left the room a few minutes before Antonio was supposed
to be outside with his taxi.
“Hola Senor,” said the deskman on duty waving good morning. I got the
impression he was happy to see me leaving.
“I never asked,” came a voice from my breast, “but do you speak Spanish at all?”
“Nothing.”
The deskman frowned when I seemingly spoke to him. “Hay un problem aT’ he
inquired.
“He asked if there’s a problem,” answered Emiliano. “ Say: no. N ada.”
‘Wo. N a d a ” I said waving to the deskman and continuing outside. The deskman
gave me a look that was a cross between perturbation and surprise but went back to
watching the black and white television propped up beside him.
“Shhhh,” I whispered to Emiliano as we left the hotel. “I don’t want people to
hear you.”
“I told you I can’t be seen.”
Antonio was ready for us, wearing a wide smile and a guyabera.
“Are you ready to go?”
“I guess.”
Antonio opened the passenger door for me.
“Any bank you prefer?”
“No, any will do.”
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We drove in silence as Antonio negotiated the morning streets. When we turned
onto Zaragoza, Emiliano took the opportunity to lift himself halfway out o f my pocket.
My heart leapt and I contemplated pushing him back down with my thumb but I was
afraid to strain our relationship so soon into our meeting lest I hurt him and he break our
partnership. I also knew that I had more to fear from him than he did from me.
“You still don’t believe that nobody can see me, do you?” Beside us Antonio was
concentrating on driving but knowing his casual attitude I was certain he’d turn to look at
me in a matter o f moments. When he did I wasn’t sure what his reaction would be.
“I don’t know.”
“Disculpe?” Antonio turned to me.
I froze wondering if Antonio would notice Emiliano. Emiliano was standing very
still, regarding him, attempting with his eyes to get his attention.
“Did you say something?” Antonio asked.
My tongue moved aimlessly before I was able to form words. “I said, ‘I don’t
know where we are.’”
“Oh!” laughed Antonio. “Zaragoza Street has many banks so you can change your
money. You still need pesos?”
“Yes, yes.” I was thankful I had been able to cover up my conversation.
After a few seconds Emiliano looked up at me. “See. He didn’t hear me. Do you
believe me now?”
Instead o f responding I sat very still and hoped Emiliano wouldn’t do anything
else to bring attention to himself. After I few seconds, I bit my lip in frustration as I felt
Emiliano move about in preparation for something.
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“I’m going to prove that he can’t see me.”
I shook my head but Emiliano didn’t seem to take any notice o f this. Instead he let
out a scream at the top o f his lungs, causing me to cringe in both pain and fear o f being
found with a member o f the revolution in my pocket.
“Hey!” shouted Emiliano when the scream didn’t seem to have any effect. “Can
you hear me?”
Antonio maintained his attention on the road much to my relief, but Emiliano
didn’t let his demonstration end there.
Straining his limbs Emiliano began pulling himself over the lip o f my pocket
huffing and puffing as he did so. At the last possible second, I reached out to grab him
and stuff him back down, but he slipped through my fingers and landed on my leg. My
hand shot out again to make a grab for him but before I was able he bounded halfway
across the vehicle and was standing on Antonio’s knee below the steering wheel. I didn’t
dare put my hand on Antonio’s knee.
“Can you see me?” shouted Emiliano.
“This very good neighbourhood,” said Antonio turning back to me. “You find
your girlfriend, you come back and see. Veracruz is very nice this time o f year. Hot.”
I said something ineffectual and stared at Emiliano. When Antonio turned back to
the road I begged him back into my pocket in mime.
“I told you! Nobody else can see me.”
Jumping from Antonio’s leg to mine I helped him up with the palm o f my hand to
my pocket.
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“Here we are.” Antonio double-parked in the street in front o f a bank where the
line up of people was streaming out the door. “It’s the quincena, when we get paid, so it’s
very busy. But if you have a bank card you can use one of the machines,” he said
pointing to the right.
I would have rather changed the money at a teller because I had heard that
international bank fees were extraordinary. I owed Antonio though, and I couldn’t very
well have him drive me around until we found a bank with a line suitable for me to wait
in. Besides, I had to get on with finding Lesley.
Standing in front o f the bank machine I took the opportunity to talk to Emiliano
silently.
“You really shouldn’t have done that.”
“Don’t tell me what I should and should not do,” he shot back. “When I tell you
something you should believe it even if it doesn’t make sense to you.”
I took out the money I needed to pay Antonio and an extra thousand pesos for my
expenses that day which would probably be more than enough. As I walked away from
the ATM I realized I had forgotten about the hotel, and for a second I contemplated
stiffing them on the bill, but I went back for some more money.
“Are you going to be around the hotel later today?” I asked Antonio as I got back
into the car.
“Sure. Why? Did you forget something?”
“No, I just need to pay him for the room last night.” I passed eight hundred pesos
to Antonio in four bills. “Do you mind paying it for me?”
Antonio took the money. “No problem. Is there anything else I can do for you?”
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“Just take me to the bus station, I guess.”
“Estacion de autobuses,” he repeated before heading out.
We got to the bus station in record time, Antonio offering to come in with me and
help buy my tickets but I turned him down. He seemed to find this strange but
nonetheless got into his cab and drove away after giving me another business card and
telling me that if I was ever in Veracruz again he was completely at my service, no matter
what I needed him for. We parted with a handshake and with a slight man hug. It was
only after he drove off that I realized that I had forgotten to take back my driver’s license
and health card. I contemplated running after him, tracking him down, but I couldn’t
waste any more time. When I got back to Canada, I’d say they were lost and get new
ones.
“Are you sure you don’t need those cards for anything?”
“No, no. They’re only really useful in Canada anyway.”
I was worried about going back to Mexico City. I hadn’t had a good feeling about
it when Lesley and I had arrived and I had been relieved once we had left. Going back
wasn’t my idea o f fun, especially knowing that it was in an attempt to find Lesley and I
had no idea where to look except the airport. Emiliano hadn’t assuaged all my fears and I
wasn’t sure if I would even find Lesley with his help. I almost hesitated, preferring to go
back and wait at the hotel, when it was my turn to buy the tickets.
“A ticket to Mexico City,” I said.
The woman looked at me blankly.
“Mexico City. I want to go to Mexico City.” The woman made a disgruntled face.
“Try it in Spanish,” Emiliano said.
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“I don’t know what to say.”
“ Say, ‘Quiero ir a DF. ’ Try that.”
I repeated what Emiliano had said verbatim and soon had my tickets. We had
missed the bus by five minutes so we had to wait an hour.
Noticing the difficult exchange between me and the woman, Emiliano suggested
he sit on my shoulder and start teaching me Spanish. Although I was sure Emiliano
couldn’t be seen by Antonio, I didn’t want to take any chances and I kept him in my
pocket. This refusal to listen to his idea resulted in him jumping out o f my pocket and
running around the waiting area shouting at people in an effort to show that he could not
be seen. I nervously followed him and attempted to scoop him up but he easily eluded my
grasp and carried on. To passer-bys I muttered apologies and smiled weakly to which
they responded with indifference or fretful uncertainty, as I seemingly stooped down to
grasp an invisible something close to their shoe or luggage. Luckily, I didn’t offend too
many people, but I suddenly wished Emiliano could be seen by others in order to keep
situations like this from happening, and so people wouldn’t just assume I was crazy.
“I told you! I can’t be seen,” Emiliano screamed at me. I still pursued him, until
after about fifteen minutes o f chasing him around, he disappeared behind a garbage can.
When I got there he was nowhere to be seen. I stood there wondering what I should do
next, suddenly unsure o f myself now that Emiliano was gone. I looked around, trying to
peer into every available crevice to see if he had tried to hide somewhere else. I even
called his name lightly under my breath but Emiliano did not materialize and more than a
few people gave me odd stares. After half an hour o f searching I gave up, taking a seat on
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one o f the benches and hoping that he would reveal himself to me again before the bus
left the station.
I waited as long as I could before boarding the bus and even then there was no
sign o f Emiliano anywhere around me. I had been abandoned again.
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Chapter 6

I boarded the bus to Mexico City while checking over my shoulder. I kept
thinking that Emiliano would appear somehow, but he didn’t. Left alone for the second
time in twenty-four hours, I entered the bus more confused and angry than before. I
couldn’t stand being alone but it seemed that every time somebody came close to me I
did something to push him or her away.
Lesley’s disappearance, in my mind, had come out o f nowhere. There was no
reason for it, unless somehow she had become aware o f my cheating. That, in the end,
was the only thing that really made any sense. She had left me alone in a strange hotel
room in the middle of the night, with nobody and nothing. It was a perfect abandonment
and in some sense similar to the way I had abandoned her. But she had played with risk
herself. Hadn’t she gone out into a strange city in the dark? What was it like for the
women of Mexico, especially foreign women, who walked the streets? Was it safe for
them or would there be danger?
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Perhaps chasing Lesley to Mexico City was just the end o f an elaborate ruse.
Maybe Lesley had gotten in touch with Antonio and he had picked her up in his cab.
Seeing that she was alone, and probably in distress, he attempted to comfort her. He
stopped the cab and got into the back seat with her. There, he slowly petted her hair,
feeling her soft breath against his cheek. Being so close to her he would not have been
able to control his lust and would have had to commit murder to keep her from
identifying him.
To complete the perfect crime he would have to create a perfect alibi. Why not
help the person who was looking for her? That was why he had been so ready to help. He
had murdered Lesley and getting me to go to Mexico City by thinking she was there was
the surest way he wouldn’t get caught. I slammed my fist in my hand and almost got up
from my seat, prepared to hunt down Antonio and make him pay for Lesley’s murder. I
painted this scenario in my mind knowing it was untrue, but it did make me feel better for
a short while to think that everything that had happened wasn’t my fault.
There was only one course o f action after examining all the information available:
go to Mexico City. That was where Lesley had been seen going and I could rationalize
that she was going back to pick up her luggage. 1 kept repeating this thought to myself as
more and more people climbed onto the bus. But, if this was true, why had she left the
Wandering World behind?
I picked up the heavy travelling book and examined it carefully. The front cover
had a picture o f a couple sitting on beach chairs, taken from the back so you could not see
their faces as they stared out at the ocean. The woman wore a large straw beach hat and
the man was balding. They seemed happy, even though you could not see their
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expressions. That should be me sitting on a beach, I thought. The picture was every
Canadian’s dream of Mexico.
I flipped the cover over. Los Cabos, Baja California. I turned the page to see a
map o f Mexico and found Los Cabos. Too far for Lesley to have travelled to and too far
for me to go to either. I closed the book again and wondered why Lesley might have left
it behind. Could she have been thinking about my welfare? Wanting to make sure I made
it out all right from Veracruz? I silently flipped through the book, noting that it had
already been thumbed through numerous times. I had paid for half, but never went
through it myself before landing in Mexico. That had been my own fault because I had
felt secret resentment against it. Forty dollars for a book I could hardly grip with one
hand and even more money spent on a country I had no desire o f visiting. I flipped
through it again. Over nine hundred pages.
Wondrous, exotic Mexico, the back cover read, has been the destination o f
countless generations o f adventurers. From deserts to rainforests, Mexico has all types o f
different ecological systems to offer travellers within its borders. Explore the wildlife o f
the most northern rainforest at Nanciyaga Ecological Reserve. Or learn the traditional
lifestyle o f the Sonora Natives who live in the deserts o f Northern Mexico.
The country boasts everything from traditional villages to behemoth mega cities
containing everything a shopaholic may be looking for. Also, beautiful white sand
beaches offer tourists welcome relaxation and a great place to ju m p o ff to other
adventures. Visit the beautiful sea-side Mayan village ofTulum, swim among the
dolphins in Xcaret, or enjoy treks into the jungle to discover a hidden cenotes and bathe
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in their cool waters reputed to have healing powers the modern world has not yet
imagined.
Come visit a place where time seems to stand still and you can become part o f
history!
Includes:
•

Over 30 detailed maps in colour!

•

A Spanish-English dictionary with pronunciation guide!

•

Sections dedicated to fo o d and drink!

•

Over five hundred hotels and restaurants listed!
Just then the bus started and we began backing up, creating a cloud o f dust as we

did. Behind us a man in dark glasses helped guide the bus out o f its parking space. The
engine roared as the driver manoeuvred us to the gate, almost seeming to test the bus’
speed while still inside the fenced perimeter until suddenly, we were stopped by the flow
o f traffic. The next thirty minutes were spent manoeuvring through city traffic,
attempting to find a way around all the cars which seemed to materialize out o f nowhere.
I sat back and reopened the Wandering World.
It was strange holding that book in my hands. It was as if every potential option
open to me was represented in that book and all I had to do was flip to the index to find
out each individual outcome. I flipped through it again and stopped on a page close to the
front o f the book and out fell the picture o f Emiliano Zapata. He was just as I had
remembered him the night before except now he was quiet and malleable, trapped in a
tiny postcard. I could do whatever I wanted with him but instead I slipped him back into
the Wandering World exactly where he had fallen out. I noticed that it was the page
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corresponding to his biography and a sat marvelling at how the world is prone to so many
strange coincidences. Quickly I skimmed the page and noticed that Lesley had make
marks all over Emiliano’s life and history and at the bottom o f the page she had made a
note:

Feeling somewhat as if I was reading a ‘Choose Your Own Adventure’ I flipped
to the page and began reading:

The Zapatista Movement
Since the early 1980’s a group o f revolutionaries in the jungles o f Chiapas have
been undertaking guerilla warfare against the government o f Mexico. They are led by a
man calling him self Sub-Commandante Marcos and his balaclava-hidden fa ce has
garnered him attention throughout Mexico and around the world. The group calls itself
the Zapatistas and they are committed to the defence o f Native rights in the state o f
Chiapas. In recent years the struggle has spilled out into neighbouring states, especially
Oaxaca, where the indigenous population is also very pronounced.
The Zapatistas gained international exposure when on January 1st 1994 they took
over San Cristobal de Las Casas and three smaller surrounding towns in the state o f
Chiapas. Immediately the military was sent to engage the Zapatista rebels and after four
days offighting 150 people had been killed and the Zapatistas were fo rced out o f the
cities they had overtaken. This sudden emergence o f the Zapatistas seemed sudden in the
eyes o f the world even though the Zapatista movement had been building in Chiapas
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throughout the last decade. It took the sudden militarization o f the organization to bring
it to the forefront o f the global community’s mind.
In the last ten years the Zapatista organization have begun using non-violent
means to get their message across in the form o f marches, international communication
o f the cause through the internet and other sources, and by working at the grass roots
level in the communities which they have protected or established in the jungles o f
Chiapas. On March 11th 2001 Sub-Commandante Marcos and other leaders o f the
Zapatista revolution marched with supporters to Mexico City to make their demands
known, demonstrating how much their method o f effecting change has progressed in the
last ten years. Although the Zapatistas have not carried out aggressive active warfare in
recent years, travellers around Chiapas should nonetheless adhere to caution especially
when travelling in less populated indigenous dominated areas.

So this was who I was going to have to give my money to when it was all over. A
band o f revolutionaries taking their name from my guide. Looking out the window I
watched the ground move quickly beneath us, the shadow o f the bus becoming distorted
as we climbed tiny hills or moved around a comer. Somebody had once told me that it
was always better to take a seat in the middle right hand side o f a bus when travelling.
You sit on the right hand side because you get a view undistorted by cars and the middle
is less bumpy than sitting above or close to the wheel wells. I had taken the seat
unconsciously, but it was perfect. For once I had done something right on this trip.
I passed the time watching the telephone lines swing low over the heat o f the
expanding landscape. It seemed like a desert to me, cacti growing everywhere and the
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wind blowing the dust around without any reason. Nonetheless, there were people
around, and towns and villages built in the most seemingly inhospitable places. When I
thought that the landscape had grown too barren to be useful to anyone, w e’d pass
through a village. Although they were small and took less than thirty seconds to pass
through, they made the point that this place was liveable. That this place had the capacity
to survive. But it was the telephone lines which impressed me. Their presence proved the
fact that these places were not just out o f the way places untouched by the outside world,
but were capable o f communication. O f passing information from one place to the next.
For an instant I thought that perhaps the phone lines were not drooping because o f the
heat but because o f the abundance o f information that was passing along them, tapping
every person in the community into every piece o f information.
I remembered the people in Veracruz the day before. As I had been so worried
about Lesley, I hadn’t thought a lot about them at the time. Now I realized they had tried
to be as helpful as they could. It was my fault for not understanding them, but none of
them had grown angry at my urgency and rudeness. As I questioned them I had merely
thought o f them as people who were meant to answer my questions so that I could get
what I was looking for. I felt like a fool, like some enormous ape tramping through the
jungle not realizing what was going on around him. I quietly apologized to the air and
hoped the people would eventually forgive me in their own way.
As we climbed across the landscape I wondered half-heartedly whether Emiliano
had ever passed through this area when he was alive. I checked the map in the front o f the
book and realized that it was completely possible. The state o f Puebla was close to
Morelos. Following the map south I found the state o f Chiapas and wondered if any of
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the revolutionaries now waging a war in the jungles o f Chiapas had ever passed through
this area. Chiapas seemed a world away on a bus travelling to Mexico City, but I thought
it was at least possible. Those telephones would lead the way, I thought. They would be
able to lead anybody to everywhere.
It was five thirty when we finally arrived at Mexico City. Without Lesley the trip
had seemed to take longer. I got off the bus, carrying nothing, hoping that I would find
Lesley and my bags quickly.
I walked with confidence because I felt I knew where I was going, but I started
off down the wrong hallway and it took me several minutes to realize I was wrong.
Finally on the right track, I ruffled through my pockets for the paperwork I had filled out
the other day and made my way over to the United Airlines help desk. There was a young
girl working there who flashed me a smile as I made my way towards her.
“Hola! Como puedo ayudarte?”
“English.”
She smiled, cocked her head and switched. “How can I help you today?”
I showed her my papers and she immediately pointed me to a set o f stairs directly
behind her. She pulled aside a little gate to let me in. “Just go up the stairs and ask at the
counter. They’ll have your bags for you.”
At the top o f the stairs was a long help desk with seats lining the wall. It looked
like an unending waiting room, where people waited impatiently to be called but were
never served. Looking around I saw that I was the only one there and obviously had come
at the right time. Either that, or the architect who had designed the room had anticipated a
lot more customer service complaints than were actually occurring.
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On the other side o f the desk sat Guadalupe, the woman from the day before,
talking on the phone. She held up a finger and continued her conversation.
I waited, watching her, with my elbows against the counter. I wanted to interrupt,
blurt out, “Have you seen Lesley?” but I stayed quiet.
Guadalupe was adept at ignoring me as I waited impatiently for her to finish. Her
conversation seemed relaxed as if she couldn’t be bothered by anything around her, but I
found I couldn’t truly get a sense o f the conversation because it was spoken in Spanish,
effectively distancing myself from any ability to make a judgement. After ten minutes I
checked my watch anxiously, hoping that she would take the sign to serve but she did
little to respond. I waited in silence until finally, unhurried by me whatsoever, Guadalupe
hung up the phone. “You’re here for your bags, no?”
“Yes,” I said producing my paperwork, “but I’m also looking for Lesley. We
travelled here together. I think she might be around here somewhere.” I craned my neck,
searching the empty room for her presence.
Guadalupe quickly took the papers from me and scrutinized them quickly not
seeming to register I had said anything else. “Ah yes, I remember you.” Then, she
frowned. “Somebody was already here to pick up some of these bags.”
“Excuse me? Well, yes...Lesley,” I said trying to sound confident. “She was
here?”
“Yes.” She rummaged around on her desk for a moment, looking through some
papers. “Ah yes - see?” She pointed to a yellow carbon copy baggage claim form and at
the bottom Lesley had signed her name. “I thought she was your girlfriend?”
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“She w as.. .1 mean she is,” I said beginning to get confused. “We got separated.
Where is she now?”
Guadalupe narrowed her eyes and looked at me with suspicion. “Why do you
want to know?”
“Because I’m her boyfriend like you said.” I tried to smile. “We got separated at
the bus station yesterday.”
“She didn’t say so,” said Guadalupe. “She said you met her on the plane and that
you lost your bags together. I only said that I had thought she was your girlfriend.”
It seemed Lesley was trying to distance herself from me, but not just physically.
This made me embarrassed and not want to continue talking to Guadalupe, but I had to, if
only for Lesley’s sake. “When did she come here?”
“Yesterday. Early in the afternoon. The plane with your luggage landed soon after
that. I would have sent it on to you. You didn’t have to come back here.”
“Lesley came back, so I did too.”
Guadalupe shrugged as if this information did little to interest her. “The bags
came on yesterday’s plane. The girl, Lesley, the one you say is your girlfriend,” she
added with a doubting tone, “picked hers from the bags that came in. She didn’t have the
papers which I see now are in you possession.”
I looked down at the paperwork thinking that somehow I was holding
incriminating evidence. Slowly, I crumpled the papers in my hand hoping they would
disappear.
“I’ll go get your bags.”
“Thanks. That would be great.”
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Guadalupe disappeared through a door immediately behind her. As she opened it I
saw the expanse o f a long wood panelled hallway complete with large indoor office
plants until the door swung closed behind her and I was left alone in the waiting area. I
sat down on one o f the many chairs offered.
The fact that Lesley was telling people that we weren’t a couple was strange, but I
couldn’t dismiss the thought that even though Guadalupe spoke exceptional English, she
was somehow making a mistake about the conversation that had taken place between her
and Lesley. The fact that Lesley had come, picked up her bags, and then told people we
weren’t together was too unbelievable to be true.
As I thought about this the door opened and in glided a girl in her early twenties
shouldering a knapsack and looking around as if to access her surroundings.
“Is this the lost and found office?” she said, looking towards me.
“Something like that,” I said.
She took a seat and smiled over at me. “I lost my luggage today.”
“That sounds about right.” I turned away and waited for Guadalupe to reappear.
The girl had an intense peculiarity about her. She was in no way pretty and this
was a combination o f how she had made herself through her style o f dressing and what
she had been given naturally. Her hair was cropped short, giving her an easy to manage
traveller’s cut but did not do her rounded face justice. She looked overexuberant, as if
any tiny excitement might make her become overwhelmed with emotion. She was the
type o f girl I generally avoided, too talkative, too loud, too nice, too much o f everything.
I pretended to be within my own thoughts in order to distance myself from her.
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When Guadalupe came through the door, awkwardly pulling my suitcase and
carrying my knapsack, the girl immediately jumped up from her seat.
“Can I help you with that?”
Guadalupe eyed me then shook her head. “He can take it from here.” I went
around the back o f the counter and took my bag from her, then stood awkwardly waiting
for a moment to speak to Guadalupe in private but the girl kept standing there looking
from either one o f us expectantly.
“I just need you to sign a form,” said Guadalupe, breaking the three-way staring
contest and producing form papers from the top o f her desk.
“I wanted to ask you about Lesley,” I said, trying to keep my voice low.
Guadalupe handed me the form. “What do you want to know?”
I was handed a pen but I didn’t bother signing the form. “Where she is?”
“Why do you want to know that?”
“Because she’s my girlfriend.”
“What I told you is all I know,” she responded quickly. She turned away from me
and seemed to dismiss me in an instant. “How can I help you?” she asked, depositing her
undivided attention on the girl beside me.
I was immediately angry, but more confused than anything. I resolved I would
wait there until she either told me where Lesley was, or she found somebody who would
help me. I sat down, pulling my bag behind me and that was when I noticed the envelope
sticking out o f the zipper o f my knapsack.
Pulling the letter out o f the suitcase I immediately recognized Lesley’s
handwriting. I looked up at Guadalupe who was still engaged in her conversation with the
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girl. Quickly, I ripped opened the letter and read. I had to read it twice before I was sure
o f what I was reading.

Dear Jack,
This seems impersonal, writing this to you when ju s t a fe w hours ago we were in
bed together. But it doesn’t matter, really, because y o u ’ve already left our bed in a sense.
I ’m ju s t going to start o ff by saying that I know. She got in touch with me. I don ’/
even want to mention her name, it hurts that much. She came to my house two days
before you and I left and.told me everything. . . I fe e l stupid fo r not having believed her
from the beginning.
I guess I ’m partly responsible. You would tell me I am, y o u ’ve always fo u n d a
way to blame me before. But I should have believed her in Canada then and not here in
Mexico now and that would have saved us both all these problems - magnified now that
we ’re in a foreign country. But you have to know, Jack, you trapped yourself. ‘No
condoms! ’ What were you thinking o f Jack? She told me she ’d scare you into thinking
you had an STD. Although it sounded like a stupid test, I guess it worked. No matter how
much you hurt me I guess you draw the line at giving me an STD. Should I thank you or
something? I d o n ’t know what would have been worse . . . you giving me an STD or
cheating, but then again they go Hand in hand, d o n ’t they? Your not sleeping with me was
almost a noble act.
In the end though, I ’m actually sorry i f my leaving causes you pain. Pari o f the
reason I did it this way was to cause you ju st a little pain, but I ’m not sure i f it will be
enough. I wanted to abandon you the way you abandoned me. I wanted to close the door
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on you sleeping there in that bed and not give you another thought. H urt you the same
way you hurt me. Something tells me it won 7 be enough.
Here I am, writing you this letter when I should be thinking o f m yselffor once. I
hate m yselffor that Jack. I hate m yself fo r caring about you when you didn ’t even give it
a second thought.
Anyway, I ’m not coming back to Canada. I ’m anonymous now and can 7 imagine
going back to a place where everybody knew what was going on and never told me. I
c a n ’t imagine walking down the street and having people see me and whisper about how
gullible I was. A t least here i t ’s in Spanish and I can pretend to not understand. So I ’m
staying. I ’m going to get up and go on without you. It was never a surprise you didn 7
share my enthusiasm fo r this trip. So I ’m taking it upon m yself to finish it and enjoy
myself.
Don 7 worry about planes. There’s one to Canada every afternoon and planes to
the States leave almost hourly. I hope you don 7 mind that I ’ve taken all the American
money w e ’ve packed. I ’ve left you five hundredfor the flight back. I f i t ’s not enough. . .
consider it a penalty.
A nd do me a favour, would you? Consider this penance. When you get back to
Canada tell my parents what happened? I f they get upset show them this letter. It will
make them hate you but they ’11 see that it was my decision.
M y father warned me about you. When we first starting dating he said you 'd
break my heart. I think guys have asshole radars but only fathers share it with their
daughters. Everybody else is fa ir game. It sickens me to think how you tricked me. My
mother (my mother!) told me she thought you were nice. That proves that women can 7
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pick out the assholes even when they need to know fo r the sake o f their family. Tell them
I ’ll get in touch with them. Just not today or the day after next or the day after that o r . .
Thanks Jack. I should have known so I d o n ’t blame you. I hope I ’ve hurt you but
as I finish this letter I realize I haven’t enough. I wish I could. I wish I could make you
see somehow.
Take care,
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Chapter 7

I must have reread the letter a dozen times before I realized it had stopped making
sense to me. I’m sure I was a sight, sitting there, completely dumbfounded, and holding a
letter from my girlfriend who had disappeared. It seemed too impossible to be true and
my face must have registered this disbelief.
“Are you all right?”
“Huh?”
“Are you all right?” I barely noticed the girl taking a seat beside me. Vaguely I
recalled her from some encounter prior to the reading o f the letter. Everything seemed to
swim around me and I thought for a second that the last few days were nothing more than
a bad dream. But the piece o f paper in my hands proved that this was not so and it made
the sequence o f events all the more concrete. Slowly, I tried to concentrate on the girl’s
features and as I did so Guadalupe looked at us reproachfully before she sat down behind
the counter and disappeared out o f view. “Are you alright?” repeated the girl.
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I tried to nod and stand up but somehow my body didn’t respond. I refocused my
eyes and mentally drew in the parts o f her which were still blurry.
“She broke up with me.”
“What?” she fuzzled her eyebrows, and peered at me as if I were sick and in need
of help. I held out the letter to her, partly to get her to understand and partly to separate
m yself from its burning implications. She took the letter readily and opened it with
curiosity.
I could see the emotions dance across her face and for a moment my previous
assessment that she had no good-looking qualities disappeared. My eyes began to focus
better and I saw her as she truly was, or as best as I could estimate under the
circumstances. She didn’t look completely ugly when she wore pity on her face. I
watched as her eyes flicked through a series o f emotions over and over again. She
scanned and reread the letter what seemed to be countless times until, finally, she handed
it back while putting a sympathetic hand on my shoulder.
“You’re an asshole,” she stated.
It took a few moments for me to realize what I had just been called and I inwardly
wondered if I had completely misread her previous expressions.
“And she’s an asshole too,” she added, “for leaving you here like this. So really,
in a way, you’re both even.”
“W e’re even?” I asked, wondering how I had even managed to speak out.
“The way I see it you are. You abandoned her. She abandons you. Tit for tat.
That’s the way you play the relationship game.”
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I was quiet, letting this idea sink in. Tit for Tat: Lesley and I were even. Although
in some distorted way this made sense, something inside me told me that Lesley and I
were no way close to being even. Somebody still owed the other more than they had been
given, but I w asn’t sure whether it was Lesley or I who owed the other. I took the letter
back from the girl.
“I don’t think you know what you’re talking about.” I reached for my knapsack.
“We never played Tit for Tat. See you around, I guess.” I left the waiting room in a hurry
to get away from her and without thinking properly o f where I would end up.
Consequently, I ended up in the outside hallway unsure o f where or how to proceed. I
think I sat on one o f the outside benches watching people pass by me for a couple o f
hours, letting the reality that Lesley had disappeared sink into my mind. A few times
Mexican army personnel looked at me strangely but then hurried off to some other side of
the airport. I supposed that I wasn’t an immediate threat, but should I have become one, I
fathomed that I would have been dealt with before I even realized I had become
threatening. After awhile I began flipping through the Wandering World wondering
where Lesley might be, but her curled script did not point me in any specific direction
and did not illuminate me to some sudden realization. I came across a few notations she
had made, specifically mentioning sites she wanted to see such as the Basilica of
Guadalupe and Castillo de Chapultepec. I almost felt like one o f the pages I’d encounter
would be splashed with ink announcing where she was:
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But there were no messages like this. There was only printed text and her
inconsequential comments. They were short and didn’t give me any insight into what she
might have been thinking.
I don’t think I ever made the conscious decision that I would stay in Mexico and
look for her. I have the feeling that I always knew that I’d stay until she was found and
some sort o f resolution was organized. But thinking back on what happened it doesn’t
seem possible that I wouldn’t have even entertained the thought o f leaving. I had the
means with my credit card and I’m sure there had been a plane leaving to the United
States or Canada almost every hour. If I had been anxious to leave I would have had only
to deal with minor hassles, and definitely much less than if I stayed. But this never
happened. I feel that I never contemplated this, but if I did, then it must have been on this
bench watching all the people walk to their final destinations. And if I did contemplate
this scenario I’m sure that it was in the belief that Lesley would be all right. In the end,
however, it was my desire to see this through that would not let me leave Lesley alone in
Mexico. I needed answers now and only Lesley could give them to me. This
responsibility was coupled and reinforced with the suspicious and troublesome act o f
returning to Canada without her.
What would people have said if I had done this? Her parents would have gone
absolutely insane not to mention what my father might say. Lesley’s friends would have
thought worse o f me than they already did and even if my guy friends celebrated my lack
of being whipped to my face, every time I’d turn my back I’m sure I’d hear them
whisper, ‘He left his girlfriend in Mexico,’ and then look around in quiet disbelief
confident in the thought that they would never do this themselves.
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But I’m completely confident that I didn’t for a second consider returning to
Canada. I’m sure that my thoughts were with Lesley and what I could possibly do for her.
As I stood up from the bench the girl I had met in the waiting room came by.
“What are you still doing here?”
I shrugged, unable to think o f a fitting excuse. “Just waiting. I guess I’ll go find a
place to spend the night.”
“You mean you’re not going back to Canada?”
“No. I’m going to stay and find her.”
“Brave,” she said and began to continue on her way. I stared off in the opposite
direction but then turned back to watch her walking away from me thinking that getting
rid o f her was too easy. She seemed unconcerned for me in the way that she carried
herself. Slowly, I turned away, upset at being dismissed.
“Do you want to share a cab to the zocalo?”
She turned back quickly. Although my face did not betray the emotion o f
happiness, I was happy to see her again. I shrugged coolly not wanting to seem
overexcited at the prospect o f finding a new travelling companion.
“I guess,” she said.
She smirked, seeming to realize that most o f my actions and comments were
nothing more than a carefully rehearsed act. “Good,” she said. “It will be cheaper if we
share a cab downtown.”
The taxis were located at the far end o f the airport and so we had to walk the
entire expanse o f the terminal. This allowed Rebeccah, as she introduced herself, to talk
to me the entire time we walked. As for myself, I tried to keep quiet, intent on my own
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thoughts and following Rebeccah merely, I kept telling myself, to find a place to spend
the night. Her incessant talking began to put me on edge and I wondered if I had made a
mistake.
“I travelled a lot,” she began, “you know all over the place. My dad - 1 should say
my stepdad - but my real dad never really came around.. .anyway, my dad always
insisted we go to a different place every year, and it wasn’t fair to pick a place like
Disney World or something like that, it had to be a real place where you could get some
culture, you know what I mean? We went all over with him, Thailand, England, Greece
you name it we were there with matching T-shirts. Ha! You know those families who
always wear the same colour when they go anywhere so they don’t lose each other? That
was us. To a T.” She giggled at this point and looked over at me to see if I was listening.
“We loved it, especially us kids. I’m not too sure if my mom had a good time, but she
must have - you know? Travelling like that and all. It made me want to the visit the
world so I find it hard staying in one place for a long time.
“Anyway, now that I’m older it seems that Mexico is the only place we never
visited. Funny, kind of, since it is so close. But that’s the way things are, the closer they
are the less likely you are to have been there, or appreciate it,” she added. “So I came to
Mexico, to see the sights and all that. I don’t want to stay too long in Mexico City but I’m
really anxious to get down to Chiapas. How about you?” she finally said, “where do you
plan on going?”
“I plan on finding my girlfriend.”
She laughed at this as if it were funny. “Where do you think she’ll be?”
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I opened my mouth, prepared to mention Emiliano, but when it came time to
speak I realized, with a sinking feeling o f dread, that he had never given me a clear idea
o f where Lesley might have gone. Through my head I tried to cycle through all the place
names I remembered Lesley mentioning, perhaps only in passing, but hoping that it
would be enough. I remembered Veracruz but only because I had just come from there
and not because I actually thought Lesley might have doubled back. Thankfully, the
interruption o f a passer-by saved me from actually having to admit I had no idea where
Lesley was.
“Hola!” came a voice. “You looking for taxi?”
“Yeah,” I responded automatically turning to see who had spoken to me. A man
dressed in white khakis and a striped working style dress shirt came towards me, smiling
profusely.
“I take you everywhere,” he said, inching out his smile a little further.
Before I had a chance to shake hands with the gently offered hand, Rebeccah
pushed me sharply from behind and waved the man off with a loud, “No,” thrown over
her shoulder. She hurried me away without an explanation until we were far enough away
to ignore the shouts o f anger the man was unleashing against us.
“In Mexico City you don’t take taxis from the airport unless they leave from the
official tourist taxi stands,” Rebeccah explained, seemingly verbatim from a travel
brochure. “As you walk through the airport you’ll be offered taxis from almost every
direction and the Mexican police and military sometimes look the other way when this
happens even though these taxis are not safe. They are just men who have their own
private cars and offer rides for whatever you negotiate. The rumour is that most o f them
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are actually thieves looking for an easy fare to rob.” When she was finished lecturing me
she gave me a sympathetic glance. “Don’t worry. There’s no way you could have
know n.. .unless you had done your research,” she added, with a slight snort.
“For your information I did do my research!”
“Oh, you did?” she asked raising an eyebrow.
Rather than answer I grumbled under my breath and decided to change the
subject. “ S o .. .Have you chosen a hotel?”
“I’ve picked out a place near the zocalo. Is yours around there?”
“I haven’t picked one yet.”
“Well, what are you looking for? Expensive or cheap?”
I instinctively put my hand against my back pocket, feeling the thickness o f my
wallet. There was barely a bulge and I quickly recalled my money situation. “Cheap.”
“This one’s pretty cheap,” she said opening up a travel book and pointing me to
an entry on a page in the middle o f the book. “Two hundred pesos, some with private
bath. Not that bad. It’s the one I’m thinking o f staying at.”
The travel book she held in her hands was not the same as my own. I recognized it
immediately as one o f the more expensive versions with full maps and coloured pictures
throughout. I palmed it and looked it over, but felt drawn towards my own. Although
Rebeccah had written through it, marking it with various notations that spoke to her
desires, it felt lonely to me and I felt no connection with it. I felt m yself reaching for my
own travel book, flipping through it until I found its own entry for the hotel. My gaze
went from one book to the other.
“Look, they’re almost the same,” I said.
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Rebeccah closed her travel book with an uninterested hand, mildly taken aback,
and stuffed her book into the side o f her knapsack. “Who cares?” she said. “Let’s get
going.”
The way the taxi system at the airport worked was that you first told a ticket
broker what part o f Mexico City you were going to and in response you would be given a
ticket that colour coordinated to that zone in the city. You then paid the cashier and gave
the ticket at the end o f the ride to your taxi driver. This system cut down on the taxi
drivers taking foreigners ‘on a ride’ all through town and who ended up paying an
exorbitant amount o f money which should have only cost them a fraction. We promptly
paid the amount needed to get to the zocalo and got in line for the cabs. We didn’t have to
wait long because the line o f cabs continuously streamed into the taxi waiting stand. A
neatly dressed man with professional manners checked our tickets and helped us into the
cab, being sure to stow our luggage while we watched.
“He doesn’t want to be blamed for anything that might happen,” Rebeccah
whispered as the man kept us from entering the cab and had us watch as he gently placed
our luggage in the trunk. “He can’t afford a reason to be fired. There’s people lining up
around the block for his job.”
I snorted. “Why would anybody wait in line for a job like this?” I saw the man’s
head perk up when I spoke English and for moment I got the impression he understood,
but just as suddenly he turned away to help the next customer and ignored me, even
though I had been waiting to press a coin into his hand.
“The lifestyle here is much different from back home,” Rebeccah said getting into
the cab.
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“W hat do you mean ‘back hom e’? Are you a Canadian too?” This idea had never
occurred to me before, that perhaps we had more in common than just merely a waiting
room in Mexico City’s airport.
She turned to me, glowering in a funny effervescent sort o f way. “Would it
change something if I were Canadian?”
“I take it you’re not then.”
She nodded, assenting and seeming to find the conversation uncomfortable now.
“I meant back home in the sense that our countries are privileged. Not in an actual
geographic sense.”
“Oh,” I said, and sensed the taxi driver staring at me in the rear-view mirror,
t

patiently waiting for us to finish before interrupting. I elbowed Rebeccah to get her
attention
“Hotel del R evolutio n ” Rebeccah told the driver and within a few seconds we
were into the streets o f Mexico City travelling at a slow but progressive pace towards our
destination. I leaned back, wondering how long it would take to get to the hotel when
Rebaccah began speaking again. “So why did you choose Mexico?”
I shrugged and looked out the window, noticing that the architecture along the
streets was much more modem than I had anticipated. “Why not Mexico?” I said
mimicking Lesley. “It’s just as good as anywhere else, right?”
“Spoken like someone who doesn’t care.”
“I never said I didn’t care,” I replied but Rebeccah was no longer listening. She
was gazing out the window, marvelling at everything that caught her eye. She seemed
enthralled with the smallest of things and for a moment I wished that I was as excited as
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she was travelling through those streets. For a moment I wished I could experience things
as she did and see ulterior motives being pursued by everybody in order to discredit and
hurt me. I tried to pretend I was as interested in the things around us as she was, but it
seemed forced, and I ended up abandoning the pretence and leaning back into the folds o f
the leather seating and closing my eyes.
When I finally opened my eyes again we were parked in front o f impressive twostory building whose fa 9ade was roughly hewn stone. I stepped out o f the cab thankful
that for once I didn’t have to negotiate a fare and worry about getting the right change. As
the driver extricated our bags from the trunk I marvelled at the building we were standing
outside.
“Are you sure we can afford this place?” I asked.
Rebeccah grunted and pulled her bag onto the sidewalk. “Let’s wait until we get
inside before we start jumping to conclusions about how great a place this is.” The taxi
driver peeled away, waving his hand lazily as he did so and I followed Rebeccah into the
foyer o f the hotel.
It took a few moments for the smell o f mothballs and decaying wood to reach my
nostrils. A ratty looking man came from a door seemingly hidden in the supports o f the
hotel and stepped towards us, waving his snot-ridden handkerchief at us and muttering in
Spanish. My first instinct was to run but Rebeccah stood her ground, so I didn’t move
either.
“The place looks good from the outside but they’ve completely let the innards o f
this place go to waste. As long as they can draw people in they suppose they are doing
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their job and w e’re too lazy to leave this place, don’t you think?” she said giving me a
wry smile.
“I guess,” I said catching a w hiff o f decaying mould. For an instant I
contemplated leaving and finding a better place to stay, but stepping out into the city
seemed a daunting process, so instead I followed Rebeccah’s lead. She paid for a room
and so did I. At first there was all sorts o f confusion as they had initially thought we
would be sharing a room. Explanation o f this fact didn’t seem to bother them as the clerk
more than giggled at the prospect o f charging us for two rooms. I gingerly handed over
my money wishing at that moment that Rebeccah and I were sleeping together if only to
get the discount.
Rebeccah shot me a strange look and I wondered if I had said something I had
meant to remain private, but in almost a second the feeling was gone and Rebeccah was
no longer looking at me, and had already walked halfway to the stairwell, stationed rather
obtrusively in the foyer. I counted my blessings and turned the room key over in my
hands.
“So are you going to check out your room?” She spoke over her shoulder
“I guess,” I said making my way to the stairwell. “So what was this?”
“Isn’t it obvious?” she said with a laugh. “It was a hotel. It’s always been one.
They’ve just let it go to shit.”
“I see.” My hand brushed against the banister and a plume o f dust resembling a
serpent rising into the air as if to strike.
“Which is funny because they used to have some pretty big names staying here.”
“Oh, yeah? Like who?”
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“W ell,” Rebeccah said, seeming to stall for time. “Important people from the
United States during the Revolution. The ambassadors and dignitaries and I think that
Emiliano Zapata stayed here when he came to meet with Pancho Villa.”
“Wait! What did you say?”
“Pancho Villa?”
“No, the other guy!”
“Emiliano Zapata? Why? You interested in him?”
I stood still on the stairwell, taking in the scene. Emiliano had been here in his
previous life. Some sort of predetermination was taking root here and guiding my actions
making connections where there should have been none. Either that or I was overreacting
to this news. Hell! Emiliano could have gone to any number o f hotels in Mexico City. He
was Mexican, w asn’t he?”
“Jack,” Rebeccah said sounding anxious, “you look like you’ve seen a ghost!”
This comment made me stand still because it made me question what had
happened the night before arriving there. I was quiet and must have stood silently
brooding until eventually, somehow, I managed to reach my room without causing
Rebeccah to think that I had completely gone crazy within a few hours o f our meeting.
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Chapter 8

My first thought upon stepping into the hotel room was that nothing had changed
since Emiliano’s time. The walls were bare, and the yellowing plaster seemed to have
been replaced haphazardly during the revolution. Taking a closer look I noticed what
seemed to be bullet holes in the window frame. I stooped to examine them, when the tiny
nose o f a mouse peeked itself out, its whiskers brushing against bits o f plaster dust.
“This place hasn’t changed at all.”
I spun, teetering for a moment, unprepared for the sudden voice. Inwardly I
tensed, waiting for a blow; or some sudden attack but there was nobody there. This
emptiness only worried me.
“I’m up here,” came the voice.
My gaze went towards the sound and within a matter o f seconds my eyes locked
upon the edge o f the moulding against the wall where Emiliano was sitting, dangerously
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dangling his legs over nothingness. He swung them back and forth like a child on a
motionless swing. “Did you forget about me so soon?” he asked with a laugh.
I walked over to him, towering above his tiny body. “Where did you go?” I
accused. “I was worried about you!” I hadn’t meant to sound so angry.
“You were worried about me?” he said, sounding perplexed, but with a tinge of
humour. “You’re the one who doesn’t know Mexico. You should have been worried
about yourself! Besides I told you that I would leave you once we got to the bus station.”
“Don’t change the subject.” It was the only thing I could think to say in the
situation. “Where did you go? I thought we were a team.”
“Mira, Jack. I can’t go on this whole trip with you. You’re going to have to do
most o f it by yourself.”
“But why?”
“Because Jack,” Emiliano said, apparently unbothered by my whining. “That’s
the way it is.” He narrowed his eyes at me and chastised me with a look causing me to
shut my mouth as I was about to speak again. “And for future reference don’t doubt me
ever again. If I say that others can’t see me then they can’t.”
“Sorry, Emiliano.”
“That’s alright.” He dismissed the situation with a wave o f his hand as if it no
longer bothered him. “I have good news to tell you. They’ve given me some information
on Lesley.”
“W ho’s they?” I accused.
Emiliano pointed upwards and didn’t say another word as if this action explained
everything.
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“I don’t understand, Emiliano.”
“You don’t need to get me. You just need to listen to me.” There was a pause as
he let this idea sink in. “Now I know what you’ve got to do.”
“Ok. W hat’s that?”
“Well,” continued Emiliano, “when I was away talking to the other guias they
gave me some - ”
“Wait, wait, wait,” I said dumbfounded. “You mean to tell me there are MORE
like you?”
Emiliano gave only the faintest flinch o f being hurt and then he regained his
composure. “O f course there are more like me! Who do you think helps people?”
“And are they all like you?”
“What do you mean?”
“Are they all little Emiliano Zapatas running around helping everybody with their
problems?”
He spat and his spittle made the longest drop to the floor below. It seemed to take
an eternity and projected itself like some sort o f bomb. Emiliano angrily stuck his thumb
into his chest. “There can only be one Emiliano Zapata!”
“Well, are they all members o f the revolution then?”
“No. They’re people from all sorts o f walks o f life and all sorts o f situations.
Sometimes a revolutionary isn’t always the best kind o f guide.”
“Well, if this is so common,” I said beginning to think about the consequences of
such an expansive system, “why don’t more people know and talk about their experiences
with these little guides.”
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Emiliano laughed and I thought at first I had said something funny. “Well, are you
going to go around telling people about the experiences you had with me?” My silence
answered this question for Emiliano reasonably well. “But either way,” he added, “it’s
rare to have a gringo be the person you’re guiding.”
“And why’s that?”
Emiliano raised his eyebrows seemingly put out by my argumentative line o f
questioning. “Because we’re living in Mexico,” he said dryly. There was another pause
and then he cocked his head. “But it’s not unheard of. Benito was telling me about some
gringo he helped years ago write a book about a volcano - ”
“Do you mean Benito Juarez?” Benito Juarez had been one o f the Mexican
Presidents during the French Intervention in Mexico during the 1860’s. I knew because I
had read it in the Wandering World.
Emiliano’s face lit up. “You’ve been learning,” he smiled. “I’m not to say who
the other guias are but, suffice it to say, they are all people who had an interest in
Mexico. People who truly care about certain ideas and beliefs don’t just give them up
because they’re dead. That would be ridiculous and a waste o f talent. The past is always
capable o f exerting force over the present in order to meet ends that were not realized or
might never be realized. It is passion that drives us and the bargains we make in this
world help create the world we were striving for when we lived here.”
“Is it only Mexico that has a system like this?”
“D on’t be so obtuse, Jack,” Emiliano laughed. “Everywhere you go the past
influences the future. Why, I wouldn’t be surprised if Sir John A. wasn’t right now
helping some person in your country.”
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I tried to imagine such a thing happening in Canada but it was difficult to believe.
“Anyway, while I was talking with the others,” Emiliano said, growing tired o f
watching me consider the possibilities o f John A. MacDonald coming alive. “There was
someone there who told me where Lesley is going to end up. Talocan.”
“Talocan? Where’s that?”
“Can’t tell you, Jack.”
“Why not?”
“It’s not part o f our bargain.”
“So? W e’ll make a new one.”
Emiliano shook his head. “That’s not how this works. You can’t go back and
destroy what has already been agreed upon. Talocan is a place few people know. It won’t
even appear in your map.” Emiliano snapped his fingers and my Wandering World shot
open in my hands to the full-page map o f Mexico. “See for yourself. You’ll have to make
another bargain with someone else to find its location.”
“So how am I supposed to do that?”
Emiliano held out a tiny slip o f paper he pulled out o f his jacket pocket.
“This is where you go,” he said.
I reached up and took what he offered in my fingertips. Sitting on the bed I held
the tiny paper in my hands, fearing that it might blow away at any moment. I peered
down into it, thinking that the message would be immediately clear to me but whatever it
was was so small, there was no way I could decipher what was written.
“You don’t happen to have a magnifying glass in there too?” I quipped.
“Hold on.”
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W ithout warning a strange sensation started to spread itself across my fingertips.
Feeling burned, I tried to drop whatever Emiliano had handed me but it stubbornly clung
to my outwardly stretching fingers. I let out a tiny shriek to which Emiliano reacted with
quiet amusement. With incredible speed, yet seeming to take a lifetime, the tiny fragment
of paper ballooned until it became the manageable size o f a postcard, very much similar
to the one o f Emiliano I had seen before.
“Is that big enough for you?” Emiliano asked.
“Very funny.”
I turned the card over. The place name on the back said it was the “Iglesia de la
Virgen de Topetito” in Mexico City. Looking at the picture on the front I saw an old
church in much need o f repair and which seemed unremembered by those who passed by
without any visible signs o f reverence. I turned it over again thinking that there must have
been something I was missing.
“What does this mean?”
“Look again,” said Emiliano.
Becoming agitated, I took a second look at the picture, and was surprised to see
the portrait o f a young devout looking woman had taken the place o f the Church. I
checked the card, thinking that it must have been some sort o f trick but there was no
explaining what happened.
“How did you do that?”
“That’s the Virgen de Topetito,” said Emiliano, ignoring my question. “She’s the
one you’re going to visit.”
I was not sure of what to say. “I’m supposed to talk to her?”
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“■S'/,” replied Emiliano. “She has some information that you need and you’re going
to make contact with her, do what she tells you and then she’s going to give you the
information you need. EntiendeT’ Emiliano gave me a deathly gaze as if any indication
on my part that I was not about to play along would be dealt with whatever violence he
could muster.
“I hate to tell you this, Emiliano,” I said looking up to him. “But she’s a statue. A
saint o f wood. Everybody’s going to think I’m crazy.”
“If you go there,” replied Emiliano, “and DON’T speak to her as if she’s real it’s
everybody else whose going to think YOU’RE crazy.” He spat when he finished and
looked down on me, as if to say, ‘don’t talk down to me again or you’ll get a lot more
than that.’
I tried to pretend the exchange hadn’t happened. I went to unpacking, trying to
give my hands mundane actions to carry out as I avoided Emiliano. Our own individual
silences struggled against one another almost as if whoever could remain silent the
longest would win out in the end. I didn’t want to go to some Church and talk to some
idols on the walls. I tried ignoring Emiliano but he wasn’t about to let me get out o f doing
what he wanted. We stayed silent even though he seemed to have something more to say
and was itching to get it out. After almost twenty-five minutes I broke the silence.
“Fine, I’ll do it.”
“Good.” Emiliano wore a smug expression. “Have you called her parents yet?”
“Whose?”
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“Lesley’s!” The answer was obvious coming from him. Slowly, a picture of
Lesley’s parents settled in my mind but my negligence in calling them didn’t seem to
bother my conscience as much as Emiliano thought it should.
“You have to call them,” he repeated over and over again. “They’re waiting to
hear from their daughter and every moment you don’t talk to them you make them worry
all the more. Get if over with, Jack, and tell them.”
“Listen, Emiliano,” I said trying to at least reason this small aspect o f my life with
him. “They’re not going to care if I call them or not. It’s not that important.” 1 could see
Lesley’s father in my mind’s eye waiting by the phone, anticipating any word from his
daughter. For some reason I didn’t picture Lesley’s mother.
“Call them Jack,” Emiliano repeated, “and then you-”
A knock on the door interrupted him and we both fell silent. The knock came
again and this time a voice came with it.
“Jack. It’s me. Rebeccah,” the voice added almost with a tinge o f regret. “I heard
you talking. Are you alright?”
I tensed. Emiliano gave me an interested look, but didn’t say a word. I moved to
the door and opened it.
Rebeccah was standing there, without the large overwhelming pack I had seen her
lug through the airport. She had changed her clothes and was wearing a black t and had
pulled back her hair away from her face. She was also wearing blue Columbia shorts and
hiking sandals with thick socks. She looked passably good from the ankles up.
“Are you alright?” she asked.
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I looked past the door over to where Emiliano was watching the exchange from
the dresser. Rebeccah saw my eyes wander and pushed past me.
“Are you being attacked in here?”
She moved through the room thinking that I was not alone. She scanned the bare
surroundings with her eyes but there was nobody and I looked ridiculous. I kept on trying
not to look at Emiliano but my eyes must have betrayed me because she walked up to the
dresser and took in its surface.
“For Chrissakes Jack I’m not going to steal your change!” She pushed a peso coin
around the dresser close to Emiliano’s feet. He had to jump to escape being tripped.
“I didn’t think you were going to steal anything,” I said, but it sounded fake. I
took on an awkward pose and tried to look nonchalant. “1 was just about to change.”
“Oh,” she said, and made a face. “I guess I’ll go then.” She backed out o f the
room and I took the opportunity to throw a glance Emiliano’s way. I could not decipher
what he was thinking.
Rebeccah turned back to me just as she was about to shut the door behind her.
“I’m probably going out for dinner in a little w hile.. .maybe see some o f the sights.. .1
was just wondering if you might want to come along?”
“Come along?”
“Yeah, come along. So that we don’t have to eat dinner alone. That is .. .as long as
you’re not changing.” When she said this, she sort o f bit her tongue in a playful way.
“It’ll only take a few minutes for me to change. I’ll meet you in the lobby in about
half an hour. How’s that?” I didn’t really want to go, but somehow I felt I had been
guilted into it or had done it to get rid o f her so that I could be alone with Emiliano.
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Rebeccah nodded and closed the door softly behind her. I heard her move away,
hesitate and then continue down the staircase making reverberating thunks as her hiking
sandals collided with the antiquated wood.
“W ho’s that? Your new girlfriend?”
“W hat?” I turned to confront Emiliano. He was wearing a huge grin on his face.
“You lose Lesley for a few moments and you’re already busy finding a new
conquest.”
“She’s not a conquest. I don’t even like her. She’s too-”
“She’s too what. Too what?” encouraged Emiliano.
“I don’t know but she’s too something. I’ve never met a girl who wasn’t too much
of something.”
“Pah,” retorted Emiliano, but he didn’t say anything about Rebeccah after this.
“Are you going to be sticking around a little bit longer than last time?”
“That all depends,” he said standing up. “Are you going to call Lesley’s parents or
not? Tell me what you’ve decided?”
I grinned. I imagined calling Lesley’s parents and explaining to them that their
daughter had run away. For an instant I imagined leaving the message on the answering
machine but I knew that even I wouldn’t be able to go through with it. Even I would have
felt guilty for leaving a message like that to be found. Finally, after mulling the situation
over I turned back to Emiliano.
“I’ll call them tomorrow. Happy?”
“Tonight!” he corrected.
“Does it matter?”
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He thought for a moment. “Yes!” Then he took out his gun.
“Whoa! What are you doing, I said I’d call.”
Emiliano laughed and then lazily pointed the gun at me. I backed away and he
laughed again. “Don’t worry. I’m not going to shoot you...again.” He put the gun down
but then raised it nonchalantly as he asked me another question. “And you’ll see La
Virgen tomorrow?”
“Yes, yes. Dear God, yes,” I said putting up my hands.
Emiliano pointed the gun to the ceiling and winked. “I’ll see you later then,” he
said and pulled the trigger.
There was a puff o f bluish smoke and a flash o f light. I dropped back but quickly
went over to the dresser thinking that Emiliano had accidentally blown him self up. I
waved the obscuring smoke away, coughing the entire time, scanning the dresser’s top
for Emiliano. There was nothing there. He was gone.
Again I spent a few minutes looking around the room for wherever he had gone
but much like last time he seemed to have disappeared without a trace. It seemed so
unbelievable that he could disappear with one shot o f his gun even when I reminded
myself that his whole existence was unbelievable. It just didn’t seem right he could
disappear like that, so quickly, and especially when I was so certain that I needed him.
He ’s like Lesley, I thought.
I met Rebeccah in the lobby half an hour later. She hadn’t changed and neither
had I. She was sitting on a wooden bench reading through her travel book. I came to
stand beside her and it was a few moments before she realized I was there.
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“I’ve just been going through the book. There are a lot o f great places around
here.” She squinted, strangely examining my face.
“W hat’s wrong?” Instinctively, I brought my hand up to my face. Checking for
blood.
“Oh well. It just looks like you have some sort o f white powder all over your face.
Did you have an accident?”
I pulled my hand away and sure enough there was a white powder on the tips o f
my fingers. Thinking back on it now I did something stupid. I tasted it. It was flour.
“It’s just dust from the plaster,” I lied. “This place isn’t built too well.”
Rebeccah seemed to accept this answer and I followed her out into the street
trying unsuccessfully to brush off the flour. As we walked to the restaurant the only thing
going through my mind was whether Emiliano had done it on purpose or whether it had
been an accidental by-product o f his disappearance. The only thing I was sure o f was that
I would be sure to ask him the next time he revealed himself.
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Chapter 9

The restaurant Rebeccah led me to was a few blocks away from the hotel but we
passed it twice before realizing it was where we wanted to go. I would have liked to have
found another after the first five minutes o f confused searching but Rebeccah was
adamant we continue. She said she w asn’t about to let anything be hidden from us, but
the place seemed to want to be hidden from us. Its entrance was nothing more than a door
in a concrete wall. Outside stood a man, but he didn’t approach us until he was sure we
were lost.
“You looking restaurant?” He stepped towards us, and Rebeccah checked her
Wandering World.
Two minutes later we were seated in a beautiful courtyard which was full of
foreigners and locals alike. I could tell they were locals by the expressions they wore as
we were escorted in. They seemed to infer that we were intruding, resentful that the
restaurant allowed the ethnic mix to become diluted. Those foreigners who were seated
already seemed to take pride in our presence as if it justified their own presence. A man
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visibly took pleasure in our presence as the thought o f foreign numbers overwhelming the
locals amused him. I could see his head swim with the potential o f complete inundation
as if he had had one too many sips o f his chardonnay and was dangerously close to a
sudden recklessness brought on by this revelation.
Rebeccah held up her travel book. “We have this to thank for showing us this
place. If not for this, no foreigners would know about this spot.” I saw a local grimace as
he bit into something bitter. Rebeccah placed the book on the table and patted it, as if it
were a pet. She smiled, then cocked her head to the side. It was mildly suggestive but the
topic didn’t impart this idea. “This is where Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera would come
for dinner sometimes. They say it hasn’t changed since their time.”
“Frida Khalo?”
“D on’t tell me you don’t know who she is?” she balked.
“Uhhhh,” I stammered. “Didn’t Salma Hayek do something about her in a movie
or something?”
“You’re unbelievable.”
“Oh, come on,” I said, suddenly remembering the movie. Lesley had made me
watch it in preparation for our trip. “Don’t tell me you wouldn’t have known who Frida
was unless you had seen the movie?”
Rebeccah’s face soured and I could tell that I had hit a nerve. “That’s not true!”
“Wow. You get your knowledge o f the world from the corrupt media just like the
rest o f us? How does it feel to be found out? Will they revoke your rebel card?” I
laughed, thinking w e’d share the joke but Rebeccah was silent, her face arched
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downwards. I reached out to her but she shook my hand away. “You don’t have to be
such a dick,” she said.
Rebeccah, with that tiny phrase, became Lesley in my mind and I could not shake
the image away. I closed my eyes and reopened them and there was Lesley staring
accusingly at me as if I would never be able to atone for what I had done. I swallowed
and tried to refocus and luckily, when I looked at Rebeccah for a second time, she was no
longer Lesley. I breathed a sigh o f relief.
“I was just joking, Rebeccah. I didn’t mean anything by it.”
“Just forget it.”
Rather than argue I thought it would be better to try to pretend the situation had
never happened. The waiter arrived with menus, which offered a very convenient escape
from our previous exchange, and we both buried ourselves in the text readying ourselves
for when we would have to order and speak to each other again.
“Have you decided yet?”
Other than that initial argument we managed to get through the dinner reasonably
well. We chatted about all sorts o f easily agreeable subjects, mainly the ambience and the
food we were served and any time I felt myself thinking to say something even remotely
offensive I managed restraint. Rebeccah was from Ohio but moved to Ann Arbor which
is in Michigan. She had to explain this to me because for some reason I could not
understand why this city was not in Maine. There’s something about the name that just
makes me feel it should reside in Maine and not in Michigan. Here Rebeccah explained
to me that Ann Arbor was a beautiful University town, and the exact opposite o f nearby
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Detroit, the biggest city in Michigan. The crime rate was one o f the highest in North
America and everybody foresaw it only growing higher.
And with all this talk about Michigan and Maine and university towns I almost
forgot I was in Mexico. Sitting there, pleasantly exchanging whatever safe words I could
muster without the interference o f the ill-English-speaking server, I was able to imagine I
was back in Ottawa, safely eating a meal somewhere in The Market. Even when the
waiter made an appearance I could still picture the cosy walls o f the The Black Tomato
on York Street until, like a flood, the meal ended and once again I was thrust back into
the reality o f Mexico without any sort o f compass for guidance.
“It’s getting late,” said Rebeccah, glancing at her watch. We were standing on the
street com er after the meal. A few other people were around but the sun had descended
and everything was bathed in grey overtones. The faces around us were indiscernible and
the darkness made them seem even more unknowable. “We should get back to the hotel.”
“I have to go make a phone call,” I said. “I’ll meet you back there.” I turned away
from her, headed in the direction where I thought I saw a sign advertising calls to the
United States. I assumed Canada could be reached from there as well.
I had only gotten a few steps before Rebeccah called after me.
“Jack! Jack! Could you walk me back!?”
“Wha?”
“The hotel Jack. It’s dark. This is Mexico City. Could you please walk me back to
the hotel?”
“Sure.” A part o f me was happy to get out o f calling Lesley’s parents at least for a
little while but I knew this excuse would not fly with Emiliano and sooner or later I
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would have to answer to him. He would not let me shrug off my responsibilities that
easily.
Within minutes Rebeccah and I were standing outside our hotel, she fumbling
with her key. I could hear it rattling against the change in her purse.
“Thanks for walking me, Jack. It’s not safe here at night,” she said, continuing to
search.
“You don’t say?”
“Yeah, really.” She turned to me in the darkness and I could barely see her eyes.
They were only tiny pricks o f light. She shivered slightly from the night chill but I
refused the temptation to put my arm around her even though it had seemed like a normal
reaction at the time. “I know it looks safe but you can never know what will happen in
this city. But then again, as a woman, you can have a completely different experience if
you’re travelling with a guy than if you’re travelling alone.”
“How so?”
“Well, for starters, other guys seem to back away as soon as they see a small
group o f girls around any type o f guy. Men w on’t try to come over and pick you up if
they see you’re with someone else. Or, if one does venture over it is far easier to get rid
of him. I know this for a fact. I was in Holland once and we did a test. I sat on a bench
alone for an hour and counted the number o f men that approached me. It ran into the
twenties. The next day we did the same thing but I sat with a friend o f mine from the
hostel. He was a fun Australia guy and to be fair I think he was trying to pick me up, but
no other guys approached me.”
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I tried to imagine the type o f person who would be interested in Rebeccah but I
couldn’t conjure any image. It just didn’t seem possible or believable. She continued,
“The guys left us alone. It’s that simple. In fact, some o f the guys who had tried to get my
attention the day before politely waved or nodded as they passed. These were the same
guys who were trying to grab my breasts only twenty-four hours before. They saw me
with another guy and they relented.”
“So wouldn’t you prefer being picked up by guys all the time?”
“Sometimes, Jack,” Rebeccah said, “it’s nice to just be able to experience things
in a neutral way and not in a gender oriented way. I know what it’s like to be a woman
without a man in public and I know what it’s like to be a woman with a man in public.
But I don’t know what’s it’s like to be just any other person alone in public and not
always being objectified by whoever walks by.”
“Do you think Lesley’s getting bothered right now?” I had an image o f her getting
pissed off and having to fend off guys.
“Here they are,” Rebeccah said, producing her keys. We stood awkwardly looking
at one another as if I had just walked her home after a date. She opened the door to the
hotel and leaned away from me. “I’ll guess I’ll see you tomorrow?” It was phrased as a
question.
“Yeah, I suppose.”
Leaving Rebeccah behind I took off down the street searching for any indication
of a place where I might be able to make a phone call to Canada. Speaking to Rebeccah
during the meal she had assured me there were numerous little kiosks all around where
you could call internationally, but they were proving hard to find. Payphones I did come
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across either didn’t accept my peso coins or were operated by pay cards which I had no
time to find or figure out how to use. It was ten minutes before a giant sign appeared out
of the darkness advertising “Llamadas Por Estados Unidos. ” Phone Calls to the United
States.
I took a step into the dimly lit comer hovel and was greeted to the sudden silence
of over a dozen cramped computer users halting their typing to glare at me as if I were an
intruder. I obviously had stumbled across another local hangout because none o f the faces
that met mine seemed in the least surprised or delighted to cross paths with a foreigner. I
walked over to the counter where a weighty, drowsy man stood alongside a plastic
container full o f change. He lazily turned to me.
“Q u eT
I looked for the implement I needed but could not see it displayed. I accented my
words carefully hoping they worked. “Phon-noT’
There was a titter o f amused chuckles from the computer area. One user cast me
an unappreciative arrogant expression which I acknowledged by re-evaluating my gaze.
The man at the counter looked bored and didn’t seem to be bothered at my attempt to
sound Spanish.
“TelephonoT' he offered.
“Ah, si!”
The man reached down below his waist and rummaged there for a what seemed
like minutes, my eyes widening as I wondered what he might be doing down there. He
didn’t seem to notice my shocked expression, as he kept his eyes glued to the television
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mounted directly behind my head. After finding what he needed he produced a black
battered phone with a missing number two key. He placed it on the table between us.
“Diez pesos por minuto.”
I nodded, thanked him, and then picked up the receiver. He slammed his hand
down on the receiver.
“Paga ahorita,” he said making a motion with his fingers to indicate money. I
pulled out my wallet and gave him a fifty-peso bill. If I was longer than five minutes with
Lesley’s parents I would have been surprised. My goal was to get this over as quickly and
as easily possible. The man took my money and put it in his plastic container. Only then
did he remove his hand from the receiver.
Dialling the long remembered digits o f Lesley’s home phone number was easy. I
still remembered how she had scrawled them across my hand with a pen so dangerously
out of ink that she practically ripped off my skin and drew blood to painfully force the
numbers there. This was not one o f those cheesy romantic scenarios where I had to go
through elaborate steps to keep my hand free from soapy water for the rest o f the day, but
I imagine that Lesley might have thought o f it along those terms. When she seemed to
forever tattoo those digits into my palm she might have been considering that this might
forever be our story. The tiny little anecdote o f how we came to pass, which could be
passed on down to children for its PG-13 themes and content, and which would forever
cement our cuteness quotient whenever the inevitable question which would forever
follow us was asked: A nd how did you two meet? It summed up our relationship in a short
vignette and therefore would never need any more thought or careful attention. It was for
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these reasons that the numbers dispatched themselves through my fingers as if I were
eliminating the invisible tattoo she had stained me with more than a year before.
“Hello?”
I tried to stay silent but it seemed as if those people behind me were tapping their
keyboards more and more incessantly.
“Hello?” It was Lesley’s father and he sounded strained. As if he was either
worried or had been prepared for bed. I glanced down at my watch. It was eleven o’clock.
“Hello,” he said again, and then after a moment’s pause he added, “Lesley? Is that
you?”
I maintained my silence but something caught in my throat. In that instant he
sounded so timid, so indescribably lost that I couldn’t imagine that I could let him go on
thinking whatever thoughts he was entertaining in his mind about his daughter. I had to
speak, but couldn’t and it wasn’t until the clerk gave be a look as if to say, “you’re
wasting everybody’s time”, that I finally managed to croak out a consonant.
“Hi.” I spoke in quick staccato jumps, hoping this tactic might make the situation
end all the faster. “This is Jack. Remember me? Well, anyway - ”
“Jack? Put my daughter on, would you? I’ve been waiting to hear from her.”
Silent moments went by as I’m sure he thought I was passing the phone over to
his Lesley. I thought I could sense his confusion as I continued talking after a respectable
pause.
“Sorry, sir,” I said. “Lesley’s not here. She ran away.”
“Don’t joke around, Jack,” he said. “Put Lesley on.” I could tell by his voice that
he was trying to be good-natured about the whole thing but would have unleashed a
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torrent o f abuse if I had been anybody else under any other circumstances. I had never
thought that a telephone could transfer so many emotions but I was learning that it could
do so much more than I had ever thought possible. I pictured myself telling him the truth
and anticipated the telephone clattering to the kitchen floor and him letting out an
unearthly scream.
“I’m really sorry,” I said. I turned away from everybody staring at me from the
computer terminals. “Lesley has really gone.” I began by trying to explain the situation. I
explained how Lesley was unhappy, while keeping my involvement down to a minimum.
I didn’t say that I cheated on her. I didn’t say that she found out. I said that she broke up
with me and left one day while I was sleeping. There was no point in explaining, or so I
thought, any more. It was at this point that he interrupted me and began to speak again.
“YOU COCKSUCKING MOTHER FUCKER!” he screamed and then he let
loose a torrent o f abuse into the phone. I cringed and hoped that nobody in the room
could understand what was being said because it was the foulest, most offensive attack I
had ever heard. Five minutes went by before Lesley’s father had calmed down enough to
let me speak and his voice was nothing more than a wheezing grunt on the other end.
“I’m really sorry.”
This statement made him go off again with a few more minutes o f abuse but he
gave up quicker this time and resigned him self to the physical impotency o f the phone.
“You’re going to do something for me, Jack,” he wheezed. “You’re not going to
leave that place until you find her.”
“Find her?”
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“That’s what I said.” There was a pause and I thought he was about to unleash
more verbal attacks on me but he was only catching his breath. “Stay there until you find
her.”
Although this had been my plan there is something about being asked to do this
by the father o f the woman you hurt which makes a person feel strange. Lesley’s father,
who had hated me for as long as I could remember, actually wanted me to do something
for him. Something for his daughter which he was in no position to do himself. He
wanted me to find Lesley, make sure that she was all right and had come to no harm. He
was placing his trust in me and in that moment it made me feel powerful.
“I don’t know,” I lied. “I was thinking o f coming back.”
“No Jack,” he said and again the emotional impact o f the telephone came through.
“I’ll send you money to keep searching. Her mother and I have been worried sick. W e’ve
been waiting by the phone for days. Thank God Lesley’s mother is not here to hear this.
This would absolutely destroy her,” he said.
I pictured Lesley’s mother getting the news and instantly saw her crumpling to the
floor sobbing. It was a sight I both abhorred m yself for conjuring and secretly delighted
in replaying.
“Do you have her password, Jack?”
Lesley’s father had continued talking as I tuned out thinking about his wife. He
had been planning to keep his wife from finding out. What he wanted was for me to send
Lesley’s mother an e-mail from Lesley’s e-mail account. He wanted to know if I had her
password, otherwise he would simply have created a similarly sounding e-mail address
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and begun sending phantom letters to his wife. Luckily, I suppose, I actually had her
password. It was the same password she used for everything.
“I have the password,” I said. “I’ll send her mother an e-mail.”
“Good,” he said, with finality. “I feel bad about lying to Lesley’s mother but
Lesley was never very considerate o f her feelings. She’s probably trying to make us pay
for something we did. You know - teenage stuff.” I didn’t bother telling him that Lesley
was long past being a teenager. “Lesley’s mom will be home soon so we better get off the
phone to each other. Send an e-mail tonight and then I’ll tell you when to send the next
one. And Jack?”
“Yes?”
“You think she’s safe, right? You don’t think she could get into much trouble
down there?”
I shook my head, but he would have had no way of knowing. “Sure,” I said.
“She’s probably fine.”
“Thanks, Jack.”
“You’re welcome,” I said and hung up.
I stood there examining the phone then opened my wallet and pulled out another
fifty pesos. This time the clerk dialled the number, perhaps to make sure I was calling
within North America.
“Dad?”
“Jack. It’s you,” said my father. There was a rustle in the background and I heard
the scrape o f his chair as he got up from the kitchen table. “How are things in Mexico?”
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“Fine, fine,” I said, imitating the voice o f somebody who was not bothered in the
least. The conversation dragged after that, however, as I could not think o f anything else
to say. Finally, after a long pause my father interrupted.
“Jack, somebody here wants to talk to you.”
I could actually hear the phone being passed to another hand. I could tell my
father was trying to be quick about it before I realized what was happening. This was a
whisper between my father and the other person in the kitchen.
“Hello, Jack,” said a woman’s voice. “It’s been a long time.”
I had to hang up after that. I couldn’t stand to stay on the line and continue
listening to that voice. That voice o f a deserter. That voice I had come to both miss and
desire. There was shock on the clerk’s face as I abruptly passed him back the phone while
another voice poured out o f the receiver. He gave me back thirty pesos. I used them pay
for the time on the internet where I composed Lesley’s fake e-mail:

Dear Mom,
I t ’s me. Lesley. Sorry I haven’t had a chance to write before this. Jack and I have
been travelling around and this is the first chance w e ’ve had to use a computer. I ’m sorry
i f y o u ’ve been worried.
When we got o ff the plane in Mexico City they lost our luggage. It was a bit o f a
problem but what can you do? C ’est la vie! (that’s all the French I picked up in 8 years
o f Immersion). Anyway, they told us that they would send the bags anywhere we wanted
so we went to Veracruz o f all places. It was so great to be near the ocean!
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We spent a fe w days in Veracruz. Jack was really great and we had lots offun. But after
a couple o f days without any information about our bags we decided we had better get
back to Mexico City. We arrived yesterday.
Needless to say we have our bags and we ’re o ff travelling again. They had
forgotten to phone us. Speaking o f telephoning, we ’11 try to call as soon as we have a
chance. But ju s t remember that we ’re having fu n and that we ’re safe.
Love you,
Lesley
Jack says hi.
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Chapter 10

A ravine spread itself in front o f me, dipping steeply into the ground. Slowly, I
walked to the edge and peered over, tiny pebbles becoming loose in my wake and
slipping down the surface o f its granite walls. There was darkness. Impenetrable
darkness. The sides o f the cliff became steep and becoming suddenly dizzy I moved to
the ground and slid on my stomach away from the expanse.
Beside me a rabbit watched with curious eyes. It was pure white with long droopy
ears and it twitched its nose like Thumper and hopped close to me. Slowly, I reached out
my hand to touch it but it turned and hopped away.
The rabbit zigzagged towards and away from the ravine showering its borders
with upturned pebbles. A mist began to roll in and I began to follow the rabbit all the
time thinking I would lose it when suddenly the fog would clear and I would be staring
into the animal's deep cavernous blue eyes for a second before it would hop away again
at great speed.
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After what seemed like an eternity the rabbit stopped and stared at a figure
standing on the cliff ledge. I stopped too and waited.
The figure was naked with long hair that hung down its back. From the contours
o f the hips and waist I took it to be a woman. I didn’t move, unsure o f how to proceed.
The rabbit moved away into a thicket that had materialized to our left. Instead o f
following I watched the figure.
There was something familiar about the woman but I couldn’t place my finger on
what it was exactly. To give myself time to think I sat down behind her watching, to see
what she would do and matching her up with similar figures I had stored in my mind.
A cold northern wind picked up and I shivered and tried to hug the clothing
around me tighter, but I realized that I was naked and not wearing any clothes. I rubbed
my naked arms and began to realize the rocks were biting into my bare flesh. I felt
embarrassed and wanted to leave the place but I could not think o f where to go. If the
woman confronted me she would be just as naked as myself and therefore I would not be
any more embarrassed than her.
But my mind slowly began to make the connection that it was Lesley. I was
staring at Lesley’s bare back and not some strange woman’s. She didn’t seem cold at all
and more interested in what lay in the ravine than in my presence. I stood up and took a
step towards her.
Without any indication or preamble to movement Lesley’s figure jumped and
flew into the depths of the darkness. I tried to gasp but no sound came out and I ran to the
edge o f the ravine in attempt to do something, anything. The heroic actions I imagined
for myself did not materialize.
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Again I stretched out onto my stomach and watched Lesley’s body fall, end over
end, somersaulting into the pitch-black depression. Awkwardly I reached out but she was
already too far, even though her fall seemed to be slowed in the air. I stretched out my
fingers to her but she didn’t reach back and right before she was completely overtaken by
the darkness she peered up at me with hurt and mournful eyes that made her look empty.
It was only than that I realized that it wasn’t Lesley at all but my own mother staring at
me from the darkness o f the abyss. I drew back and hesitated on the face o f the cliff.
I woke up screaming, unsure o f my surroundings, tunnelling for air in the expanse
of sheets that encircled my flaying limbs. Grasping air into my lungs I calmed myself but
couldn’t get the picture o f Lesley/my mother tumbling out o f my mind.
“That’s fucked,” I whispered to the darkness o f the room.
To my left, on the beside table, I imagined and somewhat hoped Emiliano would
be waiting to lead me through an analysis o f my dream. Nobody was at my side and I was
forced to play the scene over again in my mind without the comfort o f another person
being there. The replayed thoughts made me realize that I would not be able to go back to
sleep and with conviction I ripped off the restraining covers and sat up on the edge o f the
bed, swearing that I would decide what I needed to do once my eyes could focus in the
dim light.
My eyes adjusted to the light long before I made a move to do anything. Neither
my arms nor my legs could be compelled to do anything except lie there immobile. I
thought about how I had written the e-mail to Lesley’s mother the night before and I
wondered if I should have felt some sort o f guilt for what I did, but no feelings o f regret
built within me and I suddenly imagined that I was devoid o f feeling. That although I
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seemed to be normal in every way, some part o f me was incapable o f feeling or
experiencing emotion. Perhaps this was why Lesley had left me. My inability to feel.
A little while later I took the room key and the Wandering World and headed out
into the rest o f the hotel to find water. I can’t be sure o f the time because I did not care. I
only realized that it was dark.
On the balcony overlooking the central patio I padded in my bare feet over to
where a water cooler was half-filled and flanked on either side by Styrofoam cups. I took
one and began filling it, the glugging sounds o f air pockets entering the jug the only noise
that broke the tension o f the night. I drank, water pouring down my chin, and realized I
had missed having fresh water the last couple o f days. I drank again and sat down on a
bench watching the plants in the patio move with the night’s breeze.
I had gone to the bathroom for a drink o f water the night my mother left. I was ten
and just recently had been able to leave my room after dark. I had been too scared before.
When I flicked on the bathroom light there she was holding a suitcase at the top o f the
stairs.
‘Are you going somewhere,’ I asked.
My mother didn’t answer until she had flicked off the bathroom light and bathed
us in darkness again. ‘Yes,’ she had said, the words floating through the darkness to me.
‘I’m going away for a while. I love you, baby,’ she said.
I don’t think she saw me go to my bedroom window and watch as she waited on
street comer until a car pulled over. I watched as she threw her bag in the trunk o f the
beat-up car and drove away, turning left off our street to approach the Queensway.
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The image in my mind broke up after that and all I could clearly remember was
the loneliness. You feel incredible loneliness when your mother leaves you. She was not
only your mother but your best friend in some ways.
In Mexico I sat watching the patio, replaying the scene o f her leaving over and
over again in my mind because it hurt less than remembering the loneliness. Some time
later a man came by sweeping the balcony. He seemed surprised to see me but swept his
way over to where I was sitting.
“Buenos dias,” he said.
“Buenos dias,” I responded.
The man nodded and continued sweeping. “No sleep.”
I shook my head in response.
“No dream?” He swept a fallen leaf to the garden below.
“Bad dream.”
“Oh,” he said without pausing, “que malo.”
“Si.” Under my breath I added, “It was pretty malo,” and then held my face in my
hands and rubbed my eyes. The man continued sweeping non-existent dust away from
me.
I read the Wandering World for an hour, going over the pages Lesley had outlined
with her pen. Thinking about the postcard Emiliano had left o f the Church o f Topetito I
flipped to the index and found the page describing this religious place. It had only been a
small paragraph but beside the heading Lesley had written ‘

’ with a flurry

o f exclamation marks trailing it into the text and without any indications o f what might
have sparked her interest. I sighed and shut the book. There was nothing there to link me
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to Lesley. Slowly I made my way back to the room, noticing as I did beams o f light
crisscrossing my path as I moved. The sun had risen and I had ignored it completely.
Back at my hotel door Rebeccah was waiting, knocking softly, putting her ear to
the door with her face turned away from mine.
“Looking for someone?”
She jumped, a key clattering to the floor as she did. I stooped to pick it up but she
beat me to it and met my gaze halfway to the ground before we both rose and regarded
each other properly.
“You’re up early.”
I pointed to the Wandering World. “Just doing some research.”
Rebeccah seemed impressed and a smile spread itself across her face, at first
unwilling and then with more abandon. “I didn’t take you for the type.”
“Is there a type o f traveller who doesn’t research?”
“Yes. The one who expects everything to come to them. Who doesn’t expect to
have to put anything into the trip to have a good time.”
“I had Lesley for that but now that I’m alone,” I shrugged, unsure o f how to
continue. There was an awkward pause.
“So. Do you have plans for the day?”
I nodded and leaned against the door, trying to appear cool but the door gave way
and I fell into nothingness, my side hitting the edge o f the bed and the Wandering World
disappearing under the dresser.
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“What happened?” said Rebeccah coming close to help. She lifted me up and
dusted me off, touching the front o f my jeans suggestively before standing back and
taking a look at me. “Did you trip?”
“It wasn’t that,” I said. I took a few steps towards the door and checked the
handle. It was loose. I put my key in the lock and locked it. Initially the mechanism
worked but when I pressed harder the knob turned in my hand and become useless. “The
lock on this door doesn’t work anymore.”
“Maybe it never did.”
“How am I supposed to leave my stuff in a room that doesn’t lock?”
“Well, you did it yesterday and nothing happened.”
“So?”
“So. Ni modo. Ask the clerk to fix it and then let’s get going.”
“M m o d o T
“It basically means ‘that’s life’ here in Mexico but there is no real translation. It
isn’t even Spanish. It’s just something they say here to help deal with the inevitability o f
the inevitable.”
“This isn’t inevitable,” I said feeling the anger beginning to rise, “this is about a
lock. And what do you mean ‘let’s get going.’ Did we have plans which I wasn’t aware
of?”
“The Basilica de Guadalupe.”
“The what?”
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“You said yesterday that you might want to come. I was just checking to see if
you were awake this morning when you came up behind me. What were you doing up so
early?” Rebeccah asked, narrowing her eyes.
“Nothing.” The feeling passed through me that she was accusing me o f some
horrible activity. “What does it matter to you?”
“I though you had said you were doing research?”
“I am,” I sputtered. “I mean I was.” I stood there awkwardly until I finally
decided to move into the room to where I had deposited a pile o f my clothes the night
before. “Let me get changed and I’ll be with you in a moment.”
“So you’re coming then?”
“Yes, yes. Didn’t I say that?”
Rebeccah left me alone and I began to gather my bearings and haphazardly
attempt to hide my possessions. I didn’t trust the clerk to watch my room and I didn’t
trust any o f the rooms he offered to be equipped with working locks. Every part of
Mexico seemed to be open to everybody else. At any time somebody could come into
your room and rifle through your sock drawer just because they could, and they wouldn’t
be punished for it either because that just seemed to be the way o f life around here.
Everybody’s space bled into one another’s. It felt like I was always having one o f my
toes stepped on or my ass lightly brushed by some unknown hand.
Rebeccah was once again waiting for me downstairs but this time, much to my
disappointment, she was already discussing with the desk clerk my earlier lock problem.
As I descended they both gave me sympathetic looks but his had a mixture o f sympathy
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which I felt was being reserved for some event that would transpire against me in the
tuture. He gave me a little guilty shake o f his head before retreating into the backroom.
“H e’s going to watch the room for you, he said.”
“Why did you do that?”
“Do what?”
“Tell him my lock was broken. Now he’s going to call his friends and have my
place robbed.”
“Listen to what you’re saying, Jack,” she said. “You think the clerk’s going to rob
you because your lock is broken? Look behind the counter. H e’s got all the keys he could
ever want. And look at the key.” She held out her own antiquated key. “Do you think it’s
so hard to pick a lock when these are the keys? And people take these back home as
souvenirs. He probably has bags and bags o f them.”
I looked and indeed there were all the rings o f keys for every room and potentially
thousands o f duplicates for every door in the hotel floating around somewhere in the
population o f the earth’s hands. Instantly I pictured keys swinging off keyrings around
the world near beaches and warzones and through suburban hell. Anyone o f those people
could trespass against me and I would have no power whatsoever. Possibly every person
in the city could have a copy o f the key to my room. Rebeccah was right.
“Why couldn’t you have just waited on the bench like before?”
I regretted what I said almost immediately but I didn’t take any steps to take it
back. Instead I left the words hanging there, bothering both o f us, and neither one o f us
willing to speak and make those words actually real by responding to them in a timely
fashion. But they were still there. I could almost see the letters themselves becoming
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formed in the hot humid air because o f their anger at not being heard. When something is
not heard it must be written down.
Rebeccah twisted the toe o f her shoe as if flattening a bug. “Did you still want to
go?” she asked.
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Chapter 11

Rebeccah and I took the subway to the Basilica with the help o f a few passers-by.
I had wanted to take a taxi because I thought it was safer but Rebeccah insisted we take
the subway.
“Nobody’s going to rob us! It’s a myth.”
The whole time we rode the subway I hoped somebody would try to rob us just so
I could prove Rebeccah wrong, but in the end the subway wasn’t as bad as I had
imagined. Descent into the neutrally lit underground seemed a religious experience by the
silence o f all those who entered. When faced with space, people separated themselves
along the wide passages to avoid contact. Once the crowd thickened however, people
squeezed together, pushing themselves along or against the flow o f traffic without
meeting the eyes of those they stuck with absent fingers for leverage. A crazy man going
against the flow o f people kept shouting, ‘A la derecha’ over and over again until finally
he was swept up into the crowd and disappeared. Everywhere around me the smell of
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concrete permeated and sealed o ff all entranceways as if I were in some forgotten crypt
small insects were desperately trying to seek their way out of.
Close to the subway platform we were separated along gender lines by groups o f
police officers. I didn’t notice what was going on and as Rebeccah became separated
from me I somehow managed to find my way to her amongst a throng o f women
chattering away in Spanish. Turning to see me clutching her arm she gave me a bemused
smile.
“Are you a mufer now, Jack?”
“W hat?” I said. Around me I could sense a disturbance and I felt like I was
drawing more than the usual amount o f stares.
“I asked if you’re a woman now, Jack. This is the subway car for the women?”
“W hat?”
An angry female police officer straddled up to me, her chin barely reaching the
middle o f my chest, but she acted as if she were about to pummel me with blows and not
think twice about it. Behind a crowd o f women who were attempting to get in line for the
subway I saw two male police officers watching the exchange, one grinning wildly, the
other seeming to be consider whether or not I was actually a threat.
“Que hacesT’ demanded the woman.
“I’m sorry,” I stammered but soon Rebeccah was soon speaking for me and I was
ignored.
The exchange took less than thirty seconds, Rebeccah explaining, I assume, how I
had made a mistake and followed her. I still wasn’t sure what was going on until
Rebeccah turned to me and made the situation clear.
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“W omen go on separate cars, Jack. That’s what the partition is for. You should
have stayed on your side. This officer,” she nodded at the woman, “will take you back to
the other side. I’ll meet you at the La Villa-Basilica Station. That’s in five stops.” She
held up her splayed fingers. “Got that?”
There must have been a moment when I seemed to understand because soon
Rebeccah had turned from me and entered the all-female car and the female officer
directed me to the edge of the partition. Once there she motioned vehemently towards
where a crowd o f men were attempting to squeeze their way onto the train, to no avail.
The train left and I had to wait for another to come by before I found space wedged up
under the armpit o f one man and awkwardly reaching around one m an’s gigantic
stomach, to stabilize myself against a pole glistening with what could only be every
bacterium imaginable.
W hen the train did come to a stop at La Villa-Basilica I was lucky not to wait
long to find Rebeccah. She was standing outside my subway car waiting patiently against
a pillar.
“Did you find everything all right?”
“I guess.”
“So what happened back there?”
“Maybe you should tell me.”
“They separate the men and the women at some of the busier stops. It’s much
better to have a woman’s hand pressed against your ass than a man’s. I suppose it cuts
down on sexual assault and violence against women.” We began walking and from the
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comer o f her eye she shot me a curious glare. “Couldn’t you see what was going on
around you?”
There was no reason to answer this question.
Fifteen minutes later we stepped out o f the greyness o f the subway terminal and
into the light fenced in by the expanse o f the Basilica and its surrounding buildings.
“There it is,” she said. Rebeccah pointed to a slightly leaning, enormously built
Basilica affixed with every type o f decoration imaginable, with arches and trestles, and
large doorways, and decorative columns spread throughout the expanse. The roof glinted
yellow in the sunlight and I wondered if it might be gold. Outside this building stood a
life-sized statue o f the Pope, and around him were strewn the makeshift booths o f
amateur photographers offering to take pictures o f locals and tourists alike, who would
stick their heads through cardboard cut-outs o f religious figures and get Polaroids taken,
for twenty pesos a shot. The most popular was the manger scene and the other was Pope
John Paul the Second shaking hands with the Virgin o f Guadalupe, and squeezing her
mildly on the shoulder, almost as if to say, “Your sanctuary or mine?”
“W hat’s that building?” I pointed to a low-lying New-Age Church-like structure
where many o f the people were congregating. It seemed to be some sort o f seventies,
comerless creation built for art’s sake rather than functionality as it disrupted the square
with its newness.
“Let me just check.” Rebeccah flipped through her travel book and surfaced a few
minutes later trailing the words on the page with one o f her fingers. “Apparently, it was
built thirty years back to take the place o f the older Basilica. It was in a state o f disrepair.
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Also, monuments in Mexico City have a way o f sinking into the ground as the whole city
is nothing more than a swamp covered over with concrete.”
Rebeccah and I stood between either building, contemplating which one we
should see first.
“You decide,” I said, “old or new?”
Rebeccah’s decision was shortlived since a sign on the older Basilica’s double
doors directed us to note that the Basilica was under repairs and would not be opened up
for the public any time in the foreseeable future. La Basilica Esta Cerrado: The sign
seemed to mock us. We turned away, disgruntled, but made our way to the new building.
The inside o f the Church reminded me o f the Churches televised on Sunday
mornings during my youth. Eccentric and sweaty preachers would bring the glory o f God
to those on the couch and I would sit there anticipating cartoons to be delivered, flipping
the channels absently, the image only landing on different preachers with the same
method. The only difference between the audiences on TV and those now milling about
me was that those around me were dressed in a wide variety o f apparel and those on TV
hadn’t strayed from the “men in suits and women in unflattering dresses” theme. Some
women passed me wearing widely coloured blouses made from homespun cloth.
“I think they’re natives,” whispered Rebeccah after noticing me stare after them.
“I read that you can tell which group they are from by the designs o f their clothing.” She
tapped her travel book and dropped the subject when I didn’t respond.
Others around me wore rural clothing, cowboy hats and mud packed boot soles
prominently displayed as people prayed devoutly before the altar. There were also some
in suits and ties and t-shirts and jeans and many women whipped about the aisles smartly
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dressed in pant suits and electric white blouses, their hair done up in buns and crossing
themselves with dedicated host-holding hands. The tourists were easily identified. They
were generically white and they were the only ones who wore shorts and sandals and
idled about with their arms crossed over their chests, not looking at anything in particular
lest they be forced into some sort o f religious rite.
Rebeccah and I took a pew and watched a group o f schoolboys singing in Latin.
Their faces seemed angelic but I felt that they might turn into the unruly faces o f boys I
was more familiar with in a moment’s notice.
“Are you Catholic?”
I shook my head.
“What are you then?”
I shrugged. “United.”
“Never heard of it,” replied Rebeccah crossing herself with her hand and
kneeling.
“It’s a Canadian thing.” I paused. “I take it you’re Catholic,” I whispered.
“Nope.”
“Then what are you doing?” I was flabbergasted to imagine Rebeccah faking
some sort o f prayer on her knees in this foreign Church. At any moment somebody would
come around and realize her fraud, punishing me solely for being with her when she
committed her gross act. I wanted to rip her from the pew and chastise her in front of
everyone so that they would not think I shared her disrespect.
“I don’t think-”
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In response Rebeccah pulled me down to where she was kneeling and opened one
o f her eyes, squinting at me as if to register whether I was being serious. “Just pray,
would you?”
Something in her tone made me react and I awkwardly crossed m yself in the same
manner I remember performing when I had gone to a Catholic Church with a friend from
school. At the time I had thought the tiny bench under the pew had been a footrest and
used it as such. Soon after, my twelve-year-old self was chastised by an old deranged
priest in front o f the entire congregation as a heathen unworthy o f stepping into any
Church, let alone his. I had mild satisfaction finding out later he was put into an assisted
living housing unit governed by the Catholic Church because o f his increasing episodes
o f dementia.
As I knelt, listening to the Latin verses pass through me, I wanted to pray for
Lesley’s safety but I could not think what I might offer God in return or even how I was
supposed to word a prayer. I tried to remember the last time I had prayed or even if I had
ever done so, but I couldn’t recall. Instead, I repeated the Latin verses as they came
towards me, mumbling them under my breath. When the song ended I opened one eye to
peer at Rebeccah who was now sitting, waiting patiently for me to finish.
“Did you say a good prayer?” she asked.
“I guess.”
“The most important thing about a prayer is that it’s from the heart.”
“Who said that?”
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“I did,” she responded. Rebeccah craned her neck to where people were
gathering, the glow o f candlelight dancing across their features. “Let’s go.” She stood up
and took me by my arm. “W e’re going to light some candles.”
We had to wait five minutes to get through the groups o f people huddling around
the altar o f candles but finally we managed to get close enough to deposit a ten-peso coin
into the drop box. It made a hollow sound as it fell and without hesitation Rebeccah
picked up a long match and lit one o f the empty candles.
“Light a candle for Lesley.”
“For Lesley?”
“Yeah, for Lesley,” she repeated pointing at the empty wicks.
At first I was about to refuse, upset and being shepherded by this person I hardly
knew into performing traditions that I was not familiar with. Rebeccah pressed her still lit
match into my hand. “Light one,” she repeated.
The only empty candles were in the back row and even though the match was
long I had to pass my forearm over the array o f lights. I could feel the heat pressing into
my skin, searing my body with my own effort to light the wick. I thought I could smell
the odour o f burning flesh but when the candle was lit and my arm safely pulled back,
there were no marks or pain to remind me o f what I had done. “Anything else?”
“What did you pray for?” Rebeccah asked, as we moved away.
“Why do you care?”
“Did you pray for Lesley?”
“I can’t tell you,” I lied. “It goes against my religion.”
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Rebeccah regarded me for a matter o f some moments and I thought she would
speak but at the last second, when I was just about to tell her the truth to break the
silence, she turned away and became interested in a large crowd o f people descending the
stairs to our right. They were all quiet and respectful, mostly Mexican, but liberally
peppered with white-faced tourists crossing themselves in an unfamiliar manner
attempting to copy the actions o f those around them.
I moved closer with Rebeccah and realized the stream w asn’t dissipating, and was
rather continuous, as if it would continue to grow till the end o f time. A flow o f unending
people descended into the belly o f the Church.
“I wonder where they’re going?”
Going to the back o f the line I meshed myself between some sandal wearing
German tourists and conservatively dressed Mexican women with electric white frilly
blouses, who flashed emphatic smiles at Rebeccah and me as we stepped in.
A t the bottom o f the stairs was a pair o f automated walkways, the type often seen
in airports. The difference was that this set was for a very spall space, about fifty feet and
each one moved in the opposite direction as groups o f people travelled them, staring up,
commenting and pointing in awe at something on the wall outside my field of view. I was
quickly pushed in this direction and everybody positioned themselves in anticipation o f
what we would see.
“I thought this would be it,” breathed Rebeccah.
It was the portrait o f a woman, easily identified as Mary the mother o f God by her
expression o f tranquility and the expression o f awe on the rosy-cheeked cherub holding
up the edges of her robes looking adoringly up. The robe itself was plain but the star-
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speckled green mantle seemed to have been pulled from some unimaginable sky. The
painting seemed ancient and browned with age, yet the brightness o f the colours leapt out
at me, especially the icicles o f golden colour which protruded from her body giving the
aided visualization o f her holiness. The Virgin’s eyes passed over me and seemed to
follow as I crossed by on the walkway. It was then I wanted to say a prayer but I couldn’t
think o f anything. I became lost in the moment, forgetting that Lesley was missing and I
*

was now standing beside Rebeccah.
“It’s the Virgin,” I said out loud.
“Yes,” said Rebeccah.
“Tell me about her.”
“Well,” began Rebeccah, “she’s the reason there’s a Mexico here today. During
the W ar o f Independence it was a priest that organized the Mexican people, who brought
them together. Hidalgo. He used her visage as her banner. They’d march with her raised
in front o f them and fight the Spanish even when the odds seemed insurmountable. That’s
partly why she’s so important. She’s a symbol for all Mexicans.”
“She was first seen by a Mexican Native named Juan but nobody believed him.
Finally, the Virgin ordered him to pick roses and place them in his tilma, a long
traditional robe made from cactus fibres. When he appeared before the bishop he threw
open his cloak and the image o f the Virgin had been miraculously implanted there. And
that’s what is on the wall now,” she said with a nod, “the same tilma that Juan wore all
those years ago.”
I was so wrapped up in Rebeccah’s speech that I didn’t realize when we fell from
the walkway and onto firm flooring again. We took the other walkway in the other
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direction and viewed the portrait again. I made Rebeccah pass by six more times so that
we could properly appreciate the painting. Each time the painting appeared I gave a little
‘oh’ o f excitement and stared, wrapped up in taking in every detail. The colours, the
texture, and the way the different angles o f light played with the Virgin’s mouth. Finally,
Rebeccah managed to convince me that it was time we ascended into the sunlight o f the
late morning.
We spent the next hour walking about the plaza looking at the Basilica from
different directions. A few times I stopped to ask vendors if they had seen a girl matching
Lesley’s description in the last couple o f days but they all laughed and pointed to various
women walking around and asked me jokingly if any o f them were my girlfriend. I took
the hint and stopped asking. I just couldn’t imagine that Lesley wouldn’t have visited
there but I supposed finding Lesley in any touristy destination would be rather difficult.
While we walked Rebeccah and I got caught up in the edges o f some tour groups,
pretending to be interested in architecture but really listening to the tour guides.
“This was before we ever became Catholics,” explained one guide. “People still
clung to the old religion. It was only 1531 and so people still remembered the old ways,
so why would they change? But then, a native person, Juan Diego, was walking around
on this mountain and he saw the Virgin and suddenly - poof! - We had our Mother of
Mexico, La Virgen de Guadalupe.”
Another guide explained with a more cynical bias. “The Spanish wanted to make
us stop rebelling and the easiest way to do that was if we joined their religion. It was no
secret that this place was holy to the Aztecs who used to live here. There was even a
temple,” said the guide pointing in a vague manner behind himself, “where they
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performed ceremonies. The land was special so it makes sense that the Virgin would
appear here, if she were trying to convert indigenous people. That’s the other thing, it was
the first representation o f the Virgin with dark skin rather than light,” the guide touched
his own browned skin, “and this induced a lot more natives to follow her, because she
looked like them and therefore there was a connection. But we see this too often, in Cuba,
Guatemala, El Salvador,” the guide waved his hands in the air, “o f Virgins taking on the
colour o f those inhabitants her people want to convert. Any questions?”
The gathering in front o f him o f about fifteen white, North American t-shirted and
fannypacked adventurers nodded before peering around uninterested, until a woman from
amongst their folds came forward and raised her hand timidly.
“Hi,” she said averting her eyes from the smouldering ones o f the guide, “does the
Virgin eat anything?”
“Eat anything?”
“Yes, like foods the people bring and prepare for her?”
The guide seemed to think for a moment but he was already shaking his head.
“They make offerings o f flowers and things but she doesn’t generally eat. She can’t.
She’s just an image,” he said, sounding a little condescending.
“Oh,” said the woman retreating back into her group, “that’s what I was
wondering.”
Within a few minutes the group had trailed off somewhere else to interpret the
historical significance o f some other site. Rebeccah and I took the opportunity to extricate
ourselves.
“You know he’s wrong,” said Rebeccah after a pause.
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“Wrong about what?”
“About the eating,” she said pursing his lips. “Some people believe that when
they light candles they are feeding the saints. The white ones are the most important.
They’re tortillas.”
After awhile Rebeccah and I found ourselves travelling along a concrete path
where the groups o f people thinned out and we managed to walk leisurely, admiring the
gardens and avoiding getting caught in the frames o f people taking quick photos o f
friends or family posing in front o f hedges. We were far from the Basilica, out o f eyesight
anyway, and were travelling amongst the grounds that were kept pristine for all the
tourists that came. All around us were plaques commemorating where Juan Diego had
seen the Virgin on different occasions and the building of monuments and fountains.
At the top o f a high hill a statue o f the Virgin stood overlooking a rock strewn
waterfall and around her were gathered various dignitaries from religious lore, including
a statue o f Juan kneeling before the Virgin and offering her his cloak. Also in attendance
were other statues o f both indigenous and Spanish-looking people, obviously in awe o f
the appearance of the Virgin, who radiated golden thorns o f light from her body. I stood
with Rebeccah taking in the scene.
“This is where The Virgin appeared the last time,” she said awestruck.
I wasn’t sure whether I was expected to kneel, comment, pray or do anything. 1
stood there not speaking as a flock o f birds roused from a clump o f nearby trees and took
off into the air. As they flew by a group o f them defecated on the scene, splattering the
statues with pellets o f excrement, one landing squarely on the top o f the Virgin’s head.
“Yuck!!!”
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It was the most unbefitting spectacle and I wanted to rush into the enclosure and
scrape the statue clean with my shirt. I cursed the birds watching them fly into some trees
and begin twittering as if nothing had occurred.
“Do you want to get back to the hotel?” asked Rebeccah. I turned to her and could
see that she was tired, her hair dishevelled and her whole appearance looking rather
unkempt. She gave a little yawn as I regarded her, realizing at the same moment that I
hoped that nobody had thought we were together.
“Sure,” I said but then stopped. The postcard Emiliano had given me the night
before suddenly weighed heavy in my back pocket. I pulled it out and showed it to her.
“Have you ever heard of the Virgin de Topetito?”
Rebeccah took the postcard and examined it, flipping in over a half dozen times.
“This is in a bad neighbourhood, Jack. Are you thinking o f going there?”
I shrugged but then nodded.
“Well, I guess I could stand a little more adventure today. It’s close to the hotel so
I guess it wouldn’t be that much trouble.” Rebeccah took my arm and I slowly pulled
away.
“I was thinking actually o f going alone.” I was not sure o f what I would find there
and if Lesley did happen to be there I didn’t want Rebeccah’s presence to ruin it.
“Oh really?” Her eyes crossed and her tiredness seemed to disappear, slowly
replaced by anger. “That’s fine with me Jack. I guess I’ll just see you back at the hotel.”
Rebeccah began walking down the path away from me, her body moving with
rigid determination.
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“W ait,” I called out. She didn’t stop but I saw her walk hesitate for the tiniest
fraction o f a moment and I knew I had caught her attention.
“We can still take the subway partway together, can’t we?” She stopped now and
waved me forward to stand beside her. I came and we descended into stony silence for
the entire walk to the subway.
“You can show me where to get off,” I finally said as we boarded a co-ed train.
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Chapter 12

Rebeccah showed me where to get off even though I could tell she was more than
a little pissed off at not being included in my adventure. She was so angry I half-expected
her to give me wrong directions so that I would get lost and never find my way back. As
it was, she was truthful, and I have to thank her for that.
My desire to be away from Rebeccah served two purposes. Firstly, I didn’t think
being seen in public with another girl would be appropriate if Lesley did happen to be
anywhere I showed up. Being with another girl might make things worse, infecting the
sting that my cheating had caused. Although Rebeccah was not the type o f girl I usually
went for Lesley would have been hurt and I didn’t want Rebeccah brought into the
middle of anything she had no right to be involved in.
But there was another underlying reason why I didn’t want Rebeccah coming
along. There was something about her which made me feel fragile, as if she knew more
about me than she was letting on. Every so often I’d get the sense she was staring at me
when I wasn’t looking or secretly holding back from saying something. I thought that she
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might have had a crush on me but confronting that very real possibility scared me worse
than anything. How do you tell someone that you do not like them? How do you express
your dissatisfaction with them physically? I liked her well enough on her own but
anything else would have just been too unthinkable. I needed to put space between us and
hopefully help her alleviate whatever it was she was feeling for me.
I got off at the stop Rebeccah directed me to. She raised her eyes in a silent
goodbye as I left her. It was the tiniest o f forgivenesses, but I would have none o f it.
Barriers between us were necessary now.
It was when I stepped off the subway car that the first wave o f nausea overcame
my body. I hadn’t been expecting it and so as the train pulled away, myself imagining
Rebeccah anxiously pressing herself against a window to see what was wrong with me, I
collapsed to the floor and reached around my stomach as if to hold in whatever powerful
being had decided to make its home there.
Nobody in the subway approached me to see if I was all right. A few watched
from the comers o f their eyes but nobody took any steps to aid me. Even the police I saw
vaguely in the background stood their ground resolutely and it was up to me to pull
m yself together and finally raise myself off the ground.
There was a pillar I used for leverage for a few minutes, trying desperately to
catch my breath. Whatever had passed through my body was slowly dissipating and the
sharp pain which had seemed focused on my kidneys only minutes before lapsed into
only minor tremors o f pain. I squeezed harder against my abdomen until the pain
completely subsided and waited ten more minutes to make sure it didn’t hit me again.
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When I eventually took my first few hesitant steps I worried that the pain and
pressure would collapse my body again. I wished that Rebeccah or Lesley were back to
help me. I watched to see if Rebeccah came with the next six passing trains. Maybe she
had seen my plight and turned around, but nobody even remotely like her came forward,
and for the second time that day I realized that I was once again on my own.
Thankfully, the pain did not return and I managed to walk out o f the subway
station and into the light. I was careful though, and didn’t overexert myself. I wasn’t
prepared to check into a Mexico City hospital. The thought o f tequila sterilized
implements and sombrero wearing doctors wasn’t appealing in the slightest. I knew this
image was not a true representation o f Mexico but I did it because it made me feel
superior for a moment and justified my decision.
The sight outside the subway made me initially think that Rebeccah had tricked
me. Everything around me seemed to be in a constant state o f ruin. All the concrete
structures around me were crumbling, tiny bits o f rock breaking off in the wind and
littering the ground. I imagined that the pollution would daily erode the structure o f these
buildings until they eventually became nothing more than paper thin strips of stone
stacked haphazardly into the sky. Around me blew the littered remains o f chip bags, coke
cans, and greasy sheets o f wax paper. I hesitated a moment and contemplated diving back
into the subway station, to the safety o f its familiar bowels but I knew I had to continue
on. It was at this time that I really observed the people around me. Like the buildings,
they also seemed to be in a hurried state o f decay, yet these people seemed more
susceptible and would give out sooner than the landscape. Everybody seemed to be
nervously awaiting some unfortunate fate they didn’t quite perceive yet. As I came out o f
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the subway a stray dog came towards me, its sickeningly thin ribs heaving with the effort
o f breathing. I backed away and it approached baring its teeth, confident now o f its
position. I thought it would strike, take a bite out o f my sickened body when suddenly a
kick from behind scared the dog away and it ran off somewhere to huddle in an alley.
I followed the retrieval o f the kick and came face to face with a youth about my
own age, his arms barred against his chest and looking at me with intense curiosity.
“Be careful o f the dogs,” he said, “they’re so hungry they don’t know what
they’re doing.”
“Thanks.” I looked around, trying to get my bearings, hoping that somehow the
Church o f Topetito would reveal itself.
The kicker stuck his face close to mine, obviously not one to be dismissed. “Are
you looking for something?”
“Hmmmm,” I hesitated not sure whether it was safe to tell him I wasn’t sure
where I was going.
“Don’t worry. I know you’re not from around here.”
“Wh-What makes you say that?”
He smiled and ignored the question. “We don’t usually get a lot o f tourists around
here.”
“Your English is good.”
“Thanks.” He shrugged as if it were not a compliment. “I lived in the States for a
little bit. They made me leave after awhile. You American?”
“No. Canadian.”
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“Ahhh.” He paused, considering this information, and then seemed to make the
decision that it changed nothing. “So what are you looking for?”
He had asked again and looking around I saw a number o f curious pairs o f eyes
latching on to me. There was no way that I would be able to extricate m yself from him
and not be gobbled up by the other interested parties who seemed to be considering what
I might be useful for. I took a chance and decided it was better to reveal myself to the
person I was already familiar with than with somebody I was not and who would likely
get it out o f me some other way. At least he hadn’t threatened m e .. .yet.
“I’m actually looking for the Church o f Topetito.”
“I can show you where that is. I’m Huemac but you can call me Huey. That’s
what I went by in the States.”
“Jack,” I said.
Huemac turned and walked into an alley. People passed by me, separating us and
for a moment I clearly saw his back and he was not looking at me. He continued walking
and I had the opportunity to leave, take some other street and find it by myself but instead
I followed him and before I knew it we were walking through an alley with no other
people in sight.
“I’m surprised you’re looking for the church. Not many people go there any
more.”
“Really?
We came to an opening to an adjacent street and we slipped in amongst a throng
o f people.
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“People don’t think the Virgin o f Topetito has the same sort o f power she used to
have. Everything here is about power. Those that have it and those that don’t. Everybody
wants it and that’s why people have forgotten about the Virgin. She’s not as powerful
anymore, so why should anybody care about her? She let this,” he spread his arms out,
“happen to this place and nobody cares. So why should anybody care about her?”
“I read that the Virgin protects the people from this neighbourhood. Is that true?”
The guy snorted and we turned a comer. “You’ve been reading some travel books
or something?” My expression gave me away and he shrugged. “I guess that’s how
people like you have to find out about things. We,” he said, sticking his thumb into his
chest, “have to live it. Let me tell you about the Virgin.
“On October 12 1851,” he recited as if from a childhood lesson, “a young girl was
walking home when a flash o f light appeared in a field beyond her house. She went to
investigate and there found a beautiful woman standing in the grass. ‘I am your mother,’
the woman said.
“The girl ran away to tell her parents, but when they returned to investigate there
was nothing there. Her parents decided she was a liar and punished her by sending her to
the Basilica o f Guadalupe each day to pray for her sins for a month.
“Three weeks later while walking back from the Basilica the same flash o f light
appeared in the field. This time, instead o f going o ff alone, she went into the house to get
her parents. The family followed the girl, thinking now that she was crazy, but when they
approached the edge o f the field they saw an apparition of a woman. ‘I am your mother,’
she said again.
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“The entire family fell down to worship the woman but she commanded them to
stand and listen to her. The woman identified herself as a holy messenger o f God and
commanded that a church be built in her honour on the site o f her appearance. The next
day the girl’s entire family left to explain the matter to the local priest who dismissed
them as insane. The apparition then revealed herself to a multitude o f people and her
worship became a local practice.” He outspread his arms as if to encompass the entire
area. “That is how the Virgin o f Topetito became our patron saint.”
“So the Church never officially recognized her?”
“They did, eventually. Each year on the anniversary o f her first appearance
members o f the community would travel to her field and pay homage to her. As the years
passed small monuments were built in her honour but still the people insisted that a
Church must be built on the site o f her appearance. The clamour o f the people reached
such an extreme that local religious authorities actually bribed Mexican policemen to
break up the gatherings o f her followers. This tactic backfired as the policemen sent to
disrupt the proceedings were eventually drawn into her worship and the cultural
community surrounding her. Subsequent bishops o f Mexico City attempted to destroy the
people’s loyalty to the Virgin o f Topetito by pointing to the Virgin o f Guadalupe as a
more deserving recipient o f their devotion, but the people continued praying to their
religious miracle, until finally the Church decided that they would be smarter to give in.
On December 1st 1851 the Bishop o f Mexico City officially petitioned the Vatican to
make the sighting o f the Virgin sanctioned by the Catholic Church. Eight years later, after
the thousands upon thousands o f people had sworn the Virgin had performed miracles,
the Virgin o f Topetito was officially considered a Saint.”
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“And so? W hat’s changed?”
Huemac shrugged. “What hasn’t changed? This place is still one o f the poorest
parts o f Mexico City. Look around you,” he spread his arms out again. “There’s crime,
poverty and disease almost everywhere. Mexico City police refuse to enter this part o f the
city. The think it’s too dangerous. The only people that come here any more are the
people who live here and crazy tourists,” Huemac said shooting me a sidelong glance.
“Besides, the Catholic Church has been trying to purge itself o f the multitude o f saints it
originally created in order to make other cultures easier to evangelize. In Rome the
Vatican is considering downgrading her importance and even eliminating her from the
official roster o f saints. But that won’t matter. People will still believe in her.”
There was silence, as I could not think o f anything to say. He looked at me out of
the com er o f his eye.
“Why have you come here?” he asked.
“I came to see her. Somebody told me she might be able to help.”
“I don’t know what you’re looking for but don’t be surprised if you don’t find it.
This isn’t a place for dreams anymore.”
His voice became low and emotional and in response I turned my head to look at
him, perhaps comfort him even though the thought made me uncomfortable. As we
walked the sun shone down and made his sleeveless arms glisten with sweat and there, on
his shoulder, beads of moisture developed into a halo above the head o f a figure he had
had tattooed on his arm.
“If she’s no longer important why did you get that?”
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He pulled the skin bearing the tattoo towards his eyes as if it were the first time he
was looking at it. “I got this a long time ago, before I left. I thought that if I put her image
on me she would be happy and help me outside o f the country. As you can see, it didn’t
work and now she’s brought me back. She makes those who follow her stay in her
community. It’s the biggest drawback o f having her as your neighbourhood’s patron
saint. No matter what you do she calls you back to where you were bom whether you
want to or not.”
“So then you blame her for making you leave the States?”
“No. I blame the American Immigration System for that.” He shrugged. “The
Virgin’s powerful when she wants to be. She saves it for punishing us and doesn’t bother
rewarding us.” He peered down at me, almost laughing. “I bet you think I’m crazy.”
“No. Not at all.”
“It was nice meeting you,” he said. “I hope when you find the Virgin she gives
you what you are looking for. I hope that she helps somebody for once.” He raised his
arm and pointed across the street. “There’s her Church. To get back to the Subway just
follow this street north. Don’t listen to anybody you come across. They will try to lead
you astray. Just follow this path and you will be alright.”
I thanked Huemac and as he was walking away I reached into my pocket and ran
after him with a twenty-peso bill. I tried to press it into his palm quietly without drawing
any attention to the exchange, but he didn’t hold onto the money and let it drop to the
ground between us, separating out feet.
“I didn’t want your money.”
“I know but I just thought....”
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It got very quiet and neither one o f us noticed as a young child came over to
scoop the money up and then ran away as if we were pursuing him. Huemac didn’t make
any move until finally he walked away and left me alone on the street comer. I went back
to the church and entered.
Compared to the Basilica the Church o f Topetito was a shack in the woods. The
architecture was simple and plain, yet it did not exude elegance or homeliness that
similarly built churches should exude. The whole thing looked haphazard, as if somebody
had built it in fits and starts and each time they built they lost more and more o f their
building sense. The basic structure o f the building was sound but whoever had built the
upper layers had neglected to stack the bricks evenly so that they overlapped one another
more and more as each level climbed progressively higher making it look like a weak
game o f Jenga. At the top o f the structure was a bell tower but the bell was missing and in
its place was a rope that did nothing but sway in the breeze. I entered the church and
noticed that I was one o f the only people there.
Entering a Church belonging to a different religion is always an overwhelming
moment. You are unsure if you will be approached by someone who will reveal to all
present that you do not belong there. The situation is made even more nerve wracking
when the place you are entering is almost devoid o f parishioners, because it means that
anybody who confronts you will know for sure that you don’t belong.
The Church o f Topetito was deceptively small since the inside seemed spacious,
but this might have only been an optical illusion created by the four heads to be counted
in the church. Slowly, I came up the aisle and settled into a pew, close to the entrance to
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enable me to escape quickly if I should have to leave in a hurry. Nobody turned to see
who I was and I was able to breathe a sigh o f relief.
I sat for a long time, wondering if Emiliano would reveal him self to me or
whether I was meant to find something that was hidden in the Church. There was no sign
o f Lesley and I began to think that Emiliano had tricked me for some odd reason. Why
would he have wanted me to go to this empty meaningless Church? I scanned the walls
and niches containing saints but nothing spoke to me. I couldn’t even find anything that
resembled the Virgin I had seen printed on the postcard. I took it out and began using it
as a guide but nothing was familiar and I suddenly got the sense that I had made a
mistake and gotten something completely wrong.
“Esta buscando la virgen? ”
The shock o f the voice made me drop my postcard. Awkwardly a gnarled, •
wrinkled hand reached down to pick it up and set it on the pew beside me.
“Esta buscando la virgen?'''’ she repeated.
One o f the lone heads from the Church had come to sit beside me and my
immediate reaction was to move away, put distance between myself and whatever it was.
“Esta buscando la virgen?” she said again. She pointed to the postcard and
smiled, although the attempt seemed stressful. She nodded and pointed again.
“Si?’ I responded because I did not know what else to say.
“Ahhhh! Que hue no?’ said the women clapping her hands together and sounding
as if I had suddenly opened some mysterious box which now made me special. “ Yen
conmigo. ”
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The woman stood up and beckoned me to her. “Fen,” she repeated and then
walked along the aisle, crossing herself devoutly as she passed each saint.
Along the walls saints had been placed in various action positions, depicting
famous turning points in their lives. In one alcove a young man dressed as a monk sat
writing, oblivious to all around him, as angels painted on the bare rock brought him pages
of script that he recorded. In another alcove a woman sat with a tray o f eyes and on yet
another a woman had been attached to some strange wheel contraption. These were the
saints and it was their gauntlet I had to run if I was to see the Virgin. I tried to be
respectful as I passed them but there was nothing much I could do except stare and be
awed in their presence. I could not learn in two minutes to honour and respect them to the
degree the woman I followed offered them.
“Ella esta aya.”
We had come to a tiny alcove at the end o f which was a tiny door, about half the
height o f a normal person and cut roughly into the wall. On either side o f the doorway
were piles o f melted wax, wicks sticking haphazardly out. I looked to the woman beside
me who was smiling eagerly examining my reaction.
“Ella esta aya,” she said pointing towards the door.
I was not sure what awaited me on the other side o f that door, but somehow the
idea that this woman could lead me astray was absurd to me. 1 looked down at her, at her
kerchiefed head and her ruffled clothes, her fat squat body that seemed a stone set above
two powerful leg-like appendages, crisscrossed with varicose veins and feet jammed into
ill-fitting shoes. I wanted to believe that this woman was not leading me astray and I
clung to this hope, waving a strange goodbye to her as I walked towards the door.
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Perhaps I should have found the door locked, but on that day as my hand reached
out and gripped the knob, I felt it give as if it opened on its own volition and without any
coaxing from me. I pulled the door towards me, scraping wax off the floor as I did so.
Sunlight shone into the alcove, lighting up the wicks as if they would blaze with fire once
more.
I took a breath and ducked, clearing the door easily and popped m yself up on the
other side. I closed my eyes as if entering some underwater tunnel.
W hen I opened my eyes the first thing I noticed was the statue o f the Virgin. She
was standing, watching me from the middle o f a tiny garden which was about the size o f
a small suburban living room. Around her grew flowers and I walked towards her being
careful not to step on any o f them. She was a statue, exact in every detail from my
postcard and holding it up I double-checked to make sure that she was what I was looking
for.
She was ceramic, but brightly painted, as if she received touch-ups from time to
time. The only imperfection was that her nose had a tiny chip somebody had attempted to
fix but whoever it was had stuck it on badly so that it looked broken and foreign on her
face. Her hands were spread out towards me, as if demanding something o f me or
offering me something, I wasn’t sure which emotive expression she was exuding. I stood
there for the longest time, examining her, trying to figure out what was so remarkable
until I grew bored and looked around to see if there was something else I was meant to
see.
The walls around me were high. Seven feet tall and grated over with bars so that
sunlight slated through leaving a permanent zebra pattern everywhere I looked. Around
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the tops o f the walls were lines o f concrete embedded with broken glass. It seemed that
the bars were not enough to detract thieves but the threat o f impalement was necessary
too.
I began pacing the tiny enclosure, examining the walls for some sign, some
message but the walls were bare. The only thing the tiny square housed was the Virgin
and she was deathly silent. I turned around the garden one more time, sighed and then
leaned down to leave through the door I had entered through.
The old woman’s face was there, smiling, watching me for however long I had
been pacing.
“No,” she said.
I was about to protest, ask her what she was doing, or just laugh the comment off
when, with the quickest o f movements I did not anticipate in someone her age, she
slammed the door shut and I heard the sound o f a key scraping an ancient lock.
“Hey!” I screamed. I reached out to try the door but suddenly it had hardened to
my touch and I found myself slamming my shoulder against something that would not
budge. I tried to continue, banging louder and trying to get enough momentum to break
the door down but it was awkward from a crouching position. Panic might have entered
my thought processes if the scenario had not seemed so normal to me.
“Damn,” I breathed.
“Don’t swear around me!”
I turned, and there was the Virgin, climbing down from her pedestal and
approaching me, her face contorted in a grimace and looking threatingly at me. I backed
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away towards the door and gave her a look o f surprise while at the same time trying to
cover up my fear.
“Now don’t tell me you’ve never seen a Virgin before.”
I was so shocked I could not speak for several minutes.
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Chapter 13

“Were you expecting something different?”
I should have been less surprised. After everything that had happened with
Emiliano I should have been, but I wasn’t. The Virgin was as real as anything else around
me, yet I still did not want to believe it.
“Are you just going to stand there all day or are you going to ask for something?”
“Ask for something?”
“Yeah. Ask for something. Nobody comes here without something in mind. Even
if they start off by saying they’ve only come to talk. Praise. Worship me. They always
end up wanting something. It could be money, or a sickness to befall a neighbour, or for
their daughter-in-law to get pregnant. Without fail something is always asked for.” She
shrugged. “But it’s usually money. Is that what you’re after?” She narrowed her eyes.
“No.”
“Want to make someone sick?”
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“No.”
“Pregnant?”
“God no.”
“Well, there’s something. I can feel it. Might as well tell me and get it over with
because it will save us both the time.”
I opened my mouth to say something but I had forgotten what I had come for, or
at least forgotten how to verbalize it. I was dumbstruck and awkwardly stood there with
my mouth hanging open.
“Go ahead.” She waved her hand.
“Is this usually how it happens?”
“W hat?”
“When people come to see you? Is this how it usually happens.”
She cocked her head, regarding me strangely. The cloth covering her head slipped
away and I saw the blackness o f her hair displayed, shimmering darkly in the sunlight.
“Usually people don’t hear me when I talk.”
“You don’t find that strange?”
“When you’ve been around since the dawn o f time you don’t find much strange.
You’re not the first person to be able to hear and see me.” She winked. “So you see,
you’re not all that special, in case you’re wondering. It doesn’t happen often, but it’s not
as rare as you might think, so don’t start believing you deserve to have a church built
after YOU or anything.”
“I wouldn’t presume - ”
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“Oh shut up, would you?” Her eyes began searching mine then traced my body up
and down as if she were searching me for some sign or mark. “You’re not a Catholic are
you?”
“No.”
“So then what are you doing here?”
“I thought maybe you could tell me.”
“Pah,” she laughed. “In case you haven’t noticed I work for the Catholic Church.
We don’t accept referrals, I’m afraid. You’ll have to get your help from the proper
authorities.”
“But Emiliano told me that-”
“W hat’s that?”
“Emiliano Zapata,” I said again this time seeing a spark o f recognition in her eyes
when I spoke. “He told me that you might help.”
She clapped her hands together and the green hood she wore slipped down to her
shoulders revealing a shock o f thick, beautifully dark hair. “And how is little Emiliano?
Still helping those in need, I presume?”
“I suppose you could say that.”
“And it is you he is trying to help?”
“Yes.”
“Well,” she shrugged, “I guess we all have to do things we don’t want to do.” She
paused to think about this for a moment. “And he’s helping you do something special?”
“Yes,” I said taking a step forward. “H e’s helping me find someone.”
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“Ohhh,” gasped the Virgin, “a romantic interest maybe? This changes everything.
It is not often that people come here on errands o f love.”
I was about to say that it was not an errand o f love, that I had cheated on Lesley
and she was escaping me. I knew if I said this though, it would not look good for me and
the Virgin might not want to help.
“So tell me about this person you are looking for and don’t leave out any details,”
she ordered, shaking a stem finger towards me. “It is so interesting. After all, just the
other day there was a girl here with a romantic problem also. Well, not really romantic.
Her boyfriend had cheated on her. Men!” she scoffed. “I’ll never understand what their
obsession is with doing things which will only hurt them in the long run. But we don’t
have to worry about things like that, do we?” She threw me a sly wink. “You would
never betray a woman, would you?”
“O f course not!”
“Liar!” she spat, her face twisting. I fell backwards and tried to peddle with my
legs away from her. I felt my back come up against the door and pushing with all my
might did nothing.
She jumped down from her pedestal and approached, taking long strides that
traversed the space between us with ferocious speed. It seemed impossible because o f her
size but she accomplished it and with a bound she jumped onto my leg and climbed up,
crossing my stomach to climb up my chest and point an accusing finger at my nose.
“I’m a Virgin,” she said, “I’m not stupid.”
I had no answer for her and she took my silence with a confident smile, as if it
breathed life into her argument.
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“There was a girl here the other day. Rather distraught. It seems her boyfriend
cheated on her in some foreign country and then took her here. It seems he betrayed her
trust and now she was giving him his reward for being such a conniving insensitive
pendejo. Does that sound like you?”
“It’s a little more complicated - ”
“It’s never more complicated than the truth. Why should I trust you? You men are
all the same whether you’re from here or some other place. Let me remind you that there
was a time before when women had much more power, a religious power unimagined by
today’s so-called religions. This was long before my extreme makeover.” The Virgin
pointed to her blue cloak. “But let me assure you that underneath this robe I am the same.
I am still a fertile woman capable o f tall the things I once was. I am infinitely older than
this Church we are standing in, or the pyramid built beneath it or the ground residing
beneath that. I have covered myself and hidden myself for the sake o f men. Men who
have transported their bad habits around the world for far too long. It is time that women
had another chance to make things right and clean up the mistakes you seem so intent on
making.”
She finished this last sentence with a flurry o f her wrist, as if she were invoking
some piece o f magic that would be used against me.
“What do you have to say to that, young man?”
“I was hurt by a woman once,” I said softly.
The Virgin looked deep into my eyes, searching them for the truth. Slowly, she
nodded and took a step. “Indeed. I see that you’ve been hurt but that doesn’t give you the
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right to do the same. Most o f the world’s problems are due to men so it is up to them to
stop the cycle o f abuse.”
“Is that why you made Huemac leave the United States?”
Her face fell, her triumph diminishing and her body deflating accordingly. I
immediately knew I had hit upon a subject I might be able to use to my advantage.
“Huemac? Who told you about Huemac?”
I tried to sit up straighter but she lost her balance on my chest. I offered her my
hand and she reluctantly stepped into my palm where I held her up to my eye level.
“He did. He told me how he offered him self to you and how you betrayed him.”
“I tried to help him,” she shot back. “You don’t know what it’s like. It’s hard to
have power there. Even I need connections to make changes there,” she said thumping
her chest. “It’s better he came back anyway. Things are better for him here.”
“That’s not what he says.”
“And what does he say?” she asked, without disguising her anger. “Does he say
that he fell in love here? Does he say his baby was bom here? Does he say how every
night he has food on his table and is happy? Is that what he says?”
“He says he would be happier if he weren’t here.”
“Hah! Huemac doesn’t know what he has until it’s too late. It’s true, I wanted to
help him, make him successful over there but it just wasn’t possible. Even my powers
have limits. When he came back I strived to make things better for him. I tried to make
him see that I would help him in any way that I could. I’ve given him more than almost
anybody else in this neighbourhood and still he forsakes me. I should have given up on
him years ago but I could never bring myself to do it.”
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“Well, I’m sorry Virgin,” I said. “He has forgotten and abandoned you.”
I was not prepared for the Virgin’s reaction. She took in a deep breath o f air and
in the loudest, most commanding voice I had ever heard she spoke to me as if she were a
million times her size and not sitting cradled in the palm o f my hand.
“HE WOULD BE BETTER TO REMEMBER HIS PLACE AND NOT
QUESTION THE WISDOM OF LA VIRGENDE TOPETITOT
Reeling from the strength o f her voice I recovered m yself and repeated my insult
again.
Again she boomed out her reproach but this time her strength was half o f what it
had been before.
I took my chances and for a third time told her that Huemac had forgotten and
abandoned her.
“He would be better to remember his place and not question the wisdom o f La
Virgen de TopetitoP
This time her voice was almost quiet, as if she had worn herself and was now
willing to speak to me in a quiet way. I was hoping for an opening, to be able to make a
trade with her so that she would give me the information I needed about Talocan. I kept
my mouth shut anticipating her to make the first move. She did.
“What do you think we can do to make him believe again?”
I brought her closer to my face, as if I were about to break some sudden secret to
her. “Let me tell him you exist. He was dubious that you would help me. Let me say to
him that I have come to have faith in you and he will believe again.”
She nodded. “It is a good start but I’m afraid it will not be enough.”
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“Then tell me what to do, Virgin, and I will do it.”
She beckoned me to bring her closer. I did so, and she beckoned me again to bring
her closer still. “To your ear,” she said. I followed her instructions and when she reached
the funnel o f my ear she stuck her head into its cavity as if it were so secret only I could
be the one to hear. She whispered her command there and when she was done I pulled her
away to stare at her in surprise.
“If you do that,” she said, “I will tell you something about Lesley.”
I mulled it over for a moment but nodded soon after. “It’s a deal. I’ll do it.”
“Good,” said the Virgin, gathering up her robes. She pulled back the hair that had
fallen out o f place during her shouting and covered it with the hood o f her cloak. “Now
place me on my pedestal so that I may address you properly.”
When she was properly positioned on her pedestal staring at me at eye level she
cleared her throat and began speaking in a beautifully authoritative voice I would have
felt compelled to comply with no matter what the circumstances.
“Although I do not trust you and I think that Lesley is better off without any
contact from such a foul person as yourself, in return for services that will be rendered I
will comply with the request to help you find her. Do you promise to do what has been
asked o f you?”
“Yes.”
She raised her arms above her head and took a breath as if she were about to go
on when she suddenly dropped her arms and looked at me with dismay.
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“I can’t do this,” she sighed. “You’re not even Catholic.”
I shuffled closer to her, bowing my head as I did, trying my best not to offend her
lest she completely give up on our deal.
“Does it matter that I’m not Catholic?” I asked. “I’ll promise whatever it is you
want me to promise. I’ll even become a Catholic if that’s what you want. What do I
need? I’ll do anything you want if you’ll just tell me where Lesley is!”
“It doesn’t work like that. You have to be a Catholic for me to answer your
prayers. That’s the way this works. They’ve made rules now that they don’t want
broken.”
“But I see you. I can even touch you. Isn’t that enough? Isn’t it enough for me to
believe in you as you are without any reservations?”
“It’s not that simple. You just don’t understand.”
I thought for a moment, wracking my brain for some sort o f argument I could
potentially use to make her agreeable again. She watched as I schemed, my mind reeling
with petitions, and demands and numerous flatteries to try to get her on my side.
“I’m United,” I finally said.
“You’re what?”
“I’m United,” I said trying to think o f what I could possibly say next. “I’m
U nited....and it is only in Canada.”
“And?”
“A nd.. .and.. .and.. .There are no United Churches here in Mexico,” I said,
beginning to understand what it was I was trying to say, “and so, because o f this, I need a
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special.. .dispensation.. .in order for me to get the information that would have been
available to me had I been near a Church o f my own.”
“I’ve never heard o f such a thing before.” The Virgin appeared deep in thought,
contemplating my proposal. “I’ve only had Catholics visit me for the last two hundred
and fifty years. Well, close enough to Catholics anyway. Some o f them are more like
those who came before. I don’t know if what you propose is valid.”
“Is it fair to let me leave without any religious group to turn to?”
She shrugged. “I suppose you might be right. I’ll make an exception this one time
but don’t tell anybody that I did. She raised her arms again, continuing on with the rite
then lowered them almost immediately. “Do you know how to make the sign o f the
cross?”
“What?”
“The sign o f the cross. Do they teach that to the United?”
I fumbled my hands for a moment, unsure o f the process.
“Here, watch,” she said, and she proceeded to cross herself in the ritualized way
that always made me think organized religion was merely large scale enrolment in secret
societies. I followed her lead and she continued.
“As the Virgin ofTopetito I offer this man my help without reservations or belief
that he will cause harm to the person he desires to find.” She stopped. “You will not hurt
her again, will you?”
“No, I promise.”
“In that case,” she continued, “Ask your question.”
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I swallowed, wanting to phrase the question correctly lest I make a mistake and
disrupt that ceremony she had prepared for us. “Where can I find Talocan?”
“Talocan?” she repeated. “It has been a long time since anybody has ever asked
me about this place.” She shook her head. “I can’t reveal that to you. It is too much. It
will take you to the end o f your journey without having to follow the path. Destinations
are not as important as the journey.”
“What can you tell me then?”
“I can tell you that Lesley is in Chiapas.”
Pain erupted in my abdomen and I fell sideways into the wall o f the Virgin’s
shrine. I hit with such force I heard a great thunderous crack before finding m yself laying
in the foetal position in the grass. The pain kept thumping away at my insides, as if it
strove to destroy me. I clutched my abdomen, squeezing tighter and tighter closing my
eyes against the harsh light cascading down through the bars. Slowly, I opened my eyes
and saw the Virgin looking down on me, grinning as if my pain brought her some sort of
sick joy. The pain suddenly shot through me again and I once again closed my eyes and
probably passed out.
I have no memory o f the old woman, who had locked me in with the Virgin,
approaching me. Nonetheless, I awoke with her rubbing my cheeks and stroking my face,
my head lying in her lap. She smiled I me when she saw I was awake and although I tried
to move away from her due to embarrassment, my weak body deposited me back into her
lap.
“Vo te muevas,” she ordered. “To Virgen,” she added pointing, “e//o te ayudaT’’
I wasn’t sure what she had said but I nodded.
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“Bueno,” she whispered. “M uy bueno.”
I must have lain there in the woman’s lap for a quarter o f an hour, regaining my
strength and trying to make sense o f what had happened even though my previous
experiences told me this was a useless exercise. Nobody would ever believe what I had
just seen or what I had just experienced. This sunk in as the old woman stroked my face
and stared into my eyes and I saw that the Virgin had become a statue again. Although I
saw everything clearly around me, my movements seemed dream-like and as if I were
incapable o f taking control o f my own actions.
Being held by that old woman made me go limp and submit m yself to her
ministrations. She cooed soothing words and made me feel safe in her arms as the pain
inside me raged. I wanted to be enclosed in those arms forever, protected from all outside
forces. That was how I wanted to be held when my mother left. And now she was back.
For what? For what? I didn’t know and that filled me with all the more fear because I
wasn’t sure what her intentions were. All I knew was that I couldn’t listen to her lest it
disrupt my life any more than it already had.
The old woman eventually did let me go and I was on my own once more. I tried
to stay with her but she pushed me up, making me stand by myself. When I finally stood
straight it seemed like I was being raised from the dead. The old woman led me through
the door and turned for an instant to close it behind her. I didn’t feel any animosity
against her. I didn’t blame her for locking me in with the Virgin. I imagined that she had
no say in the matter and her actions were inconsistent with her true spirit and she only did
what needed to be done out o f its necessity. She led me to the front o f the Church and
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prodded me forward. I wanted to thank her but I only walked and couldn’t manage to say
anything.
My first few steps were like those o f a child, becoming accustomed to the dusty,
pebble strewn road in front o f me. As I walked, I stumbled but nobody approached to
help, preferring to leave me to fend for myself. I must have been walking with some new
sort o f determination, some ‘don’t mess with m e’ attitude because I was left pretty much
alone. A few people stared but nobody tried to stop me.
“Hey,” came a voice, “did you find what you were looking for?”
I tensed, thinking somebody had finally discovered that I didn’t belong. That I
was in a place I was completely incapable o f defending myself or finding any help o f any
kind. Instead o f hurrying, however, I turned, prepared to face whatever it was head on.
“Hey Canadian! I asked if you found what you were looking for?”
I shouldn’t have been surprised to see Huemac. If I were to fulfill the promise I
had made the Virgin I would have had to meet him again sooner or later. Nevertheless, I
was surprised and I guess my expression betrayed my feelings.
“Didn’t think you would ever see me again, did you?”
“No,” I said making my way over to him. “I didn’t.”
“Did she give you what you wanted?” he asked again. He seemed preoccupied in
asking this, as if he had been waiting to see how I fared with the Virgin all this time.
I wasn’t sure if I should share my story with him. He might have thought that I
was completely crazy. That I was a tourist who insisted on creating some spiritual
connection with the places I visited. Huemac might even have listened politely then
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shaken his head sadly and walked away. Instead I merely kept my word to the Virgin and
passed him what she required me to give.
“What is this?” He took it and turned it over, opening the pages until he came to
the one that made it clear what it was. “What am I supposed to do with this?”
“The Virgin,” I said trying to choose my words carefully, “made this a
requirement for her help.” I pushed it deep into his hands. “She wanted me to give it to
you.”
He tried to give it back but I pulled my hands away. “What am I supposed to do
with a passport?” he asked holding it up.
“We look similar, don’t you think? Anyway, they don’t ask that many questions
when you enter into Canada as a citizen. Just study the information in the passport before
you go and be sure you use it within the next two months. That’s when I’ll be leaving.”
I left him standing there, holding the passport in his hands. He didn’t thank me or
call after me or wish me luck. It didn’t matter. I wasn’t expecting anything in return.
Although the Virgin had told me to do it, I like to believe I would have done the same
thing regardless.
“You should believe in the Virgin,” I said before leaving him. “She is more
powerful than you give her credit for.”
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Chapter 14

Going back to the hotel took two hours because I had no idea where I was going. I
wished I had paid attention to the route Rebeccah had taken me on, but nothing bad
happened to me on the way back so I shouldn’t complain. Part o f the reason I came back
safe might have to do with how confident I felt after seeing the Virgin. It was as if I could
not be touched now that I had seen her and was under her protection. The worst had
already passed me and so for the rest o f the day I imagined myself to be safe.
When I got back to the hotel the owner raised his head slightly as I walked in,
then came around the desk.
“Hola."
“Hola,” I parroted. I tried to walk around him but he stopped me again.
“Por u sted ” He passed me a slip o f paper, carefully folded which reminded o f
notes teenagers pass during class. “La Senorita''
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I carefully unwrapped it and read. It was from Rebeccah letting me know that she
had gone out to dinner and would be back later. I crumpled it up and pushed it into my
pocket. The owner shrugged, turned away and left me to return to my room.
The door o f my hotel room was swinging on its hinges when I arrived. I pushed it
open with the tip o f my finger and saw that my room had been transformed into some
violent scene out o f a movie. My belongings were strewn about and the mattress had been
overturned as if somebody had been looking for something hidden between my sheets. I
could see that the bathroom light was on and whoever had been there had gone through
my travel kit and left all my toiletries on the ground. I backed away from the room,
leaned over the balcony and called the owner up.
It was a few minutes before the owner made his way upstairs. He seemed put out
but as soon as he peered into my room his face fell.
“A y r he said, “Lo siento.” He stuck his head into the room, searching from the
left to the right then pulled out his head as if the room was the outside world and the two
of us were safe inside a turtle’s shell. He leaned over the balcony as I had done and called
out. “M ig u e lr
A boy o f fifteen came running, passing through a sheet draped over a doorway on
the first floor. He was about to ask a question when the owner’s face made him jum p to
the stairwell and begin coming towards us. When he arrived he was a little out o f breath.
“Si papa. ”
They conversed in Spanish for a while, the father motioning into the room.
Miguel stuck his head in and retrieved it just as quickly as his father had. They both
turned to me, the owner continuing to talk.
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“My father wants you to make sure nothing was stolen,” the boy said overlaying
his father’s words.
“Nothing was stolen?! They tossed the fucken place! What makes you think there
is anything left?”
Miguel nodded, and then translated what I had said to his father even though I
cannot be sure he translated my words correctly. The owner began speaking again and
Miguel continued addressing me.
“W e’ve had a few o f these break-ins in the past. Most o f what the thieves have
been looking for is money. W e’ve had many that have taken nothing at all and so we
should not be so ...” Miguel waited for his father to ramble out a word, “q uick...” he
smiled as if he had come upon a prize, “to come to conclusions.”
The father finished speaking and his son followed his example a few seconds later
like a pair o f clocks ticking out o f time. They were quiet after this but extended their arms
into the room bringing to mind Tweedle-dee and Tweedle-dum on the edges o f the forest.
I walked in alone.
The scatter pattern o f clothes looked liked a bomb had gone off in my luggage. I
pictured some hooded man carefully placing an explosive device in one o f my rolled
socks without my knowledge. The bomb would have gone off at some predetermined
time, exploding my bag into the air but not damaging anything I owned, merely tossing
my stuff across the room. I lifted a shirt off the bureau and threw it onto the bed, kicking
a pair o f pants and underwear close to the frame at the same time. A quick look made it
seem like my clothes were all present before I realized that my digital camera had been at
the bottom o f my bag. I rushed over to where in lay, overturned on the other side o f the
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room. I picked it up not expecting to find the camera but it lay on the ground, scratched
but in no other ways assaulted. In the bathroom I began scraping my few toiletries
together before I realized what was missing.
“My toothbrush,” I said, rushing over to the man and his son.
“Cepillo de dientes ,” said the boy.
“Un cepillo de dientes?” The man mimed brushing his teeth to which the boy
nodded.
“My father says he’ll buy you a new one.” The boy looked to his father who
shrugged. “Is there anything else?”
“Yeah, how come this happened?
“How come what happened?”
“This,” I said pointing to the mess. “The girl I was with told you that the door was
unlocked.”
The boy spoke to his father then turned back to me. “But nothing was stolen?” he
asked mystified.
“Yes, b u t...” I stopped unsure o f how to proceed. “He was supposed to watch.”
The boy shrugged as if this said it all. “My father’s sorry somebody went into
your room but as long as nothing was stolen.. .isn’t it enough?”
“Yes b u t...”
“W e’ll have a toothbrush for you later tonight.”
“I’m leaving in an hour.”
“Very well. We’ll have it for you then.”
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The boy and his father left me, descending the stairs together, not bothering to
give me a second glance. It was true that nothing o f real valued had been stolen but I felt
violated, as if some sacred trust had been broken. That room had been my tiny haven in
Mexico and now it had been tainted by the presence o f another, even though it had been
slept in by countless others in the past. I had no rights to it, yet I still felt personally
invaded.
I began packing, throwing my things into my bag as fast as they would go. I was
determined to get out of the hotel as quickly as possible and get on the next bus or
whatever transport there was available to Chiapas. I had had enough fooling around and
wanted to get on with my journey.
When I left my room, the door swinging inwards on its hinges because it felt
redundant closing the door, I contemplated going over to Rebeccah’s room and leaving
her some sort o f note. I hesitated. What did I owe Rebeccah?
I stayed in the hotel only long enough to collect my toothbrush and glare at the
old man one last time. He seemed preoccupied as he continuously scanned the hotel for
something. I was two blocks away before I turned back. The man looked up from the
desk surprised to see me.
“Miguel!” called the man.
The boy came out o f the partition and saw me. “Oh, it’s you again. My father
wants to apologize for what happened. He’s sorry that you’re so upset. Is there anything
we can do to make it up to you?”
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“There is,” I said, taking a pen o f the desk. The man passed me a sheet o f paper
and I wrote a note to Rebeccah explaining that I had gone on to Chiapas. “Could you pass
this letter on to the girl I came in with? I don’t want her to worry about where I’ve gone.”
“Si, como no?” replied the father, which, loosely translated by the boy turned out
to be, ‘ Yes, how could this not be so?' I thanked them both and left the hotel again.
I took the time to stop by the Internet Cafe I had stopped by the other night to call
Lesley’s father.
“Hello?”
“Hi. It’s me.”
“And?”
“I hear she’s in Chiapas.”
“Chiapas? Aren’t they trying to separate?”
“Your guess is as good as mine.”
“Isn’t that a big place? Where will you start?”
“I’m going to start in San Cristobal de las Casas. It’s seems like the most logical
choice.” Indeed it did, after the amount Lesley had scrawled into the margins to express
her desire to go there.
“What could she be doing there?”
“I’m sure I don’t know. Either way somebody told me they saw her there.”
“Who?”
“Just somebody who knows.”
“Listen, Jack,” Lesley’s father said, “I know I’m not down there right now but I
want you to be motivated as if I am. I want you to imagine me on your ass and every time
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you stop to do some stupid fucken thing I’m there to kick your lazy butt into action.
Make me your inspiration if the safety o f my daughter is not enough for you. Know that
if she doesn’t come home, I will find some way to get you.”
“I believe it.”
Something in my voice must have given me away.
“You better start believing that I can do these things or you’ll get a taste o f what’s
to come.” There was eerie silence on the other end o f the phone. “Now,” he said clearing
his throat and sounding like a completely different person, “do you know how you’re
getting there and when you’re leaving?”
I flipped to the page I had marked in the Wandering World. “It’s a sixteen hour
bus ride and there’s one leaving tonight at 8:30.”
“Well, you better hurry, Jack, my watch reads 8 right now.”
“W e’re an hour behind here.”
“Oh.”
“Anyway, I should be getting in at 2:30 tomorrow. Did you want me to call you
again - ”
There was a rustling on the other end o f the phone and I heard Lesley’s father say,
‘Hello dear! Home so soon?’ in a surprised voice. I few seconds later he picked up the
receiver and said in the cheeriest voice I had ever heard him use, “Give me a call
tomorrow, would ya?” and he hung up before I had a chance to answer.
For a second I contemplated calling my father. I wasn’t ready for who might
answer the phone. I needed to sort out the emotions I was feeling before I made a step
like that.
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I arrived at the bus depot with plenty o f time to spare. I bought my ticket and sat
down. I would have gotten something to eat and drink but I could feel the pangs o f pain
beginning to course their way through my body. I was becoming more sensitive, more
attuned to the pain that wracked my body like clockwork, but I w asn’t sure if this was a
good sign, because I could prepare m yself for the onslaught, or a negative one because I
was now trying to cope with it on its own terms. Whatever it was, it was powerful and I
wanted more than anything for it to stop.
I wanted Emiliano back too. It seemed fitting that he should arrive while I was
waiting for a bus. I kept my eyes peeled but he was nowhere to be found. I tried to keep
my sanity by reading through the Wandering World but it seemed empty to me now. I
must have checked my watch a thousand times until the bus to San Cristobal de las Casas
showed up.
I was alone the whole hour before the bus arrived but as it pulled into the station a
sudden flurry o f activity materialized around me. It was eight minutes to departure and a
group o f Mexicans came in, speaking loudly and carrying parcels and bags over their
shoulders like sacks o f com. There was a flurry o f ticket buying as the group o f them
ordered a streamer o f tickets and one man began passing them around his group. They got
into line behind me and nobody bothered to give me a second glance. I melted into the
background and I wasn’t sure if I liked not being the centre o f attention. I was no longer a
novelty, but I felt like I wasn’t being recognized for my full potential.
Once the bus opened its doors I swung my bag onto the metal grating above my
head and found my seat by the window, sitting beside an old man peeling an orange. He
smiled at me with lost teeth.
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“Quieres un poquita de naranja?" the man offered extending the orange out to
me.
‘Wo, gracias.”
The man shrugged and went back to eating, the juice rolling down his chin and
staining his ripped button-up shirt.
I looked out the window and thumbed the Wandering World in my hand. If only I
hadn’t brought my cell phone to the airport none o f this would have happened. Lesley
wouldn’t have seen the number, it wouldn’t have confirmed her suspicions, and
everything would have been fine. Her father wouldn’t be angry with me and w e’d be
enjoying our trip. Hell, we might have even been on this same bus. The only difference
would have been her sitting beside me instead o f some strange man who was staring at
the Wandering World in my hands.
I looked from the book to the man thinking he would become embarrassed and
turn away but instead he held my eyes.
“Este libro es muy popular?”
“I’m sorry. No habla espagnol.”
The man shrugged and turned away mumbling something about ‘a senorita’. My
ears picked up the word and I immediately thought: Lesley!
“Disculpe? Senorita? Senorita libro", I said pointing to the book.
The man turned back. “Si! La Gringa Senorita. Muy innocente. En este autobus
hace," he counted on his fingers, “tres dias."
“I’m sorry I don’t understand,” I said. “Senorita?"
“W hat’s it to you?” came a voice from behind.
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I turned, peering over the old man’s seat. Behind him sat a thirtyish, unshaven
man cradling a book in his hands and trying to make out the words in the half-light o f the
bus. He seemed tired and his eyes were shaded blood red with dark platters spread
beneath them. Again he spoke, “W hat’s it to you if we know something about this girl?”
The old man beside me spoke. “Ahhhh, si. Wences habla ingles. Habla con e l ”
Without waiting to see if I understood what he said the old man stood up and quickly
changed places with the man behind him, who fell into the seat beside be with a wary
look.
“So, I ask again. What do you want with this girl?”
“I just want to see if she’s the person I’m looking for.”
“Oh, yeah?” he said with a smile. “What does she look like? You describe her and
if you’re right then I’ll tell you.”
“Why are you being so protective?”
“Why are you looking for her?”
“Because she’s my girlfriend.”
“If she’s your girlfriend, don’t you think she would be here with you right now?”
“It’s a long story. What did you say your name was?”
There was a moment o f silence. “Wences. You?”
“Jack. All right. Let me describe her for you. She twenty-two. She’s got brown
hair, blue eyes and she’s carrying a multi-coloured purse. Is that the girl you saw?”
Wences took a moment, and then nodded. “Yeah, that’s her. She was nice.
Especially to the old man. She reminded him o f his daughter and she didn’t mind him
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being affectionate because o f that. Sometimes old men see the faces o f their past in the
young.”
“Somehow I find it hard to believe she wasn’t bothered by his attention.”
“Maybe she’s not the girl you’re looking for then.” He raised a black eyebrow.
I was quiet, knowing that probably when I did find Lesley - if I did ever find her
- she wouldn’t be that same person who got off the plane with me. She’d be changed
somehow, and I’d never get her back.
“She was carrying a book just like this when she came on the bus. She was always
looking through it, making notes. I know because I watched her.” He made an
embarrassed face. “Most people sleep on this bus. It’s a night bus but for me it’s the only
time I get a chance to read.” He frowned. “It was strange she didn’t sleep.”
“ I suppose she’s been troubled lately.”
“Oh. Poor her.”
As we sat in silence the bus began to fill up with middle aged men shuffling
tiredly to their seats, snapping their bags into place above their heads, momentarily
scanning the aisles for any indications there might be a thief aboard who they never saw
until it was too late. Wences saw me overlooking the men.
“It’s basically a family bus. All these men work in the city doing odd jobs here
and there but a few have really good jobs. They live outside the city and they go back
there almost every night to be with their families. It’s not so bad. An hour and a half to
two hours at the most. Those who live further away have to stay here the whole week and
then only get the weekends to see their family. There are few o f them here right now.
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They will sleep all the way there, wake up on Saturday with their families and then sleep
on the way Sunday night to be there on Monday morning.”
“Is that what you do?”
“Yeah. I work on planning the new subway line.”
“Why don’t you just move your family to Mexico City?”
Wences laughed at my question then looked at me with uncomprehending eyes
for a moment before he realized that I had been serious. “All o f them?”
“Yeah, why not?”
He ran his hand through his head and breathed out. “I’ve never thought about it
before. All o f them? Where would we get a place big enough? There are fifteen.”
“You have fourteen kids,” I said. I should have sounded surprised but I had to
stifle a yawn. My eyelids were getting heavy and I began to struggle with maintaining
focus.
“O f course not.” He waved his hand. “Just two, but there’s my wife, and father
and mother, and brothers and cousins and - ”
“Well, you don’t bring all o f them to Mexico City.” I yawned. “Just the ones who
mean the most to you. Your wife and children.”
“But they all mean the most to me. And I can’t imagine them ever wanting to
leave Chamulco. And I could never leave them either. It’s my home and all our family
and history is there.” He searched my eyes, trying to press home this point, but I could
hardly look at him anymore. There was silence for a while.
A sudden tiredness was overtaking me. It was as if somebody had pumped me full
of air and then pricked me with a pin and now the leak was growing faster and faster. I
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began deflating in my seat and I turned to Wences to keep from falling asleep. From
disappearing.
“Lesley left her home,” I said, “and never wants to come back.”
“Why are you looking for her then?”
“She left me and now I’m scared for her,” I said, suddenly opening up to this man
I had never met before. Somehow it seemed easier than telling it to m yself or someone I
actually knew. “She could be in trouble and it would be all my fault. You see, I cheated
on her. I w asn’t nice to her and now her father blames me for what happened. He blames
me and I don’t know what to do.” I closed my eyes and for a moment I had relief. The
pain in my stomach seemed to ebb away as my breathing slowed and I felt myself
drifting. From somewhere I heard the driver turn over the engine and it roared to life but
the sound only registered as a soft purring to my ears.
“Shhhhh,” whispered Wences, “you’re overtired. Get some rest. She was on this
bus, three days ago. She was going to San Cristobal de las Casas. She said she was going
to the Native Medicine Museum to see about getting some Native medicine done on her.
That’s all we know. She was sad and running from something. We were worried she
wouldn’t be okay, so we tried to organize somebody to take care o f her once she left, but
when we got off she just disappeared.”
“She’s always disappearing at the most inappropriate times.”
From the fog o f my sleep I could see Wences nod. “But she told us about you too
and how you disappeared. You disappeared without disappearing which is one o f the
worst kinds.”
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“I know, I know,” I lamented, the vague notion in my head occurring that I was
speaking too loud. “I just didn’t know what else to do.”
“Shhh,” consoled Wences. “You’ll find her. You’ll find her. Trust in us for that.”
The desire to sleep overwhelmed me and before I had a chance to thank Wences I
fell into a deep sleep.
When I awoke the bus was bouncing over a pebble strewn mountain pass. The sun
was rising between two magnificent green splashed mountains and around the bus
descended the slightest of rain, as if our entrance to this place brought with it the bad
weather. I turned to Wences who was still sitting beside me reading his book. He looked
up and smiled at me over the page.
I tried to speak but my throat was raw. After a few moments I managed to clear it
and spoke.
“Thanks for last night.”
Wences looked at me and frowned. “To siento,” he said. ‘Wo hablo ingles.'”
“Excuse me?”
‘Wo hablo ingles. Hablas espagnol?” Wences smiled again, looking at me
expectantly. I tried to smile, thinking he was just telling a bad practical joke but
something in his face told me that he didn’t recognize me, that he wasn’t the person I had
talked to the night before. I had either made it up or dreamt it.
I gave him a tight smile and turned away, peering out the window. In the
reflection I saw him shrug and continue reading his book.
We passed a small village town, built alongside the highway where women had
set up stalls to sell fruit and trinkets to passing motorists. Our bus slowed, but only out of
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courtesy not to hit any o f the dogs and chickens strewn across the roadway. A few
women ran into the road to offer baskets o f fruit and chocolate bars to the passing bus but
everybody averted their eyes, leaving the women to retreat back to their shelters o f blue
tarp stretched across their wooden stakes. The men were not visible, perhaps working
somewhere else or demeaned by selling to passers-by. The only men seen were old men
and young boys under ten, the more virile seemingly destroyed by a virus which only
attacked those who were capable o f offering a picture o f male virility. As we rolled out o f
the town a government sign denounced it as Huitzichalapan.
I flipped through the Wandering World, thumbing to the page with the map o f
Chiapas. Lesley had marked it with a red pen, filling in areas which were not marked on
the map. I found the village we had passed through. ‘
’ it said in Lesley’s hand. I wondered why she had written about a place
that was so marginal.
Slowly I traced my finger along the highway we were following. We were about
four centimetres from Mexico City, another two centimetres to our destination. I did
some quick math and half guessed we were four hours away from San Cristobal de las
Casas. Just as I worked out the numbers our bus dipped sharply into a valley and I saw
that we were descending into a ravine. Although we still followed the highway, I could
see that the road was treacherous, and continuously curving this way and that. I added
another two hours to our journey and then another two but I felt as if the trip would last a
lifetime. This had to be one o f the torments o f hell, sickingly long bus trips that never
arrive at a destination.
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I lay back in my seat, attempting to relax. I had slept for approximately eight
hours but I thought it might be a good idea to get some more sleep, especially since there
didn’t seem to be much else to do on this bus ride.
My mind went back to Wences and from the comer o f my eye I looked at him. He
was completely absorbed in his book. Perhaps I had imagined the whole thing. I hadn’t
been feeling well. It was probably just a dream, a mild hallucination. I reclined my seat,
being sure not to disrupt whoever was behind me. As I did so and turned on my side, a
pain shot through my stomach just as it had countless times before. I clutched my
stomach and tried to hold the pain in, but I must have let out a groan because Wences
looked down from his book.
“Esta bien, caballerol”
“57,” I responded not wanting to make a scene but just then the pain shot through
me again. I let out another groan and Wences leaned over me.
“Soy estudiante de medecina,” he said touching his hand to his heart. With his
black eyes he searched my face and after hearing the word medecin I turned over to him
thinking he was a doctor.
The first thing he had me do was pull my hands away from my abdomen which
was difficult for me to accept. I felt like I was holding in my insides, keeping them from
sloshing around onto the floor o f the bus. I could imagine them sliding from the front to
the back as we descended and ascended these hills, people making bets on whether the
inner me or the coke can would reach the front o f the bus first. A few curious passengers
within a two seat radius peered over to see what was happening as Wences slowly peeled
my hands away.
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There must have been something in Wences’ attitude which made him appear as
if he knew what he was doing and gave him the power to tentatively touch and put
pressure on the flesh hidden by my jeans. I would have definitely found the process a
little shocking if I had seen the same exchange on a Canadian bus but Wences seemed to
have the aura o f doctor about him. An old woman who had been hideously appalled at
seeing him touch my bare skin looked into Wences’ face defiantly, but then immediately
turned to her seatmate and said in a voice loud enough for almost everybody around us to
hear, “D on’t worry. He’s a doctor.”
Wences kept palpating my stomach, his face fixed with a look o f worry, barely
looking at me and concentrating completely on what he was feeling. Finally he took his
hands away and looked me in the eyes. He brushed a stray hair out o f his face.
“Necessita ir al doctor.” He hesitated, searching my eyes for recognition o f the
words. He must have not discovered any because he shyly continued. “You go doctor?”
He smiled when he saw me react and then with more assertiveness stated, “You go
doctor!”
I nodded and then wondered why he had had to palpate me for so long only to tell
me that.
Quickly, he produced the knapsack he had stored between his legs and pulled out
a pad o f paper and a pen. He quickly scribbled an address in San Cristobal de las Casas
and handed it to me. Above the street address was the name Doctor Guevara. He nodded
and pointed to the name. “Muy bien,” he said and pressed the paper into my palm.
The pain had slightly receded with Wences' palpitations and then he had me lay
back in my seat, apologizing to the man behind me, explaining that I was sick. He held
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my hand and then once again I had the overwhelming feeling o f sleep pass over me.
Slowly, he smoothed back my hair and whispered Spanish platitudes. I closed my eyes
against the glare, and when I opened them again he was the Wences from my dream.
“You’re back,” I said.
He nodded. He looked ill.
“Is something wrong?”
He shook his head but it didn’t convince me. I put pressure on his hand and he
smiled. Tiredly. “I hope you find her,” he said.
“I hope I do, too,” I said.
When I awoke Wences was gone. I tried to make tiny overtures to the man who
had had the orange but he didn’t seem to recognize me. My Spanish was unimpressive as
I tried to use the guide at the back o f the Wandering World to get my point across.
Finally, after ten minutes o f trying to get the old man to understand, somebody from the
back o f the bus who had been listening to our conversation interrupted.
“He doesn’t know what you’re talking about,” he said staring at the back o f his
seat but clearly addressing me. “There was no man sitting beside you. Nobody wanted to
go close to you. You were shaking and stuff. Nobody on this bus can afford to be sick.”
“I’m sorry,” I started, “I just thought.”
“You thought wrong.”
The bus pulled into station and everybody filled the aisles trying to be the first
one off. Men clambered past me, hugging sacks to their chests and shuffling
uninterestedly forward as if they could only focus on a few steps in front o f themselves.
When the man who had addressed me reached my seat he kindly stopped the train o f
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people behind him and gave me an opening to move off. I quickly gathered my things
and sidestepped down the tiny aisle.
It was close to five when we arrived in San Cristobal de las Casas. A twenty-hour
trip. I stretched my legs languidly and then turned again to address the man who had let
me out. I was surprised to see the man with the orange hurriedly pass out and turn away
from me. I waited, thinking the man had stopped to let other people off but soon the bus
had emptied and he was nowhere to be seen. The bus driver descended and looked at me
suspiciously.
“Estas buscando una personal'1'’
I waved my hand to ignore him and took a step towards the bus. He shrugged and
walked off. I took a step and looked down the aisle, pretending to look for something I
had forgotten. I walked down the aisle slowly, turning my head to the left and right in
order to catch somebody if they were hiding. For what purpose, I had no clue; I merely
checked thinking that this could be a possibility.
After I had reached the back o f the bus I turned and did my second inspection. It
wasn’t until I passed where I had been sitting that I noticed the crumpled piece o f paper
on the seat. I knelt, placing my bag on the floor. I took the paper and unfolded it. The
doctor’s name. The doctor’s name, written in a hand other than my own, but which I had
supposedly imagined. I held it for a moment, disbelieving, and then hurried off the bus.
The driver gave me a searching expression as I passed him, but he didn’t try to stop me.
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Chapter 15

According to the Wandering World Chiapas is literally a war zone. Tourist
brochures do not advertise this fact, but the war itself is fast becoming a burgeoning
element o f tourism. There are tourist agencies that will give you the history and a guided
tour o f the area from a Zapatista-centric viewpoint. This is all because people in North
America and Europe have come to idealize the Zapatistas, their ideas and especially
Subcommandante Marcos.
When you walk through the zocalo o f San Cristobal de las Casas you can see the
influence. Indigenous women set up shop; a basket and blanket spread out on the
cobblestone, selling toy versions o f Marcos on horseback, Marcos holding a gun, Marcos
in every size and situation imaginable. Beside the women are men selling Che t-shirts
that can be bartered down to forty pesos for Mexican tourists and fifty for everybody else.
The indigenous people here walk proudly, and don’t seem affected by the usual tags o f
racism. If there is an indigenous capital o f Mexico it is San Cristobal de las Casas, named
partly after the priest who did the most to protect them.
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For one brief moment the city did become a real symbol o f liberation. At
midnight on New Year’s Eve 1994 Zapatista soldiers took over the entire city. Three
other cities were also attacked and captured, but it was San Cristobal that was seen as the
capital. It took three days for the Mexican army to push them out and then, as always, the
armed men retreated to the jungles where they were protected by its thick canopy and
supportive populace.
But in the zocalo of San Cristobal you would never be able to suggest that the
place is really a contested warzone. When I arrived the tiny park was a field o f Winnie
the Pooh balloons. Children happily pulled Tigger along on a string as Dora the Explorer
made her smiling presence known. The zocalo o f San Cristobal surprised me with its cool
and laid back atmosphere. It was a place for families where every generation could feel
comfortable and at ease. After the bustle o f Mexico City I was happy to get away to this
Edenic, childlike setting. Everywhere men held their children in their arms and laughed.
These men were secure in their masculinity as they tied coloured ribbons around the
wrists o f their children, joking with them that the balloons might lift them high into the
sky if they did not hang on to father’s hand as tightly as they could.
On the northern side o f the zocalo was a cathedral. An enormous one. The
cobblestone square in front o f it was full o f people milling about, eating ice cream cones
and talking. It rivalled the zocalo but seemed to attract a younger, edgier crowd. These
were not families but young men and women, performing the rites necessary to have
families o f their own one day. I walked past them and moved on, then cracked the
Wandering World to find a place to stay.
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The hotel I chose was nicer than the other two I had occupied but it was worth the
price. It was only a block from the zocalo and was passably clean. I put my bag down on
the double bed’s clean sheets and went into the washroom to take a shower. Two bottles
o f complimentary water had been placed on the lid o f the toilet. Nice touch, I thought. I
wouldn’t be making the mistake I had made in Veracruz again. I took a bottle and soaked
my parched throat and then took off my clothes and climbed into the cool embrace o f the
shower.
There’s nothing like the feeling o f washing off a twenty-hour bus ride. It’s not
even similar to the same length o f time in a car. On a bus you have no control, no input
into when you stop or where. You can’t tell the driver to speed up, slow down, take that
turn lightly because your stomach is hurting you. On a bus you are completely at the
mercy o f the driver who is completely oblivious to any of your desires.
As I was washing my hair with the tiny complimentary bottles o f shampoo I was
suddenly gripped by pain and doubled over in the shower. I knelt on the tiled floor and
squeezed my abdomen. I could feel the pain emerging from my stomach and I felt
somewhere in my subconscious that if I pressed my arms against my stomach hard
enough I would be able to keep the pain in. I was ultimately mistaken. Without warning,
the pain spread through me and I let out a horrendous shriek until the pain subsided.
I lay with my arms covering my stomach, swaying forwards and back, attempting
to will my body to behave. It was no use. I felt the pain grip my stomach again and twist.
I let out a scream louder than before.
Above the sound o f the cascading water I distinctly heard somebody in the
hallway stop moving. I couldn’t be sure, but it sounded as if they had stopped in front of
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my door. Probably worried about the screaming, I thought. When the next contraction o f
pain came I bit my lip to keep the scream inside in order not to bring attention to myself.
It worked. As I bit, I swallowed the scream I would have unleashed. The footsteps
outside the door picked up again and continued on down the hall. Slowly, I stood up,
feeling hopeful the incident o f pain had passed. I rinsed my hair quickly, turned off the
shower, and walked over to the bed with a towel over my shoulder.
“What is wrong with you?”
I screamed, again, jumped then covered my mouth with my hand. I looked down
and saw that I was naked and quickly managed to cover myself with the towel.
“What are you doing here?”
Emiliano stood up from the lamp he had been reclining against. “I thought I’d see
how you’re doing, caballero, but maybe I don’t need to ask anymore. You don’t sound so
well.”
I sat down on the bed and winced. “I’ve been having this pain for a couple o f days
now.”
“You don’t say.” Emiliano walked closer to me with his hat in his hands. “Trying
to suppress the pain is only going to make it worse. You should let it out.”
“What do you mean?”
“I know you swallowed your last scream. You better let it out before it destroys
you.”
“I’m going to see a doctor,” I said. I pointed to the crumpled piece o f paper. “I’ve
already been referred. It’s a bit too late tonight though. I’ll go first thing tomorrow
morning.”
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Emiliano nodded. “Doctors can’t fix everything. They don’t know everything
there is to know about human beings.”
“You’re probably right,” I said looking at Emiliano. I squinted. “You changed
your shirt.”
Emiliano looked down then pulled his shirt out so it could be read. “What do you
think?”
The main part o f the shirt was taken up with the letters EZLN and under it was a
mob o f people, all dressed in balaclavas. I looked into Emiliano’s eyes. “Does that have
something to do with the Zapatistas?”
“It sure does.” He smiled. “I got it when I first got here. I thought I’d wear my
namesake. If anybody has the right to, I do.”
I thought back to university and remembered how a few people who were always
protesting things around campus would wear shirts with EZLN printed on them. Back
then we hadn’t bothered to ask what it meant. “What does it stand for?”
“Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion Nacional or Zapatista National Liberation
Army. It loses something in the translation but no matter,” Emiliano waved his hand, “it’s
not for you anyway.”
“Well, I’m glad you’re enjoying yourself,” I said. “Is there any other reason you
came?”
I knew Emiliano wasn’t there just to show off his shirt. There was something he
wasn’t telling me, something that he didn’t want to say. I looked over at him. “What is
it?”
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Emiliano turned away and scratched his head. “There’s actually something I
should tell you but I don’t really want to.”
“And?”
“The Virgin found it out.”
I sat up, the pain suddenly gone. “What did she say?”
“I’m not sure if you really want to hear this. I mean, you don’t need to. I don’t
think it will affect much.”
“Tell me, please, Emiliano.”
Emiliano wouldn’t look at me as he spoke. “The Virgin did some asking around
and Lesley definitely came this way.”
“And? Is that it?”
“She was with a man.”
I stopped. That was one thing I hadn’t been prepared for. “A man,” I said thinking
he had misspoken.
He nodded. “He’s young. Not old, if that’s what you’re thinking,” Emiliano
paused. “They’re travelling together.”
“Travelling together? Against her will?”
Emiliano shook his head. “He’s not holding her hostage if that’s what you mean.
They’re sort of,” Emiliano paused for effect, “together.”
“How do you mean, together?”
“I mean,” said Emiliano, spreading his hands flat and looking at me finally.
“They’re together. Like boyfriend and girlfriend.” There was silence. “How does that
make you feel?” Emiliano said.
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I sat straighter, trying to picture the whole thing. Lesley was with a man and I was
following her. The idea filled me with rage. To think, I had been worried about her safety
and all this time she had been with somebody else, being comforted while I worried about
her. I was expending energy trying to find her, giving up on going back to Canada,
making myself sick and all because she had disappeared. I had been fine with the idea
that I was chasing Lesley around, her needing me and me only one step behind her. But
to find out she was with a man was both shocking and upsetting. To think, I had wasted
all this time thinking she needed my help when she had already found another to take my
place.
“How long has this been going on for?”
Emiliano shrugged. “They were visiting San Cristobal a few days ago, the Virgin
said. They’ve moved on since. But they were together, holding hands.”
“Maybe he’s just a friend?”
Emiliano shrugged again. “Maybe,” he said, but something in his voice made me
think he didn’t believe what he was saying.
I stood up, drying myself and going through my bags looking for some clothes.
Emiliano watched me as I dressed.
“Are you upset?” he asked.
I nodded, going into the bathroom to hang up the towel. As I exited the washroom
I looked at him and leaned against the doorway. “I’ve been following her all this time
thinking she was in trouble, and now I find out she’s fine.” I shook my head.
Emiliano looked away and seemed to be about to say something but then he
closed his mouth. A few seconds later he reconsidered.
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“Does this mean you’re going back home to Canada?”
Canada. I could be back in a day. One long bus ride back to the airport and then
four hours on a plane. If I left now I could be back before dinner the next day. Nobody
could blame me. My excuse would be Lesley left me for a Mexican. It was true, wasn’t
it? And nobody could disprove it either. If Lesley’s father got upset I’d just tell him the
truth, because it was the truth, wasn’t it? Lesley had abandoned me for another man.
Lesley’s friends would believe it and sadly, I knew my friends would believe it also.
Ottawa was beautiful this time o f year. I mean, the temperature in Ottawa was practically
the same as in Chiapas. And at least in Canada I could speak the language and have my
friends around. There was still time to get a job for the summer, it wouldn’t be good but it
would tide me over until September when I really began to look for my career. Canada
sounded nice. It sounded really nice.
It was a bit of surprise to myself when I told Emiliano no, that I w asn’t going to
go back to Canada just yet.
Emiliano looked up, surprised, but his voice was more than amused. “You’re not
going?”
I shook my head, suddenly realizing why I had made the decision myself. “Lesley
left me here. I know what I did was wrong but this thing,” I waved my hands abstractly
through the air, “isn’t going to be over until I find her and get to the bottom o f it. I owe
her an apology,” I said staring straight at Emiliano, “and she owes me one. If she wants
me to go back to Canada and tell her parents that she’s staying here, that’s fine. But she’s
going to have to tell me to my face first.” I switched off the bathroom light and strode
over to Emiliano.
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“You know something Jack?”
“W hat’s that, Emiliano?”
“I never thought I’d ever hear you talk like that.”
“I’m a bundle o f surprises.” I picked up my wallet and checked to make sure I had
money. Making the statement that I would stay in Mexico until I found Lesley swelled
me with purpose, but part o f my confident attitude was merely an act for Emiliano’s
benefit. I could actually see that he was proud o f me, and the way he smiled showed that
he thought I was doing the honourable thing. It made me happy to think Emiliano thought
I was doing what was right even if it might end by blowing up in my face.
“You’ve surprised me Jack,” said Emiliano. “Bueno. That’s all I came for.” He
unholstered his gun and pointed it in the air.
“Emiliano,” I said, just as he was about to pull the trigger, “what is this guy like?”
“Well, Jack,” said Emiliano scratching his head. “He seems like a nice guy. I
don’t know what else to say.”
“Oh.”
Emiliano was quiet for a moment, looking into my eyes. “Jack, sometimes people
just fall apart for whatever reason and no amount o f anything can fix it. Yes, she’s with
another man, but I want you to know that what you’re doing really impresses me. I like
you Jack. I think you’re a good person.”
I smiled wanly at Emiliano as he pulled his trigger and disappeared in a puff o f
bluish smoke. Before I left the room I checked myself in a mirror but this time there was
no flour on my face.
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When I stepped outside the square was still draped in sun. Colourful balloons
assaulted me from all angles. Families walked about the square loosening their children’s
hands long enough for them to run around the fountains as differently aged couples
lounged on the benches in various levels o f embrace. Kisses were not hidden, but they
were tender and intimate in a way that didn’t bother passers-by. Couples were o f all ages
and around them drifted the sounds o f a mariachi band which had set themselves up in
one o f the gazebos. The rich, strong nasal voice o f the singer drifted over to me as I
watched a family laughing at the antics o f one o f their youngest members who descended
into giggles every time she scared a pigeon away from the piece o f bread she had left as
bait.
I waited in the square watching everybody around me, replaying Emiliano’s final
words in my head. ‘I think you’re a good person.’ I was now ready to find Lesley, no
matter what situation greeted me when we finally met. If she had another man, so be it. I
would be there to apologize and give the situation some finality. I owed Lesley that
much. I thought about my mother had what she had done. We were more alike than I
cared to admit, but how much o f what I did was related to what she did first to me? And
was it even an excuse? Those were questions I was comfortable with now, questions that
I could delve into. What had Emiliano said? ‘Trying to suppress the pain is only going to
make it worse.’ That was exactly what I was going to do. I was going to examine my
emotional pain and doctor myself so that I would be able continue. So that I would be
able to change my life and hopefully become whole again.
It was strange, but after I came to this conclusion, I started laughing. It was the
first time I had laughed without sarcasm, or to ridicule someone, or to make fun of
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someone’s pain. It was a pure laugh and seemed to come from down deep inside me,
from where the pain was emanating from. I laughed, letting the emotion take me. I must
have looked crazy, sitting there on that bench laughing at nothing in particular. But at
least I was laughing and for a time everything seemed all right and I didn’t have to worry
about the pain. I wanted to laugh like that forever. I wanted to laugh like the child
chasing the pigeon.
A child’s laugh. An Edenic laugh. A laugh that caused no pain.
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2 Weeks/All Inclusive/Only English Please:
The Changing Face o f Travel Literature in the 21st Century

I began writing No Resort as a fictionalized travel narrative and as the story
progressed I came to realize that literary elements such as the picaresque and magic
realism were creeping into the story. Rather than dispel these elements I embraced and
incorporated them into the novel. Initially, I drew upon such texts as Walking the Bible
by Bruce Feiler and The Innocents Abroad by Mark Twain for my travel narrative
inspiration. These books focused on the journey o f travelling while examining the history
o f the places visited, all done in the first person singular. These stories contain no clear
plot, but they are nonetheless satisfying because they offer the reader a glimpse o f
travelling in a different locale. In my novel, I wanted to capture this sense o f travel, while
accentuating how frivolous travel has typically become in the modem world.
Travel has transformed into one o f the most influential means by which people
interpret the world. Nowadays, it is not necessarily what your country is, but how it
compares, or is perceived to compare, to the rest o f the world that defines its identity. In
order to view the world by how it opposes your sense o f normalcy, you must travel . In
Medieval literature, however, travel was typically conceived o f as a religious experience.
In Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales, travel is undertaken as a pilgrimage because all the
participants are visiting the shrine in Canterbury. The pilgrims travel in an attempt to
better themselves as Christians through visiting a holy locale. From the first lines o f the
text the reader is forced to realize that the characters are not merely travelling for their
own amusement:
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Whan that Aprill with his shoures sote
The droghte o f Marche hath perced to the rote,
And bathed every veyne in swich licour
O f which vertu engendred is the flour; ...
Than longen folk to goon on pilgrimages
And palmers for to seken straunge strondes, (1-4, 12-13)
In this sense, the act o f travel is a form o f rebirth because it is mirrored by the season of
spring and the fact that it is a religious experience. Travel has a rejuvenating element and
in The Canterbury Tales rejuvenating oneself spiritually is the impetus for the act. This
idea that travel is a pilgrimage has changed over the centuries and much o f the religious
experience o f travelling has disappeared or been superseded by more earthly desires, such
as the desire to pamper oneself in a tropical paradise.
Since the ‘New W orld’ was discovered by Europeans eager to exploit it, writers
have conceived o f the Americas in exotic ways, whether or not the facts supported these
beliefs. This literary interaction between Europe and the Americas helped clearly define
the European identity by establishing what it was in opposition to. Europe, in contrast to
the travel narratives reported from the ‘New World,’ was orderly, civilized and safe in
comparison to the disorderly, savage and dangerous locales that would later become
Canada. According to Carol Martin, “the discovery o f Canada is a long series o f travel
stories from the Norse sagas, to the journals o f such men as Samuel Heame, Alexander
Mackenzie, and Sir John Franklin, to the present with accounts each year, in one form or
another, o f the experiences o f adventurers or researchers retracing the routes o f earlier
explorers” (Martin 1). These accounts o f Canada are taken by scholars to be the
‘discovery’ o f Canada in the European imagination and it was imperative that these
accounts related easily to the already perceived notion of the world. In a sense, the
journeys o f the early explorers who wrote back to their native countries were a type of
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pilgrimage meant to prove their own cultural superiority to themselves in order to justify
their involvement and presence in the ‘New World.’
In his novel, The Afterlife o f George Cartwright, John Steffler fictionalizes the
activities o f the title character. Although Newfoundland and Labrador are considered by
him to be exotic, he is nonetheless chastised by his mistress, Mrs. Selby, when she says,
“You came here to escape England and so did I. But you bring with you the very things
you wanted to flee” (Steffler 152). Although it was the differences o f another land that
attracted people to travel, underlying everything was a desire to supplant a bit o f their
own preconceived notions in an effort to ‘better’ this distant society. Steffler manages
this expertly when he has Cartwright refer to the landscape by its similarity to British
standards or British locales. In this way, travel has transformed from a pilgrimage into a
conquest. My character Jack is an extension o f this type of early explorer and although he
inhabits a land that once seemed exotic, it is he who sees the exotic in another land. Jack
initially believes that Canadian society is superior to Mexico’s, which is expressed in his
initial refusal to look at the landscape passing him on the bus and instead watch the
‘American’ movie playing on the television (Drouin “No Resort” 17). This is further
supported when Jack tells Lesley, “I’m not here to bring the Gospel or even progress. Just
a decent channel to watch” (Drouin “No Resort” 31). Jack equates his modern
conveniences with betterment. Later on, however, as he becomes humbler, the journey
turns into a pilgrimage for him and he is able to develop his character spiritually and
realize that betterment is not always accomplished through material objects.
In the twentieth century, as Canada became more and more ‘orderly’ through the
work o f European immigrants toting European ideals, Canada became less and less
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exotic. The role o f the early immigrants to Canada was to transplant Europe into the
‘New W orld’ and do away with whatever was there before because it was considered
inferior, even though its exoticism was the impetus for many European travellers. In the
twenty-first century, the tables have been turned and now it is other environs that must
inhabit the realm o f the exotic for the Canadian traveller. The land that one inhabits
cannot fulfill the passions o f a person who is committed to seeing something different
from what is perceived as ‘normal’. Jack’s journey to another land, however, is marred
by the fact that travel has changed over the course o f the twentieth century.
In his book o f essays, The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America, Daniel
Boorstin outlines how the concept o f travel has changed over the centuries. According to
Boorstin, while travelling was once viewed as ‘work’, it has become “primarily a
contrived experience that somebody is trying to sell us” (Boorstin 78). It is important that
a travel narrative is able to come to grips with the fact that much o f travelling is an
extension o f the ‘tourist’ event, whether or not the reader or traveller wants to admit this
fact. Boorstin defines the difference between a traveller and a tourist expertly when he
writes “the tourist is passive; he expects interesting things to happen to him. He goes
‘sight-seeing’.. .He expects everything to be done to him and for him” (Boorstin 85). Jack
takes on the role o f passive tourist when he allows Lesley to do all the planning for their
trip to Mexico. She, in a sense, has become his personal tour director and he expects to be
led around by her and have all his desires met personally by her (Drouin “No Resort” 7).
We can see this activity repeated every week in any newspaper’s travel section. For a
certain amount o f money a travel agency will take on the responsibilities o f planning you
the perfect trip for whatever amount o f time and luxury you are willing to pay for. Most
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often, everything is all-inclusive and everything is in English, freeing the traveller from
having to make any decisions or encounter any unpredictability.
Travel has therefore been transformed over the last century into something that is
undertaken with very little thought or consideration. Whatever travellers may imagine for
themselves, the fact o f the matter remains: the Western experience o f travelling has
turned into an activity without any risk (Boorstin 91). I thought it prudent to set my novel
in Mexico because it is the destination o f many travellers who want to experience the
exotic without much risk. The way Jack and Lesley differ from the majority is their
willingness to experience the centre o f Mexico and not merely the ‘beachy’ peripheries.
By transplanting Jack from Canada into what many might consider the unfamiliar parts o f
Mexico, I hoped to force him to begin to see the world from the eyes o f a traveller and
without the eyes o f the tourist. It takes the loss o f Lesley, however, to make him begin to
see the world in a different way. Jack loses his tour guide and must interpret Mexico in
his own way, without relying on somebody else to guide his interpretations o f things.
I thought it was important to represent travel in this way because it has become a
degraded activity, where the ease o f touring has taken over the work o f travelling. I feel
that many travel narratives gloss over the fact that travelling is a mass-produced activity.
In the words o f Boorstin “we know less and less about what we are buying. We buy so
many days o f vacation pleasure without even knowing what is in the package” (Boorstin
91). I feel that the ease o f travel in the twenty-first century is forgotten about and that
many travel narratives merely live up to the stereotypes that readers hope to expect. An
example o f this would be the novel On Mexican Time by Tony Cohan. It is the story o f a
rich writer and his artist wife who move to San Miguel de Allende and begin to live their
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lives in Mexico while building their dream house. Their interactions with the inhabitants
o f the city are usually through monetary transactions and when they do approach people
it is always on their own United States o f America cultural terms. And if they should ever
meet any hardships all their obstacles are easily solved through money and it was this
type o f sentiment I was trying to enact in the beginning of my novel. It is the complete
disregard for what it actually takes to become a traveller because our society has turned
travel into a type o f amusement park experience. If you pay you can ride. The couple in
On Mexican Time interact with the ‘natives’ on a superficial level which fits into
Boorstin’s conception that “a well-planned tour saves the tourist from negotiating with
the natives when he gets there” (Boorstin 92) and they become merely part o f the
landscape. This, coincidentally, is why I have Jack continuously approached from behind
when he is meeting ‘real’ residents o f Mexico. He dismisses them as part o f the landscape
and cannot imagine how they might fit into his journey since they are outside his
preconceptions o f travel.
The fact remains, however, that travelling to Mexico has long been a spiritual
homeland or “homecoming” for many travellers. Through On the Road by Jack Kerouac,
we see how Mexico has entered the imagination o f both Sal and Dean. While preparing
for the trip Dean exclaims, “Man, this will finally take us to IT!” (Kerouac 265). Sal also
refers to the trip as ‘magic south’ and they both feel that when they arrive in Mexico
everything will be completely different from what they have experienced in the United
States o f America. Their experiences, however, display the evolution o f the travel
pilgrimage into modern tourism. An example o f this occurs when they “saw great stacks
o f pesos on a table and learned that eight o f them made an American buck, or
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thereabouts. [They] changed most o f [their] money and stuffed the big rolls in [their]
pockets with delight” (Kerouac 274). The reader can see that part o f the thrill o f Mexico
is monetary and not necessarily spiritual. Their monetary superiority empowers them to
act as ‘haves’ in a ‘have not’ society, reversing the roles they held in the United States o f
America.
This sense o f monetary empowerment is further emphasized when Sal takes Dean
to a brothel. Sal goes into a bedroom with one o f the girls and describes his experience
thusly: “My girl charged thirty pesos, or about three dollars and a half, and begged for an
extra ten pesos and gave me a long story about something. I didn’t know the value of
Mexican money; for all I knew I had a million pesos. I threw money at her” (Kerouac
287). Money becomes a plaything for Sal, enabling him to have whatever he wants; yet
the journey is still spiritual for him although he may not grasp the fact that he takes on the
role o f the tourist because of his inability to communicate effectively with his ‘girl.’ This
ignorant innocence on the part o f the visitors can be somewhat forgiven by their sheer
exuberance at being in Mexico. They are open to travelling through Mexico and
experiencing it for what it is even though they do not realize that they are sometimes
acting in a non-engaging way with the real inhabitants.
This sense o f travel as wandering was something that I tried to develop in my own
novel. Sal and Dean have no plan for their adventure; they live the moment as it comes
without any thought to the future and without considering where their actions might lead
them. In the same way, my character Jack is propelled forward throughout his journey in
Mexico by outside forces and not by his own will. It is Lesley who brings him to Mexico,
Emiliano who prods him along and the Virgin who continues him on his journey next.
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This wandering, road-driven character is reminiscent o f the picaro figure from the
Spanish picaresque tradition.
In the book o f criticism, Road-Book America: Contemporary Culture and the New
Picaresque, Rowland A. Sherrill examines the “matters o f continuity and change that
align the old literary form with what is here denominated ‘the new American
picaresque” ’ (Sherrill 6). This originally Spanish literary genre has been adapted and
changed for the twentieth century. Jack Kerouac’s novel On the Road is unquestionably a
picaresque novel since ‘picaresque’ “seems to refer to any rollicking adventure presented
in a stoiy that delivers the travels and travails o f a central character as he or she careens
along the narrative way” (Sherrill 11). Rather than have a specific destination with an
outlined plan for my central character o f Jack, I thrust him into a milieu he was
unfamiliar with and left it up to him to negotiate his way out o f his difficult situation.
My use o f the picaresque was intended to demonstrate how lost and incapable
Jack is o f understanding the world around him. Jack is a version o f the picaro figure.
Much like Cervante’s Don Quixote, Jack’s initial impressions o f Mexico are all based on
the supposed image o f Mexico he learned in Canada. Therefore, his imagined view o f
Mexico is nothing more than something that was created by his own mind and Canadian
society’s interpretation. When Jack thought o f Mexico he immediately “imagined Cancun
and drunken freshmen” (Drouin “No Resort” 3) and upon arriving in Mexico City he is
surprised at the scene that meets his eyes. He “had pictured an open field in the middle o f
the jungle with stacks o f cocaine having to be moved off the tarmac” (Drouin 16).
Although Mexico does not fit his preconceived notions, he nonetheless continues to refer
to it in a degraded way. His experiences tell him he is wrong, but he is unwilling to admit
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his mistake because he refuses to submit to other ways o f thinking. Jack mirrors Don
Quixote in the way he became fascinated with chivalry and “over conceits o f this sort the
poor gentleman lost his wits, and used to lie awake striving to understand them and worm
the meaning out o f them” (Cervantes 3). Don Quixote is blinded by what he perceives to
be correct instead o f actually allowing him self to make informed decisions based on the
experiences and knowledge around him. But Don Quixote’s dream is a noble one,
spurred on by chivalry, a sense o f duty and honour. Jack’s dream o f Mexico is a flawed
one, imagining Mexico as inferior to Canada and the countries he wishes to visit (Drouin
2-3). In Graham Greene’s short story, “Across the Bridge,” M r Calloway constantly
desires to leave Mexico even though it would mean his incarceration by the authorities.
“The good hotels were on the other side o f the bridge; you could see their electric signs
twenty storeys high from the little square at night, like lighthouses marking the United
States” (Greene 19). Although Mexico is Mr Calloway’s safe haven, he nonetheless
yearns to go across the border because he believes that life there is better even though it
would mean his downfall.
Jack’s picaro tendencies are further brought to bear when examined alongside
Sherrill’s definition o f the picaro. Sherrill concretely analyses the picaro figure when he
writes that the “character o f the picaro or picara has come to include any narratively
focusing figure whose existence, by fortune or volition, has pushed him or her to the
social margins, there to be free and mobile in a manner quite ‘unheroic’” (Sherrill 23).
Jack is not heroic. In fact, his emotional abandonment of Lesley makes him a rather Tow’
character much like the original picaros. Jack is also only narrowly forced into
performing a semi-heroic role by the prodding and influence o f outside characters. These
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characters are part o f the journey and therefore turned into elements o f the ‘road.’ Jack
must negotiate them, but he bounces from one to the other without any real knowledge or
attempt to discover where he is going. He allows himself to be taken along by the
journey.
Jack’s willingness to be led by his journey actually becomes one o f the
contentious issues o f the text. The Mexican characters that Jack begins to relate to and
bond with are quickly forgotten as Jack moves on through the various steps of his
journey. This constant movement actually displays the drawback o f travel since it
demonstrates how, although the traveller may be experiencing things in a much fuller
way than the tourist, he or she is still only a minor character in the lives he or she passes.
The only way to fully disperse this fragmented interaction is to become a full-time
community member but this type o f sacrifice is impossible for the traveller to offer and
thus Jack and the reader must be contented to read and see this text through the skewed
eyes o f the traveller.
Throughout Don Quixote’s travels he engages in many adventures with one o f the
most memorable o f these being his battle with the windmills. Don Quixote’s imagination
perceives the windmills as giants and explains his squire’s inability to see what they
really are by saying: “It is easy to see.. .that thou art not used to this business of
adventures” (Cervantes 45). To Don Quixote the windmills are giants and if the story was
narrated through his eyes perhaps the reader would also see them this way. Because the
story is presented omnisciently and Sancho Panza the squire says that they are windmills,
the reader also sees them in this mundane way. This event, however, is very close to
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magic realism because the reader wants to believe that Don Quixote is right and that they
really are giants and not windmills.
My character Jack sees the world in a very logical way, but when he is confronted
by the unbelievable he is capable o f understanding and accepting its presence primarily
because he has entered a new physical place. In Canada he would not have been able to
perceive Emiliano but being in a different environment opens up his mind to different
experiences even though he remains close-minded in other ways. Like Don Quixote he
perceives windmills which look like giants, but thankfully there is nobody there to tell
him that they actually are windmills. In this particular instance he believes in what he
actually sees. This directly mirrors the perceptions o f Mexico he creates based upon the
experiences o f others and not on his own.
I personally felt that using magic realism in this novel would be a complementary
mix to the picaresque narrative. Because the two traditions are so closely linked and have
been used together before, I felt that they support each other. I believe that travelling can
have profound changes on the psyche o f a person and that travelling prepares people to
experience something that they would not consider plausible in their regular
surroundings. It would have been impossible for Jack to experience what he did in
Canada because he would not have been able to allow his mind to believe what he was
seeing. I believe that the world is more mysterious and extraordinary than we give it
credit for and I tried to emphasize all the beauty and greatness we hide from ourselves in
order not to seem strange. Nonetheless, “magic realism is an art o f the implausible, not
the impossible; it is imaginative, not imaginary” (Wechsler 293). I feel that magic realism
is a necessary literary tool needed to heighten the imaginary experience. Human society
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has become so concerned about reality we have allowed the mystical and unknowable be
explained away as myth. Reclaiming this imaginative part o f ourselves is a step towards
reclaiming who we are as human beings spiritually. The modem traveller should try to
reclaim the spirituality that was present in the actions o f the pilgrims from The
Canterbury Tales.
In Jack’s case it was necessary for him to leave Canada in order to begin seeing
the world in a magical way. The seeming order and ordinariness o f Canada forced him to
submit to seeing things in a fraudulent, personally uninformed way. If Jack ever were to
return to Canada he would undoubtedly retain his ability to see things in a different light.
Mexico was merely the impetus for him opening up his mind because o f its perceived
exoticism for Jack. It is being in the unfamiliar which allows Jack to begin seeing things
in an unfamiliar, yet truthful, way.
Magic realism is a valuable literary tool that I feel should be more broadly used in
our literature. We have educated our scientific mind to such a degree than even
contemplating the supernatural is impossible. As a group, we must reclaim this practice
and begin seeing the world in a much more magical way, otherwise all our actions, and
life itself, will be summed up with a few mathematical formulas. Jack’s acceptance of
magic gives his role in Mexico meaning. He never asks others to be part o f his magical
experience because their input is not important. It is a personal journey and he doesn’t
need a pseudo-Sancho Panza squire telling him what real reality is. He already has
society telling him how he should imagine Mexico and this is impeding him enough.
Good literature should transport the reader to whatever locale is being imagined in
a story. This is necessary if an author wishes to fully immerse his or her audience in the
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action. Location is just as important as plot because the character’s location can have an
influence over his or her actions, beliefs, or perceptions of those around the protagonist.
The location should therefore affect the audience, allowing them to create or dispel
whatever misconceptions o f locale they might have brought to their reading o f the story.
My character Jack brought with him many imaginative misconceptions o f Mexico.
Although this act was in itself flawed, he redeemed himself slightly by allowing himself
to be swayed by the magic realist characters o f Emiliano and the Virgin, demonstrating
that he was open to new concepts even though Canadian society still had a pivotal role in
making his decisions.
Travel has become a cheap ‘fix’ for whatever ails you and I wanted to
demonstrate how trivial most travel is. A travel experience that doesn’t interact fully with
the culture, people and landscape being visited is nothing more than a tourist event that
does nothing to heighten human awareness. In the future I see more novels recognizing
this fact being written and reclamation o f travel being for the ‘traveller’. Travelling is
hard work and that is perhaps why it has been simplified, but now, more than ever, in a
global world, differences must be understood and this cannot be accomplished unless real
interaction is undertaken. Instead o f inhabitants o f other countries having to learn English
or another dominant language in order to welcome the tourist, I believe that travellers
should begin learning the language o f an area before visiting. In this way, more effective
communication can be reached and those who choose to visit another place can shoulder
the burden. If this occurs, travel as a pilgrimage can be reclaimed and our literature will
demonstrate a truer and more comprehensive picture o f places often stereotyped by our
own cultural consciousness.
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